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Auschwitz Gas Chambers

A Major Zionist Hoax
1 / 1 1 / 9 3 #2

HATONN

QUOTING:
PERSONAL . . . FROM THE EDITOR
(Spotlight, J a n . 11, 1993)

For years, we have been accused of not
believing in the "holocaust", which h a s
become the equivalent of a state religion
in American society and in most countries in the West. You can question
everything else-in fact, you are encouraged to when it comes to morality or
Christianity or patriotism-and courageous defenders of "free speech" will
line up behind your right to peddle pornography, defame Christians or burn
the flag.
But if you question the validity of the
accepted version of history concerning
the alleged murder of 6 million people in
Germany in World War 11, you will be cast
out of society, those 'free speech" defenders will line Up to shut you u p or

destroy you, and in many countries you
can be slapped in jail.
But now things are different. In this
issue we report on the admission by Dr.
Franciszek Piper, senior curator and director of archives a t the Auschwitz State
Museum, that the gas chambers displayed to visitors and in which it is
claimed that 4.1 million people perished
are fakes, built AFTER THE WAR.
Even those associated with the museum a t Auschwitz no longer claim the
4.1 million figure; they revised it downward to 1.1 million ....but even that figure is wrong.. ..
END OF QUOTING

***
I am going to publish this because my
scribe h a s been tormented, terrorized,
ridiculed and attacked by the ADL, labeled a heretic, anti-Semite and even
had our writings entered AGAINST her

as "preposterous and lies" in a court
case-regarding residency rights to her
home. WE HAVE NEVER SAID THERE
WAS NO HOLOCAUST-WE HAVE SAID
OVER AND OVER AGAIN THAT THE
RECOGNIZED "JEWSn OF TODAY ARE
ACTUALLY ZIONIST KHAZARIANS AND
THAT THE HOLOCAUST uDID NOT
HAPPEN A S THE ORTHODOX STORY
IS PRESENTED AND THAT THERE
WERE NOT EVEN 6 MILLION JEWS
PRESENTINTHEAREAATTHETIME!"
I write this in "her" honor for the
assaults are painful and have been unceasingly battering but I want her to
always remember that in our work-AS
WITH ALL THINGS-TRUTH WILL OUT!
It often takes long-even unto the ending
of a planet's cycles for all Truth to come
forth-but God sees to the evolvement of
Truth before all is lost to darkness.
I ask that ALL note this statement:
Judge JaaonBrent (whosummarilyruled
RBoSe~AU9c~GASCHAMBERS,PP33
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Natural Remedies Disappear

As Elite Tighten Control
1/5/93

SOLTEC

Soltec, present, in service to Holy God of
Light. This day, we shall endeavor to
address a situation that is taking place
very quietly right under your noses. The
Elite Controllers have once again lied to
You-The-People and are going about your
country to tag out their Master Plans.
The subfict of which I speak is the
disappearance of certain herbal and natural remedies from store shelves. The most
recent of these removals is the desert plant
herb knownas CAaparral (also known by
Native Americaas as Creosote). Many in
the past have used this remedy for shrinking cancerous tumors, and it has been very
successful. It has anti-oxidant properties
and is claimed to be an anti-aging remedy.
Your gouernment, -however, claims that
this is a very dangerous plant to be using.
It is being removed because it is claimed
that it causes hepatitis and many who
have used this have become infected.
The other remedy which is missing is
known as Fenugreek. This is a remedy
which has been used as a treatment of flu,
sinus congestion and colds. It also has
been used to treat diabetesas it aids in the
control of blood sugar levels. This too, is
much too dangerous for You-The-People to
use so your government is protecting you
by having it removed from the marketplace.
We are not, in general, given to say "I
told you so"; however, have we not alerted
you to the fact that your government was
going to take natural, homeopathic and
herbal remedies from the shelves? Is it not
coming to pass now? Everyone went back
to sleep when you were told that a one-year
moratorium had been placed on the
government's interference with the sale of
these items. Instead, they are going about
your country, slowly, methodically and
deliberately, little by little, removing these
from the retail and wholesale outlets. It is
planned that you shall have none available
to you.
For this reason, we have urged you in
the past several months to acquaint and
educate yourselves with the natural
sources. We have urged you to study this
subject and -get to know how you could
acquire such things without depending on
the traditional sources.
Your world is rapidly changing and it
will only speed up, Chelas. The Elite are on
a very tight time schedule to get you into
total and complete servitude. The removal

of natural remedies from retail sources
may seem like nothing to some of you, but
I guarantee you that there will come a time
when you will wish you had acted.
The Elite are controlling the medical
communities-not in order to assist and
aid You-The-People, but rather to destroy
you-to withhold from you the very medicines that you need for your survival. They
have strung you along for years with promises and supposed milestones and breakthroughs in the cure and control of cancer
and diabetes, and what have they accomplished during all this time and all the
billions of your dollars? They have succeeded in causing cancer and diabetes in
laboratory animals. They tell you what
they are doing, but you hear them not.
They have told you for years and years
that they are able to produce the disease,
but they have never for one moment told
you that they could stop it or cure it. They
have the ability, but they are not about to
let you in on their little secrets. And yet,
year after year, millions of you ones contribute your hard-earned dollars to the
organizations which are supposed to be
researching and finding a cure for these
killers. The same is true for AIDS, hepatitis
and tuberculosis. A s long as the Elite are
in control ofyour planet, there will NEVER,
NEVER, NEVER BE A CURE FOR ANP!
Why would they want you to have the cures
for the very diseases that they have created
to destroy you and depopulate the planet?
The cures are for the Elite, Chelas, should
one of them be stricken-not for you1
Why have you not heard about this on
the news? Why indeed. Why have you not
heard of all the earthquakes and devastation they have caused? Why do you only
see the staged, starving children of Somalia and Bill Clinton jogging around the
country? Because that is what they want
you to hear and see. You are being programmed daily to believe that everything is
improving and that your nation is out of
the recession and that the economy is
growing and that your troops are doing a
humanitarian service to the world, and on
and on and on...
Russia has nothing on you when it
comes to propaganda and brain-washing,
America. You have been led down the
primrose path and all the while your freedoms and rights were being ripped from
you and the government took more and
more control of your lives. Ultimately, the
Elite would have it be your destruction.
Everything that you buy, everything

that you sell, everything that you inherit is
monitoredandcontrolledbytheEliteControllers of your globe. Every time you visit
a doctor, that visit is recorded -and the
maladies you sufferfrom become part of a
globaldata-baseonacomputer. Your
salaries are monitored, every check you
write, every credit card purchase you make
is recorded in this same computer. Your
telephone conversations are monitored,
your television and radio programs are
monitored and directed. The Truth cannot get out through the ordinary, everyday
means, for it is simply not allowed and
anyone who dares to speak up and make a
wave or two is silenced either through buyoffs, bodily damage or death. The tactics
used by the Elite are much worse than the
Mafia ever even considered.
The worst thing is you have only begun
to experience the control. It is going to
move into full-swing now. Shall I remind
you that there are only SEVEN years left
until the year 20003
I have strayed, once again, off the subject of the earth changes, yet, this subject
is most important to you ones, though you
may not recognize its impact at this time.
What shall you do when you have only the
physicians and pharmacies to rely on?
More and more ofyou will be dying, that is
what. And ourjob is to get you through this
time ALIVE! We shall, therefore, do that
which is necessary to accomplish this task,
short of direct intervention at this time.
The earth changes a m not off a d
are stdl1 tight on target You may have
incorrectly assumed that they are slowing
down, but I assure you that you had best
not go back to sleep. You may be in a
SHORT respite, but it is very SHORT. You
have not had any major earth shaking for
what, now, all of two weeks? In the overall
of things, that is not even the blink of an
eye. Have you so soon forgotten the 7.5s
and 6.3s of recent?
And what of your weather? Northern
California is experiencing record-setting
snowfalls, the rest of the state and others
are experiencing record-setting rainfalls
and very cold weather that is completely
out ofthe ordinary. So, do not think for one
moment that you have come out of the
woods. Earthquakes and volcanoes are
not the only way to alter the geography and
do-in people. There have also been tornadoes reported in Texas and other Southern areas in the past week. When do you
ones last recall tornadoes being present in
mid-Winter? Do you really believe this to
be a normal state of affairs?
The electromagnetic grid is changing
frequencies faster than your bodies are
able to adjust. Have you not experienced
the rapidly changing pulses and ringing of
your ears recently? There are times when
you feel as though you cannot stay awake
and other times when you simply cannot
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sit still. Then, at other times, you are so
agitated and irritable that you cannot control your emotions. Chelas, these things
are not of natural origins. It is just more
little tricks that are being played with you
ones. Try an experiment. Watch your own
moods and compare them with the stories
of outbursts of violence that you do see in
your non-news. It should prove to be very
interesting.
This is just one of the reasons that YOU
are admonished to keep the protective
shields in place at all times. You cannot
afford to be tossed around like basketballs
during this time. You each have ajob to do
and if you are experiencing the effects of
the grid fluctuations, you are not going to
be able to function at your best. It is also
why you must spend more time in a state
of true meditation and keep yourselves
well rested. It is imperative that you fuel
your bodies well, also. You are very physical beings at this stage and it is important
that you take the time to care for the body
as well as the spirit. In order to function in
this physical plane, you must have aphysical body. You are here for a very physical
purpose now.
That is why it should be considered a
crime that your Elite are going about removing from you the very things that will
assist you in staying in top physical
condition. All the exercises and special
diets are doing you very little good, indeed. You are completely over-obsessed
about being thin and spend billions of
dollars on special diets and exercise programs that are only of temporary value,
if any a t all. When it comes to the state
of survival, the ones who have a little
stored fat will be able to function much
longer than those who have none. It will
also keep you warm, and the fat aids in
shielding from the pulses. This is not to
give anyone the idea that you should eat
until you are fat. However, it is to say
that a little stored fat on the body is not
as bad as you would be led to believe.
Stop obsessing about a thin body and
know that every body is unique and

individual. Each is a creation of the
Creator and should be treated as such.
So, know that you are still in the thick
of things. Know that the earthquakes
and other earth changes are not finished. Know that the Elite's schedule is
still right on target. And know that Holy
God and the Host are still with you. In
approximately two weeks, your new President will move into the White House and
all I can suggest to you ones is that you
remain very attentive, watchful and alert.
A s always, we stand near and watchful of our own. You honor u s with your
service and loyalty to Holy God of Light.
Walk daily in peace and love for one
another.
Soltec to clear. Salu.

Think Before Writing!
u

Requests vs Sharings
PIUSSome Confirmations
1/5/93#l

HATONN

REMINDER PETITION
Dharrnasits herewith some40+lengthy
letters which have asked for "direct" response. This is NOT what you are askingand I cannot ask that Dharma respond to
each of you for I have not even given her
time to write proper "thank yous" which
are her closest thing to living in aunorrnal"
world. I understand that you believe yourselves to be "hearing" but as long as you
continue to petition for things such as over
and over asking to come aboard ship and
be healed of this or that and/or "give me a
'show' so I can believe and better convince
my brother" and "intervene, please, on the
part of this one or that one", please send
me money so I can do your work, help me
win the lottery, etc., etc., etc.
Number one (AGAIN)-your requests to
God are none of Dharma's business and
what you are actually doing is sending ME
your direct petitions which are God's and
not my own actions. I can promise you: If
youare continuingtoaskthesethingsYOU ARE NOT SUFFICIENTLY STUDIED
TO ACCEPT A LEADING ROLE IN THIS
MISSION AND, BY THAT, I MEAN SIMPLY A "ROLE OF LEADERSHIP IN THE
SPREADING OF THE WORD" FOR YOU
DO NOT YET HAVE THE CORRECT INTERPRETATION. WE DO NOT INTERVENE; WE DO NOT "JUST" SHOW OURSELVES AT THE EXPENSE O F A WHOLE
MISSION PROJECT TO ATTEND YOUR
UDESIRES" SIMPLY BECAUSE YOU
CAN'T REMEMBER, AND LASTLYDHARMAHAS NEVERBEENGIVENSUCH
PRMLEGE TO BE RECALLED IN HER
CONSCIOUSNESS SO WHY WOULD I
EVER MAKE HER ROLE WORSE BY ALLOWING ANOTHER TO HAVE THOSE
ENCOUNTERS AND FUNNEL THE INFORMATION THROUGH HER?
I specifically refer directly to one, R.S. in
N.M. You are a beloved brotherwith agreat
talent and participation potential-but you
are petitioning for the incorrect things from
my "Command". We need workera who
take their role and go with it as they
uncover it-we do not entrust impacting
strategy to ones who simply share and tell
it all. Ours is not a mission of "being" and

service unto each as each requests. That is
for God and man individual. I appreciate
your offering services in any way suitable
but you must understand that this is but
a small piece of the "overall" and you must
realize that "all" cannot do the "one"job.
Nor is "one" blessed above that of "another" in service. DO NOT PLACE ME IN
YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM "AS GODm-I
FILL AT THIS TIME A LEADERSHIP ROLE
WITH THE HOSTS OF GOD AND, AT THIS
TIME OF TOUCHING AND MISSION, SO
SHALL IT REMAIN THAT WAY. WHEN
CALLED, I RESPOND--TO YOUR QUESTIONS AND TO YOUR STATEMENTS FOR
THE CALL COMPELS AN ANSWER OF
WHICH I AM MOST HONORED TO
SHARE-THAT SHARING, HOWEVER,
COMES DIRECTLY TO THE INDIVIDUAL-NOT TO DHARMA!
We delight in the "sharing" and all
writings are brought directly to me-but I
remind you-there are over EIGHT FEET of
piled up letters and items needing response-she has nothingclearon herwork
area save the keyboard itsem
I do not wish ever to discourage you
from contact herein for this is where the
confirmations and new information must
flow-but FOR ALL! While we respond to
the many as individuals the "all" would
have nothing.
Most ofyou are still wishing to find your
proof of our Truth which must become
your own. You want it the fast and easy
way-by osmosis! How did you get so
confused in the first place? Well, if you do
notstudythatwhichhasbeengiven, how
can you expect to go forth and TEACH
another that which you "thin!? we bring?
H a s not enough damage and deceit been
thrust off upon your brethren? When the
student is ready the teacher appears-but
you will rarely find that teacher appearing
AS YOU EXPECT! The letters of support
and love are ALL that keep our crew going-but the individual requests for such
as psychic readings are also burying them.
Do not be disinformed, however, the very
words of willing service are also an expression of support and that, too, is necessary
as fuel for the "fingersm-it is the inability
to respond timely and/or with any input
(forI give Dhanna none unless in full inter t
ofcorrespondence such as this) that c a u s
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a desire so overwhelming as to be miserable, for hers is a 24 hours a day task
without ability to share with family or
friends or any "normal" existence. Her
only trips are to court for one case bashing
after another. This angers even friends
and unkind and unseemly things are foisted
off on these ones in the ignorance and
anger of "being neglected".
I herein ask E.J. to send a note to E.S.
and tell her how unduly hard it is here and
that you haven't got "your -together in
any way at all--only scattered it thicker
and deepel"; there will be no time for
"friendly gatherings" and/or such activities as past experience allowed-there is
no point in injuring friends or ever misleading them. Any who come to this place
come a t the same level of understanding or
they should not come. Dharrna has offered
her life work unto me as scribe and
speaker-that will increase in both areas
and, therefore, old friends who would find
a close sisterly relationship WILL NOT. I
can only offer unto you ones who serve so
unstintingly while asking for nothing-not
even a "sighting" shall bear the reward of
that service for in the giving of the "me"
God returns the gift eternally. Bombardment of my people brings only irritation to
we of the Command for the action must be
viewed as an ignorance of sequence in both
Command and timing.
This is not intended to MOST of you
beloved writers for you ask, even, not to
take the time for response and, of course,
you are the ones who fill the heart with
desire for immediate response. Thank
you. I am only petitioningyou ones to NOT
GET CONFUSED-''YOU SHALL HAVE NO
OTHER GODS BEFORE ME", SAID THE
LORD THY GOD. I DO NOT FILL THAT
ROLE AS A SHIP OR MISSION COMMANDER! In turn, according to my own
appointed task, I relinquish those higher
actions of "visibility" and "invisibility" as
you ask to be granted to you as individuals
for your safety. If you must "ask", you are
most certainly not ready for the "magic" of
such! If you really wish to learn such
wondrous capabilities--go forth and study
the "way to do it" which is neither magic
nor mystical. It is only mysterious because
you haven't yet learned your lessons. We
have laid forth the instructions in complete
diagram right in the series of PLEIADES
CONNECTION JOURNALS and you will
"learn" it as presented or you shall not be
given to utilize it. Ours is to bestow the
Word and "how"-not to shower individuals with magical talents to protect their
physical assets. If you fear to stand for
God-then you are not convinced of your
own "knowing" for when in knowing-you
have no need of such tricks for protection.
I suggest you ones quit playing in your
fantasies and grow into the reality and
KNOWING of Truth which far surpasses
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any tricks or mystical "wishing".
I wish to remind you all-it is necessary
that I use this conduit in a myriad of other
ways-from how to grow spelt and organize
greenhouses in our own project model to
exactly how much folic acid must be produced from the solution in catalytic response to a Gaia life blueprint amnionic
fluid for same-SO THAT ALL AND ANY
ONE CAN HAVE ACCESS TO CELLULAR
RE-CREATION AND THEN, MOVING ON,
THROUGH SIMILAR TECHNIQUES, INTO
TOTAL ENERGY COLLECTION FROM AND
TO, ANY PLACE AND ANY USE. If you
cannot see this larger picture-then we
have nothing in common upon which to
base a working relationship.
You who offer services in specific manner (or even in general manner) will find
your "resume" or offering in appropriate
placement so that Earth workers will have
that knowledge and have ability to make
contact. This is a very EARTHBOUND
TASK herein-against all odds and there
are some very unusual things which happen-but no magic-just hard diggingwith
all but no funding and hard work. Even in
the lawsuits the lawyers think they have a
thing "locked in" only to find other conduits to be "had" right through a "f"uedn
and raping judicial system. This means
that "I" HAVE TO TELL THEM IN WHICH
AREAS TO SEEK MOVES AND HOW TO
PRESENT THE CASE--THIS, TOO, USUALLY REQUIRES E.J. OR DHARMA IN
ORDER THAT I BE HEARD!
These ones are not scientists or lawyers-and yet, all this technical "beyond
even the thoughts of man thus far", must
flow through their data banks. Dharrna
deserves to be awarded at least seven PhDs
for her education has become all but unlimited-and yet, she will tell you that she
knows NOTHING! She is not, either, given
to REMEMBER! She still relates far more
to the people who sent crocheted doilies in
delicate and beautiful patterns, afghan
and abundant cooked specialties for she
had no time for same. She cannot understand why she has to attend mold on slime
on her beautiful kitchen counter-top for a
new antibiotic for the world could not be
conceived to come fromher cupboard shelf.
We have a new problem here which was
not brought to Dhanna and E.J.'s attention until this past week or so. Many of the
PLEIADES CONNECTION series have been
sold by the publisher--directly against
Federal Court order. It is rather complicated as to how this occurred but, nonetheless-it has occurred and the Court
holds Ekkers directly responsible for the
"incorrect" assumption was made by the
Federal Judge that Ekkers CONTROLLED
the publisher. The publisher became too
impatient over funds for same as they
came in and retained them-this violates
the very intent of the law regarding the

banned publications and now there shall
be Federal Court action coming against us
once more-for a bit of greed and lack of
full understanding and inability, or unwillingness, to handle the case in a proper
manner which could have resulted in great
return from "damages" if handled properly.
To any of you who would still desire
those books (thegreatest set of information
on your planet at this time) you MUST GO
DIRECTLY TO (I BELIEVE) TEHACHAPI
DISTRIBUTING. (Editor's note: Unforfunately, asof 1/6/93 Tehachapi Distributing has beenfomed to terninate any
and all further d k t r i h d o n of its PLEIADES CONNECTION series of JOURNALS due to the imminent Urmat of
legalactionby the Universityof Science
and Philosophy. So, at this time THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR does not know
whem to send you maders for those
wonderful JOURNALS. See next-to-larst
page for mom on this nurtter.) This is a
separate, in total, entity and, other than
some already operating individual independent distributorslocated here and there
who might still have the JOURNALS, is the
only place wherein these are available. I
would point out that what should have
happened as you made payment to America
West was that they were to forward the
funds as received to this Distributor who
would, in turn, ship the volumes. The
books have been shipped but thus far the
funds have not been sent-which reads in
a court of law as "contempt of court" and
defiance of a Federal Court order. This is
most distressing at a time when we are
moving so rapidly on other projects as the
costs and time consumed are without limit
it seems.
I do not yet realize how we shall handle
this matter-we are told that the JOURNALS are not sellingat any rate-or at best,
very, very few. This is the responsibility of
the major distribution resource and, yet, I
cannot continue to ask participation when
it is becoming so costly to both here and
"there". The Ekkers, so far, have received
nothing but major headaches and more
and more expense from the publication of
this work-SOMETHING IS GROSSLY
WRONG! God's work is often squelchedbut by and large man will respond to Truth
when he can find it-this means that he is
not finding it and we shall have to consider
restructuring of some kind it would seem.
Dharrna claims that for every step ahead
we find ten backward as to their own
personal survival. No-lessonsare learned
one upon another and the cost cannot be
measured against the gain. It is difficult to
become a "senior citizen" in all Earth
ramifications,however, and still fight harder
and more tenaciously than any young adult.
When friends turn and "do you in", it must
be realized that this is the most painful of
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all journeys-and yet, God never promised SERVICE OF THE COURT ORDER. The
rose petals without thorns nor did He offer reason Ekkers become the focus is that the
a path of paved golden leaf. He said it Judge ordered Ekkers to inform and rewould be harder than the passing through move all volumes from the publisher and
the needle's eye but He promised to see you they (the Ekkers) are held responsible for
through-and for these, it is sufficient. all actions otherwise.
Nowinaddition,allpersonscomingand
They only ask that YOU bear with their
limitations for their hearts are with YOU- going from the Ekker's various places of
but their "hands" are MINE! THE FORCE presence are under surveillance and will
OF GOD IS WITH YOU, CHELAS, AS YOU be arrested if anything deviates one iota
JOURNEY FORTH-BUT THE LESSONS from the law-and things will be "set-up"
ARE HARD WHEN THE WAY IS BENT BY to cause suspicion of same. We have some
YOUR OWN DOING. I CAN ONLY CAUTION who have served time in incarcerationYOUTO SEE BEYOND FOR, IN INSTANCES and they are watched like the flyunder the
SUCH A S THIS, THE VERY GOOD DONE microscope, followed and are walking timeBEFORE BECOMESTAINTED AND QUES- bombs if behavior deviates one iota from
TI0 NED-AN D
WHEREIN
GOD / legal rules. Other ones here are offended
CHRISTED BEINGS ARE CONCERNED IN by this-well, so be it-it doesn't exactly
CONNECTION OF TRUTH-BRINGING-- "make my day" either as I see ones coming
BECOMES UNACCEPTED BY THE RECEIV- under the impression that this is some sort
ERS. BLUNDERING IS ONE THING--DE- of "find myself" gathering place.
You who have supported the I n s t i t u t e
LIBERATE WITHHOLDING IS QUITE ANfor goodness sakes, you are at the brink of
OTHER.
In the moving to a distant place those bringing the substance of re-creation of life
ones asked if they could not continue in the cellular structure itself. You are growing
work? I responded "Yes, but it would be and experiencing the project of the exact
very, very difficult as the assaults and grains and foods which shall sustain you
'remoteness dilution9took over in the con- through all disasters; you are building
sciousness"-it has proven to be thus far, structures within projects active, domed
true, in the latter. Fear and insecurity and structures which are both beautiful and
search for security of lifestyle of high stan- will withstand winds of over 200 miles an
dards will do-in the unsuspecting EVERY hour. You have a Constitutional Law CenTIME. There are over 65 JOURNALS (I ter which is now recognized throughout
believe at least 67)--could not 8 or 9 rest the WORLD and are bringing in ones who
upon the shelves until the Federal case be WRITE THE LAWBOOKS wishing to regain
closed? Greed is a blindingly sneaky thing Constitutional Law and clean up the Judiwhich destroys concepts and I must allow cial system-and still we have to plead and
a bit of healing in perspective to these ones actually BEG for assistance. You have now
before any further decisions are made. It is available the equivalent ofwell over 25,000
so incredible to me that ones do cut their pages of text in instructions and informaown noses off in order to spite the face tion and thousands of taped messages;
itself. I do not see, either, how on the you have agreenhouse project underwayhuman foundation such as these things YOU ARE CHANGING THE WORLD FOR
can be ignored for, after all, these ones be GOODNESS SAKES-CAN YOU NOT BE
but stewards of God's property. These PATIENT AND WAIT UPON THE LORD?
volumes are camera ready for press and GOD DOES NOT LEAVE YOU-YOU FIND
ANY printer can put them to press-ANY- EVERY EXCUSE AND WAY TO GET RID OF
WHERE! There is expense, but even that HIM! YOU HAVE A MOTION PICTURE
has been shared, so we are at a loss as to AWAITING THE FINAL START-UP FUNDhow this has come to be--but it has and it INGANDYOU HAVE FUNDING PROJECTS
must be confronted for, as a Federal suit IN FUNDING--WHAT MORE CAN YOU
comes to public focus-it shall undoubt- POSSIBLY WANT OF GOD, MUCH LESS,
edly be quite ugly. Dharrna was totally THESE TWO PEOPLE SIMPLY TRYING TO
bashed and ridiculed at the preliminq SERVE ME AND DO THEIR WORK? ABUN"banning" hearings as E.T.'s became the DANCE IN RETURN IS GOD-GREED IS
joke of the court. The University of Science NOT! IF YOU CANNOT MAKE UP YOUR
and Philosophy has put aside over $2 15 MIND ABOUT IT-IS ITTHE PROBLEM OF
million dollars to "win" this suit and now, THESE PEOPLE WHO ASK FOR NOTHING
with deliberate breaking of the court or- SAVE A BIT OF REST AND A BIT OF
der--defense is difficult at best. The case RESPONSIBILITY LIGHTENING?
is basically against America West PublishThrough this route you will reclaim
ing and America West Distributors but your Enforcement Officers and guardians
they could not be found and the court if they be reclaimed at all-things this day
assumption (because our attorneys were look very, very dim for you as a nation. I
inept and foolish) was that the "author/ shall speak on those things now, and trust
writer" from whatever source-HAD FULL that you will get your own confirmation as
CONTROL OVER THE PUBLISHER, ETC., you consider some of the recent moves of
SINCE THEY WERE NOT LOCATED FOR your would-be Kings.
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BUSH
I told you long ago that Bush did not
want the job of Presidency-HE WANTS TO
R U N THE W 0 RLD ENFORCEMENT
BODY-CALLED THE UNITED NATIONS.
He has made all his contacts within the
past weekwho would appoint him. Through
loose talk and information release out of
sequenceyou let him get "away"! He has
made many "deals" this past week and
none of them are to your advantage.
A s always, it will continue to be hidden
and insidious and appear to be "logical" in
the way things "come-off . But, you will
note by the price of gold that SOMETHING
IS WRONG IN THE ELITE PLANNING! The
excuse given for the plunge is that the
Middle East is "dumping". Eee-gads! and
I suppose Hitler was a Saint? Well, now is
certainly the time to BUY! "Cosmos" has
managed to block quite a few exchanges.
Saddarn himself has over 28 TONS of gold
in Switzerland and that is why Switzerland
refused to join the binding "Maastricht"
idiocy of deceit. The Russian Ukraine still
has the outstanding "certificate" which
can totally wipe out the British banking
system. There is enough public press
confirmation in obvious lack of truth and
yet focusing on the facts, to give credence
to this information. CNN is playing the
information to the public game-even the
other networks are bringing all their journalists home from Somalia and will "rely
on CNN for news". If YOU continue to be
blind-YOU WILL SOON BE DEAD BLIND!

REACHING FINGERS OF CONTROL
Even on thefunctioningmilitarybasesmassive changes in routine operations are
coming into change. For instance, on
bases the U.S.P.S. (United States Postal
Service: not a Federal entity as you thinkit is just like the IRS) will require entry to
the bases and now a full delivery service
even to interdepartmentmailingswhich
never leave the base. The bases being
shut down are being shifted over to other
uses--one being for "Reserves" and "U.N.
training centers" as well. as "refugee centers"-"in case of major disasters". This
by any label means "Concentration"
camps. One of the first such bases in
change of "upstart" rather than simple
"winding down" is March AFB. Others,
such as Norton-have gone into almost
full-time surveillance functions.
GOD
You who continue to toss the Greeting
Cards (Sananda/Turin shroud image)
about hither and yon in denial are interesting to say the very least. The cards were a
gift from here to YOU. Whether or not you
WISH TO BELIEVE THEM TO BE TRUE OR
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FALSE--CHANGES NOTHING. A most recent letter states that "Lord Jerias" says
this is an imposter and is "positive proof"
for "in the eyes there is not shown the
LOVE that is in eyes of the 'real' picture of
Jesus." Oh, and WHO is "Lord Jerias"? I
have never heard of same. No love in the
eyes? Wherein did YOU look? "Real"
picture of Esu "Jesus"? Wherein might be
found that ONE--this "real"picture? WHO
produced this "real" picture? Shroud is
not valid? WHO said? What MAN told you
these wondrous insightful things? To accuse through the word "Sananda" in proving a point is more blatantly foolish than
any other statement. "Sananda" simply
means a higher state of being as in "Christ"
and Sananda is a loving identification of
RESPECT given to this Christed Being once
l translated
"also" called Esu ~ m m a n u eor
later by St. Paul as "Jesus". He has as
many labels as there are groups who speak
differing languages. How dare you limit
your brother's perception of truth by your
own narrow illusion. Ifyou care not for the
picture card shared in love with youthrow it out, sit on it, eat it or whatever you
wish but disrespect of even the "gift" is
quite sad indeed, for the gift came with love
from the givers who had nothing else to
share with you. Theirs was a simple sharing of a Season's card which they found to
be wondrous and wished to share with
subscribers as well as make available to
any who would wish them. To denounce
the gift is almost as severe and MORE
INSULTING than to denounce validity---do
you who returned and defaced this cardreturn and deface all the cards of Santa
Claus, Christmas Trees, the Nativity and

week-AND, yes, THE BLACK HELICOPTERS WITH BLACK-SUITED PILOTS BUZZING DISSENTERS IN THAT AREA ARE
FROM AURORA, ILL. AND ARE PART OF
THE FBI SPECIAL PROJECTS!
Also, comes from Illinois a report from
MANY that the ground is shaking in areas
close to the New Madrid Fault as to "scaring to death" the population. The report is
that the ground is shaking "all the time"
and, yet, no reports are given in the papers
and all sorts are given by phone if ones
inquire.
I am reminded to tell you that one by the
name of Skolnick also has a "hotline" and
his organization is called "Committee to
Clean Up the Courts". This is an excellent
contact and resource for the ones at the
Constitutional Law Center as a lot of research has been done and need not be
duplicated! That number as given from a
correspondent today is: (312) 73 1-1505.
Messages are changed, as with ours, when
new and critical information is presented,
and a t least 2 to 3 times weekly in any case.
I have given this number prior to this but
am pleased to offer it again as requested.
Our thrust is to ultimately NETWORK with
all these patriot groups so that you can
have outlet for all information and, hopefully, through a focused resource. We offer
the LBERATORfor this cause as that is the
purpose of its birthing. A s we get more
ones available in the CLC, we shall have
regular "case" updates and entries. The
ones at that place at present, are absolutely buried in cases and haven't time to
summarize reports. Neither, at this time,
is there available space in the paper but it
does appear that we shall have to move to
ImitationdrawingsoftheMotherandChild? more frequent printings, get more subDo you set yourselves up asjudge, jury and scribers to afford integration of several
executioner of truth which does not suit newsletters now "going broke" on their
you and your various "Lords" and "La- own account, or, or?? I, alone, have enough
dies"? I would never be so cruel or insult- information to write two papers per day
ing were I your teacher-which I most without tellingyou more than a smattering
assuredly tell you that I AM NOT, in this of all that transpires. It is frustrating to
instance! A MIND CLOSED TO POSSIBILI- hold this information when you desire it so
TIES BY SELF OR 'HIGHER ENERGY* IS greatly but we do that which we can with
A SAD THING INDEED AND FITS THE that which we are given.
TIMES" IN WHICH YOU FIND YOURSELVES-DENYING THE VERY HOSTS
HUMOR? OR TERROR?
AND GOD COME AND SENT TO BRING
The following is interesting in its huYOU HOME FOR YOU WILL NOTE--THAT
THESE ONES WHO INSULT-HAVE NO morous aspect of dealing with a child's
OFFER OF TRUTH IN BETTER STEAD! questions of never-ending quantity and
THEY TELL YOU THAT YOU ARE IN THE quality. I hope all of you will read it with
"END" AND GIVE YOU NOTHING UPON thoughtful response in your own minds.
WHICH A SINGLE ACTION CAN BE BASED
IN TRUTH AND/OR "REAL1TY"'OF LOGIQUOTING:
CAL FUNCTION. REMEMBER WELL: IT IS
DADDY, WHAT HAPPENS WHEN
THE TIME OF SORTING! SO BE IT.
EVERYTHLNG ENDS?
CONFIRMATIONS
by Gene Truncellito, Columnist
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the story. That's all there is. Be good and
go to sleep."
"I don't mean the story. What happens
when everything ends?"
'You mean everything?"
"Uh-huh. Everything."
"Nothing's coming to an end. What are
you talking about?"
"Jimmy says they're gonnadrop bombs
some day and everything's gonna end."
"Oh. I get it. I'll have to thank Jimmy
someday for sharing his wisdom. Listen,
hon, nobody's gonna drop any bombs on
you."
"But what if they do?"
"They won't."
"But what if they do?"
"Okay. Listen. You wanna know what
happens when everything ends? Well, you
don't have to worry. Because you know
what? Nothing really ends. Everything
just goes on and on forever! Okay? Now,
c'mon, go to sleep."
"When Uncle Bob died Gram said he
went to heaven."
"Right! There you go. A perfect example. Uncle Bob didn't just end. He went
somewhere else."
"But what about when heaven ends?"
"No, no, no, that's like everything else.
It just keeps going on, too."
"What if they dropped a bomb on
heaven?"
"Nah. That can? happen."
"Why not?"
"Because it canJt."
Why not?"
"Because...because.. .God won't let it."
"You mean that God will let them drop
bombs on me here but not in heaven?"
"Aren't you the slightest bit tired?"
"But I don't understand."
"Alright. I'm not sure I do either. If I try
to explain it, will you try to go to sleep?"
"I promise."
"Okay. Let's see. I think it's like this. If
you go out into outer space as far as you
can go and never stop, you know what
happens? You come right back here to
where you started.*
Where's heaven?"
"Heaven? Heaven is...it's sort of,
uh ...hmmm. Okay, here's what I think:
when you go to heaven, you're really coming back here, just as ifyou flew into space.
Only, you don't always come back looking
exactly like you do now. In fact you can be
anyone or anything you want, for all the
lifetimes you want. That's why it's heaven.
But there's a catch. You have to be good
while you're here now. Otherwise,you may
come back as something you don't like."
'You mean that this can be like the bad
place, too?"
"So to speak."
"If this is heaven, or the other place,
"Daddy, what happens after everything
A s a change I would give confirmations:
then where does God live?"
Yes indeed, the head of the Mossad was in ends?"
"Don'tyou wanna talk about, like, what
"C'mon sweetheart, that's the end of
the Chicago area during the Christmas
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I do at work or something?"
"Where does He live?"
"Well, I guess He lives.. .urn.. .well, He
lives right here, inside you and me and all
around us. After all, this is heaven, right?"
"Good. I like that."
"Good. Now please. Time for sleep."
"Daddy?"
Tes."
"Ifthey drop the bombs, willyou be able
to find me after I die, even if I don't look the
same?"
"I'd recognize you anywhere." - - - - -

If they drop bombs on you where will
you go?
How will God know you except for your
And just WHAT DO YOU TELL YOUR
works?
CHILDREN? What DID you tell them? Do
HO-hmmm! Time for sleep?
they "float"? Who feeds them in those
"cloudsn?-well, perhaps it is time to ponder these things lest you not know what to
I thought so!
do or where to go!?! Why do you LIMIT
Good day, Hatonn to stand-by.
GOD? He always provides if you but see it
Dharma, I wish to write on the material
and take it and KNOW IT.
from the Law Enforcement Officers, but
this is too lengthy to continue here. Thank
Where is heaven?
you.
Where does God live?

END OF QUOTING

The Divine Plan, Part X:

"In Deep Fat99
12/30/ 92

JESUSISANANDA

Blessings unto you this day, Child. It is
I, as you know me to be, Master Jesus.
Many DENY me place within and shout
loudlythatothersofyoudolikewise. THESE
WHO SHOUT THE LOUDEST ARE THE
MOST DEAF AND BLIND. I come with a
voice as a feather upon the wind. It is the
wind of the soul which "blows" ever so
gently and those who will not STILL THE
MIND will never HEAR, SEE or KNOW me.
For it is through the quiet of the still that I
speak.
Most of you will never hear me. It is for
this reason, Cherished One, that I come
speaking to you that you might be my
voice, for if not for you and others around
the world who sit still and listen, there
would be no one to carry my messages. It
matters not that there are many who sneer
and bicker among themselves that it is not
I who speaks. For these go both BLIND and
DEAF. It is these who go as but fodder for
the fire. I SAY UNTO EACH OF YOU, 'BE
STILL AND KNOW ME", FOR YOU WILL
NOT FIND ME IN THE HUSTLE AND
BUSTLEOFAWORLDGONEAWRY. FOR,
LO, COME UNTO ME SEEKING TO KNOW
ME AND YOU WILL. I HAVE NO PREFERENCE OF PERSONS, BUT TO HIM WHO
HUMBLY SEEKSANDSERVESISITGIVEN.
Precious Children, know that the Antichrist knows no limits. No boundaries will
keep him and his select from their plans of
destruction, save lit be the power of Creator. Satan and his servants never stop
scheming of ways to subdue you. Their

plans chancre bv the minute. I warn you
now. Forget not your systems of pubic
transit. These are slated for ATTACK. The
recent problemswith the wings falling from
some of your airplanes was no accident.
THE SAME WAS PLANNED AS BUT ONE
MANNER IN WHICH TO CRIPPLE YOU
THROUGH FEAR. WATCH OUT FOR SITUATIONS OF SABOTAGE TO COME YOUR
WAY IN YOUR SUBWAYS. For these same
ones have as much in their plans. THAT
WHICH HAS HERETOFORE BEEN
LARGELY A SPIRITUAL WARFARE I S
ABOUT TO BECOME A PHYSICAL WARFARE. These will not tolerate the idea that
many of you might be FREE of their control. For there is a real, solid, and strong
patriot movement astir in your country.
For the COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATI0 NS (YOUR ZIONIST-SATANIST
'SHADOW GOVERNMENTw)AND THE
CREATOR OF THE SAME, THE HOUSE OF
ROCKEFELLER, HAS LONG BEEN IN CONTROL OF YOUR COUNTRY AND THESE
WILL NOT GIVE UP CONTROL WITHOUT
AN ALL-OUT FIGHT. Thus, you are faced
with not only the grave probability of INTERNAL CONFUSION, but you have the
threat of the same through EXTERNAL
forces. THE SOVIET UNION COMMUNISTS OPERATING FROM WITHIN YOUR
COUNTRY HAVE LOADED SADDAM
HUSSEIN TO THE POINT OF OVERFLOWING WITH NUCLEAR WEAPONRY WITH
WHICH TO MAKE WAR AGAINST YOU.
You, each of you, must open to the fact
that the HOUSE OF ROCKEFELLER, the
house of Satan himself, and his very elite

have never had any other design than to
wipe you out as a nation, bringing you to
your knees under a Satanic ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT. This GRAND CONSPIRACY HAS BEEN BUILDING WITH A
GRAND FURY SINCETHE 20s. Once they
gained control of the television media and
the largest publishing houses, you fast fell
deep within the pits of darkness. FOR
WITHOUT AVENUES OF TRUTH, LIGHT
CANNOT GETTO THE PEOPLE AND SOON
ALL BEGIN TO PERISH IN DARKNESS.
Well, thus it is with these Satanic ones,
who have long controlled the media within
your country and control the natural resources around the world, in collusion
with other of their Satanist friends.
When you turn on your television sets
and take a look at the leading 'anchors"
for the evening news, remember that you
are looking at satanists. HOW DO THEY
LOOK? ANY DIFFERENT FROM THE MAN
ON THE STREET? WILL THESE TELL YOU
THAT THEY ARE SATANISTS? Most likely
not. For they are lost unto the glamour of
Satan and his causes. They are blinded by
the power and intrigue of self-importance.
They count not as SIGNIFICANT their
"LOVE OF THE MATERIAL". FOR THIS
"LOVE OFTHE MATERIAL" SEEMS INNOCENT ENOUGH TO MANY OFTHEM. Nay,
for it is this tool of Satan which has led
them all asunder. It is these who are
leading you and your children and your
children's children asunder. DO YOU NOT
WONDER WHY YOUR NEWS CONTAINS
NOTHING BUT BLOOD, SEX AND VIOLENCE, DRUGS, MORE BLOOD, SEX AND
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VIOLENCE? Wonder no morel
WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO WAKE UP
AND CALL A HALT TO THE SAME? Well, it
will be never if these have any say. Their
plans for you are TOTAL SLAVERY. Those
among the very SECRET Council on Foreign Relations have created and pushed
without ceasing the grand CONSPIRACY to
OVERTHROW YOUR GOVERNMENT.
THEY HAVE CONTROLLED ALMOST EVERY PRESIDENT, AS WELL AS GRAND
NUMBERS WITHIN THE HIGHEST ECHELONS OF YOUR GOVERNMENT, FOR
THELARGESTPARTOFSEVENDECADES.
THEY HAVE GIVEN AWAY YOUR MILITARY MIGHT TO PRACTICALLY EVERY
RADICAL, DEVELOPING NATION AROUND
THE WORLD. THESE SAME ONES HAVE
STRIPPED YOU CLEAN OF YOUR MILITARY HARDWARE AND GAVE UNPRECEDENTED MILITARY PROWESS TO THE
SOVIET UNION. IN ADDITION, YOU HAVE
GIVEN UNTO THE SOVIET UNION BILLIONS UPON BILLIONS OF 'FREEA MONIES OR LOANED THEM BILLIONS UPON
BILLIONSATVERY LOW INTERESTRATES,
THE GREATEST MAJORITY OF WHICH
WAS NOT REPAID. YOU HAVE SUPPORTED THEM WITH VERY LOW PRICED
GRAIN YEAR AFTER YEAR, EVEN AT THE
RISK OF GOING HUNGRY YOURSELVES.
All the while, they have schemed ways
in which to combine your two countries
and to collapse Europe and the rest of the
world under one umbrella. Now, they have
succeeded for all practical purposes. For
you have the Soviets so imbedded in many
areas of your government that in many,
many areas you have now more Soviets
than Americans. These (the KGB) have
taken over your INTELLIGENCE services.
They have gained control of your JUDICIARY system. They have taken over your
SPACE programs a n d y o u r UNDERGROUND bases. They have gained control
of your COMMUNICATION systems and
your SATELLITE systems. They have the
capability to render you powerless through
their superior wr ~ n r ya n d their cosmon a u t space platf ms, which can CONTROL WEATHER PATTERNS, a n d cause
EARTHQUAKES.
HENRY KISSINGER,THENUMBERONE
TORCHBEARER FOR THE HOUSE OF
ROCKEFELLER, HAS BOASTED, "THEY
CREATED ME."
Well, they not only CREATED Henry
Kissinger, they molded the hearts and
minds of each of you, your children and
your children'schildren. FORTHEY HAVE
STEADILY FED YOU STREAMS OF LIES
AND HALF-TRUTHS FOR DECADES. SO
LONG, IN FACT, THAT VERY FEW OF YOU
ACTUALLY KNOW OF THAT WHICH IS
TRUTH. YOU HAVE INGESTED A STEADY
STREAM OF LIES. YOU ARE LMNGA LIE.
Precious Child, print that which your
d i c t i o n a r y s t a t e s of o n e H o u s e of
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Rockefeller.
RATIFIED BY THE STATES. Yet, your
From the Random House College Dido- Zionist Elite pushed the same through as
nary, it is stated: 1. John D(avison), 1839- legal and, to this day, you are all paying for
1937, a n d his son John D(avison) Jr., something which is a FRAUD. Precious
1874-1960,U.S. oil magnates and philan- One, print the name of this printing comthropists. 2. Nelson A(ldrich), 1908- 1979, pany where all interested might secure for
governor ofNewYork 1959- 1973,vice presi- self these thoroughly researched docudent of the U.S., 1974-77 (son of John D. ments substantiating this FRAUD.
Rockefeller, Jr.)
COMMON SENSE PRESS
Do these Satanists go about the printP.O. BOX 1544
ing of the REAL TRUTHS? Do they talk of
BILLINGS, MONTANA, 59 103
the billions they poured into Russia to
finance WAR and REVOLT in that country?
The IRS i s a n unconstitutional
Do they tell of the billions upon billions
they have STOLEN from you and poured agency. It is an ILLEGAL arm of the KGB.
into Communist countries around the world It is a tool used by the Zionist elite to suck
to aid in the growth of Communism. They each of you dry of what little you do have to
describe themselvesasPHILANTHROPISTS. survive. THERE IS NOT A SINGLE ONE
You see the same written by one of their AMONG YOU WHO SHOULD HAVE EVER
own Antichrist publishers. THUS, I ASK GONE TO JAIL FOR REFUSING TO PAY
YOU, IS THE BELIEVING IN THE SEEING? INCOME TAXES, FOR THESE TAXES ARE
PreciousChildren, that which your fore- AN ILLEGAL FRAUD. [Editor'snote: For an
fathers fought to win for you h a s been in-depth history and discussion of the
stripped from you, for you have ceased to Federal Reserve/BS scam, plus general
be VIGILANT. THESE WHO FOUGHT FOR background information about The Truth
YOUR FREEDOMS KNEW THAT WHICH behind our modern economic malaise, see
WAS BEFORE EACH OFYOU. THEY CRE- the PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO
ATED A CONSTITUTION ASSURING YOUR ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY I N
RIGHTS, SUCH THAT YOU MIGHT CON- A FISHBOWL ( # l o ) , and YOU CAN SLAY
TINUE TO BE FREE. PRECIOUS CHIL- THE DRAGON ( # 16). See back page for
DREN,YOURCONSTITUTIONNOWADAYS ordering information.]
It is only you, the uninformed juror,
IS LITTLE MORE THAN A JOKE, for these
who are told to uphold the same and swear who sends these innocent ones to jail, for
that they will do so, are the ones who you know not that, according to your Conscheme the hardest to find ways to get stitution, you do not have to support UNJUST or FRAUDULENT laws. YOURJUDIaround the same.
WHY DO YOU SUPPOSE THAT LAWYERS CIARY SYSTEM WAS INDEED CREATED
AND MEMBERS OF THE BRITISH MON- SUCH THAT YOU, THE JUROR, WOULD
ARCHY WERE FASTTO BURY YOUR REAL HAVE THE FINAL SAY AGAINST UNJUST
13TH AMENDMENT? BECAUSE THEY LAWS. From the beginning you were given
WERE DETERMINED TO WEASEL THEIR the ultimate say. IN FACT, IT IS YOUR
WAY INTO TOTAL CONTROL AND DOMIN- DUTY TO VOTE "NOT GUILTY"WHEN ANY
ION OVER EACH OF YOU. Very few of you OF YOU IS BURDENED WITH AN UNJUST
know that your real 13th amendment for- LAW. THESE WHO DISOBEY UNJUST
bade that those with TITLES OF NOBILITY LAWS CANNOT BE SENT TO JAIL IF YOU
HOLD PUBLIC OFFICE. Precious Chil- VOTE "NOT GUILTYA.Precious Ones, any
dren, this does mean lawyers! Attorneys! of you wishing to know more about inThese, in collusion with the British Crown, formed jurors can receive of the same from
were fast to rip the same from your Consti- the above Montana address.
CHILDREN, YOU MUST AWAKEN TO
tution with the advent of the Civil War and
replaced the same with the amendment YOURDUTYTOUPHOLDTHETRUTHAND
forbidding slavery. All is a matter of record THE LIGHT. YOU MUST CEASE TO TAKE
on your side. IT WAS THESE SAME ONES AS YOUR SENTENCE UNJUST AND
WHO NOW CONTROL YOU WHO WERE FRAUDULENT LAWS. YOUR CONSTITUFORBIDDEN BY AMENDMENT TO YOUR TION WAS DESIGNED SUCH THAT YOU,
CONSTITUTION TO DO THE SAME. FOR IT THE CITIZEN, WOULD BE ASSURED
WAS KNOWN THAT THESE WOULD SEEK RIGHTS WHICH ARE INALIENABLE, GODTO FIND WAYS AROUND THE LAWSTHAT GIVEN, NOT TO BE SOLD OR BOUGHT.
WERE GIVEN TO PROTECT YOU. PRE- These rights are clearly delineated in your
CIOUS CHILDREN, YOU WERE GIVEN A BILL OF RIGHTS, such that there i s no
CONSTITUTION TO PROTECT YOU. YOU mis-understanding.
Now, you have a government which h a s
WERE GWEN A CONSTITUTION THAT
YOU MIGHT BE FREE. [Editor'snote: See become OPPRESSIVE. You have a group
the 12/ 15/ 92 issue of THE PHOENIX which h a s SEIZED your government and
LIBERATOR for the fascinating story on h a s CONSPIRED to UNDERMINE you, as a
nation, even unto the DISSOLVING OF
the real 13th Amendment.]
In addition you need know that your YOUR CONSTITUTION AND THE TAKING
income tax is ILLEGAL. IT WAS NEVER OFYOURVERY LASTFREEDOMS. EVEN
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UNTO THE QUARTERING OF FOREIGN
TROOPS WITHIN YOUR VERY MIDST.
EVEN UNTO THETAKING AWAY OFYOUR
FREEDOMS OFTHE PRESS. EVEN UNTO
THE TAKING OVER OF YOUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM, WHICH WAS FORBIDDEN AT THE TIME YOUR COUNTRY WAS
FOUNDED. Little Ones, your freedoms
have been slowly usurped such that you
have very few remaining. THOSE WHO
HAVE SEIZED YOUR COUNTRY ARE AN
EVIL LOT WHO DEMAND THAT YOUR
GOD-GTVENRIGHTSBEDESTROYEDAND
THAT YOU BE PLACED UNDER A ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT.
What will vou do to KNOW TRUTH?
What will you do to come to grips with the
horror that is fast upon you? What will you
do to come out of the BLINDNESS which
has taken hold of you? I say, "Youwho will
not do so much as raise a finger to help
your own selves from the ditch shall PERISH; if not in this world, then in the world
to come." FOR YOU WHO WILL DO
NOTHINGDESERVE NOTHING,ANDWOE
UNTO YOU, FOR THIS SHALL BE YOUR
JUSTREWARD. THEREISNOTAGREATER
BATTLE GOING ON RIGHT NOW THAN
THE BATTLE FORYOUR SOUL. AND THE
BATTLE IS A GREAT ONE, INDEED. YOU
WILL EITHER RAISE UP OUT OF YOUR
STUPORAND FIGHT ORYOU SHALLLOSE
OF YOUR FREEDOMS.
Speak not in this direction that you
have seen or heard NOTHING of what is
going on, for you have been warned and
forewarned. YOU HAVE BEEN GWEN AS
MUCH THROUGH THIS SOURCE. AND
OTHERTRUTHSARE COMING UNTO YOU
FROM MANY DIRECTIONS NOW. Enough
is enough. Come not unto me with your
WHINING and COMPLAINING when the
going gets ROUGHER, for when you could
have done, you have done NOTHING. When
you could have RAISED a voice, you KEPT
SILENT. Come not unto me when these
seek to ERADICATE you from the face of
the Earth. For this is their GRAND DESIGN. I tell you that you have an OPPRESSIVE government running your country,
and that the same is one COUNCIL ON
FOREIGN RELATIONS.
THINK NOT THAT MR. CLINTON IS
ABOUT HELPING ANY OF YOU UNLESS
YOU FORCE HIM TO DO SO. HE IS A
MEMBER OFTHE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN
RELATIONS. HE IS NOT YOUR REAL
PRESIDENT, ANYWAY. HE IS A LIAR, AND
HIS PRESIDENCY IS A LIE. Believe not one
word you hear from his mouth as regards
grand plans, for he will do exactly as he is
told to do by t h e HOUSE OF
ROCKEFELLER, or else.
We are growing very weary on this
side by those of you who insist that
"GOD WILLDO IT", or UI'LLJUST PRAY,
ANDLETGODTAKECAREOFIT*. WELL,
YOU CANTHROWTHAT KIND OFTHINK-
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ING INTO THE FIREPLACE AND BE OF
THE BURNING OFTHE SAME, FOR GOD
WILL NOT BE OF THE DOING FOR YOU
THAT WHICH YOU CAN DO FOR SELF.
THE ANTICHRIST HAS WOVEN FAST INTO
YOUR BELIEF SYSTEMS A N D HAS
TAUGHT YOU TO BELIEVE IN "MAGICAL
THINKING". You have allowed the same,
for you have sat back and waited to be FED,
FED, FED by those who do not know the
TRUTH from a LIE. YOU ARE CAUGHT IN
THE WHIRLWINDS OF THE LIES OF THE
HOUSE OF ROCKEFELLER AND OTHER
OF SATAN'S SERVANTS, AND SUCH IS

YOUR CHOICE. YOU ARE NOW IN DEEP
FAT AND YOU WILL FIGHT OR BURN A
QUICK DEATH, FORTHE FIRE IS MOVING
IN ON YOU FAST.
This is enough on which to ponder this
day. Take of it and do as you will. But you
had best know that all herein is a stern
warning for those of you who will listen.
THE PATIENCE GROWS VERY THIN ON
THIS SIDE. THE DAYS OF 'LOLLY CODDLING" ARE OVER. IT IS "PUT-UP OR
SHUT-UPTIME". I AM, ASYOU KNOW ME
TO BE, MASTER JESUS, THE CHRISTED
ONE.

Nevada Corporations
1L

"Cn CORPORATION OR
"S" CORPORATION?
There is a lot of discussion in the
world of corporations about which type
of corporation is the best. There are two
primary types of corporations. One is
called a C-Corporation and the other a
"subchapter" or S-Corporation. Both of
these types of corporations have their
advantages in different circumstances
and should be viewed from an assessment of your specific needs and corporate strategies.
After the Tax Reform Act of 1986 went
into effect, many corporations changed
from C-Corporations to S-Corporations.
An S-Corporation allows the profits and
losses of the corporation to flow directly
through to the owners/stockholders of
the corporation without being taxed at
the corporate level first. This eliminates
the potential for double taxation. Double
taxation occurs when the corporation
h a s profits that are taxed and then those
profits are later paid out to stockholders
in the form of dividends, which they are
then taxed on. This problem however
can be easily dealt with by eliminating or
deferring profits through good money
management.
S-Corporationsare also generally limited to fiscal year ends of December 3 1st.
However, this can be changed if you can
prove to the IRS that you have a good
business reason to make your year end
during a different month. All C-Corporations can elect to make their year-end
date be any month they choose.
S-Corporations are often used to lower
the payroll taxes bf acorporation. This is
done by having the\owner(s)of the corporation pay themselves a low salary and a
high dividend. This lowers payroll taxes
because there are no payroll taxes on
dividends. This can be used to a limited
extent, but if the proportions of these

two are way out of line, the IRS will come
in and reapportion them and you will be
stuck with their outcome.
The real deciding factor for which
type of corporation to use is when it
comes to your personal privacy. Every
corporation that elects 'subchapter Sn
will be letting the IRS and the state that
they operate in know who the owners of
the corporation are. Because all profits
and losses flow through to the owners,
there is no privacy in this structure. If
you are incorporated in Nevada and set
up a C-Corporation, ownership is completely hidden. Remember that Nevada
is the only state not requiring the owners
to be listed on any state records. For this
reason alone we avoid S-Corporations
altogether.
This brief overview comparing S-Corporations and C-Corporations may be
too limited for evaluating some specific
situations. If your corporation is a little
more complicated than the average, or if
you are working a multiple corporate
strategy, we recommend that you consult with a knowledgeable Accountant
who can then help you make the best
decision for your needs.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
NEVADA CORPORATIONS CALL CORPORATE ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT
(702) 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT
28 10 W. CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G6723, LAS VEGAS, NV 89 102. ASK FOR
CORT CHRISTIE. -FOR GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT THE
VALUE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS
AND THE TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A
FISHBOWL (#lo), AND YOU CAN SLAY
THE DRAGON (# 16). [Seethe back page
of this newspaper for JOURNAL ordering
information].
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several major Elite organizations recognized as shadow government d y w a g s ; the
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etc. Well, among those is also one known as
COSMOS! 1twai formed to steal the Cosmos
Seafood Energy Marketing, Ltd. There are
several notables on the staff of Cosmos,
among whom was Nelson Rockefeller. These
named areall members of one to several of the
other Elite organizations: Carroll L. Wilson,
Robert V. Roosa, Caryl P. Haskins, Joseph E.
Johnson, James A. Perkins, Arthur F.
Burns, William A. M. Burden, Lucian W. w e
and Emanuel R. Piore. I only list these ones
because allof themare rnembersof the C.F.R.
and most are members of the Bi1derbergeI-s.
Of course activities were and remained orchestrated by David Rockefeller (ChaseManhattan Bank) and other notables.
The COSMOS "groupnis, of course, interlocked within the central organizationknown
as The Round Table of the Nbe. These are,
starting with the Council on Foreign Relations: The United Nations, The Bilderberg
Group, Club of Rome, Royal Institute for
1nternationalAffah-sandtheTri-LateralCommission--all interlocked m&ti
fi-ants.
These swinewent even further in their rip-offs
and subterfuge of intrigue and their antics
are recognized as The Cosmic Conspiracy".
Since the group iscalled "Cosmos"and is
composed of very wealthy one-worlders, it
would appear appropriate to remain very,
very cautious regarding the matter at point.
The way it was presented to the Nevada
Secretary of State when the "takeover" was
achieved through changing of records, etc.,
was because of the already existing status of
this COSMOS organization. It took very little
to rearrange things. The fact that huge sums
of money were funnelled through indicates
validity of the original claims--even as presented out of sequence by speakers who
became overexuberant in their outlay of
speech before thefactscou8d unfold. Someof
the statements were true but-through early
speaking-are now invalid. Other statements were never valid and the barrage of
post-cardsgoinginto headquarterswere overwhelming and certainly unsolicited4,
on whose side are theme public speakers?
1suggest you carehlly observe and continue
to keep your selves covered and your assets
as well managed as possiblethe upheaval
ofall economies and national governmentsis
NOT OVER! DO NOT GO BACKTO SLEEPTHE SONG AND DANCE IS JUST THATSONG AND DANCE--FORTHE REAL WORK
WILL GO FORTH IN SILENCE AND, HOPEFULLY, WlTH VERY LI'lTLE PUBLIC ATTENTION UNTIL PROPER INFORMATION AND
EVIDENCE CAN BE HANDLED THROUGH
THE "LAW".

c q e t bombing'if necessary." (373) "'precision', 'carpet bombing' "33 Do you ever
COSMOS-ANOTHER PERSPECTIVE
feelyour head is in some kind of a smasher?
So, the U.S. has a war going in Somalia
This whole scenario reminds me of the almost singlehandedly-against starved
"Photon Belt" and somehow, again, a natives who live in almost primitive cir"thing" is labelled 'Hatonn'sn. Wow-you
cumstances, a major war (but actually it
had best speak to earth-bound Andy and will be the Israelis against Saddam) beginDare if you want identification of update. ning in Iraq, the U.S. being asked to enI consider the early talking has cost force regulations in Bosnia/ Serbia-well, I
months of precious "time" in corralling the guess you have to realize that most of the
criminals. I will comment, however, on a U.N. troops are in the US.!
few things of which you can take note and
So, back to Cosmos and the expectarealize that "something" is afoot.
tions of the 7th3 What happened? I don't
Gunther Russbacher was released just -know! What did they tell you would hapbefore Christmas and he and "wifenwent pen? You let Bush get away and all other
immediately to Germany. Why? Well, who indictments would be kept above top-seknows-but remember, his background is cret by, further, secret Congressional sesGERMAN royalty. He will be returning on sions.
the 10th to this country and will be on
Bush is running for Head Honcho of the
radio in San Luis Obispo on Tuesday, 1/ United Nations and you can see that Clinton
12193,foryou who might be able to pick up is breaking, ahead of time, all his committhe transmission. I'm sorry, we do not have ments.
the station call-letters.
BUDGET BREAKS CLINTON'S
Also, let it be noted that "good old"
WORDS
KAL-007 Judge William P. Clark and sellerout of U.S. to China more recently, was
very much involved in getting the "parClinton already, before inauguration,
dons" for the Bush criminals. Clark was has told you all that he is not going to keep
very strongly linked to the Iran-Contra his word on ANYTHING. He is telling you
mess, as you might well have guessed. Ah, that the Bush gang lied to him and that the
'tis those "tangled webs" at work again.
deficit and debt is bigger than he was told
Many Lpatriots"who called these shots and would grow far more rapidly than he
from onset are just about to regain their had imagined and all bets and pledges
respect as confirmations of their accusa- made during the campaign are OM
tions come to bear fruit. It seems you ones
He also pledged to NOT put any insiders
must bear the greatest burden and in- into office. Then he puts Brown (the insults-bu t ,Chelas, if not you-WHO? How sider of all insiders) into the top slot in
shall a nation ever awaken if someone does "Commercenof all things. Oh, but "not
not ring the alarm bell? Too much? In- to worry"--he will resign from his law firm
deed, but how can one measure the har- and not do any lobbying for his old clients.
vest before the reaping? You can only I suppose he will "shun" his old partners
speculate, for even until the day of harvest also-who will still do business w i t h t h e
the hail can come and destroy the crop. old clients!
Be patient, children of the WORD, for all
A TINY CONFIRMATION
is not for your eyes yet. Much is moving
forward and you must 'wait upon the
You do deserve a little confirmation
Lord" lest you spoil of the wine by testing
before its time.
regarding this 'Cosmos" 'thing".
Of
You have your own government ready to course it is "real" and so is the story of the
blast you off again into war in Iraq. The Elite trying to rig it and take over the
word is out from British spokesinen that corporation. They not only "triedw-they
say they "support" the U.S. move against did so. It was only through a fluke that the
Saddam, and further, "...disregard for original corporate founders were able to
GOLD AND MARKETS
United Nations rules will not be tolerated reclaim the entity. But you can recognize
by the U.S.!" Also, we "...will probably relationships which give confirmation of
Markets are still reacting exactly as
reinstate the formerly utilized 'precision the incident by realizing that there are ex~ected. Gold took a dive because of
HATONN
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efforts to garner pay-off money by ones,
including George Bush who had to pay a
massive debt (abillion dollars) on December 29th. Note his trip to the Saudis, etc.,
in order to garner that money. This "try
and block" game all but undid the entire
international economy. You will note, how-

ever, that the old boy has come up stronger
and more supported by the top U.N. nations-EXCEPT CHINA. Don't let that fool
you, though-Bush made sure they got top
"favored nation" status. YOU ARE UNDER U.N. RULE, CHELAS--HOOK, LINE
AND SINKER. 0 O
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Disturbing Incidents
-
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lization of those things he endorses. He is
a professor in the subjects contained in the
LOCAL CONFIRMATION
PLEIADES CONNECTION series. He is a
student ofTesla and also Russell and those
Right here in this tiny village there was arrangements are left to his discretion.
just awrite-up in this week's paper-showing the SWAT Team members who trained
PLEIADES CONNECTION
late last summer IN MOSCOW-with KGB!!
HURT FEELINGS
The most interesting thing in the article
was that "...the Russians are less violent
It comes to my attention that I have
than the Americans!" Well, Dharrna has caused enemies to myself and ones here at
felt the sting of these "boysn of the local this location. The words are harsh and
Sheriffs Dept. but actually it is the Federal accusatory as they are thrust at me and my
Marshal's SWAT Team that does the dirty scribe. I am at a loss as to how something
job of actually shooting and plundering. precipitated in one's own place can someBy the way, the Bankruptcy Court just how represent insult and offense when
removed the 'stay" from the property and confronted by ones paying the heavy price
again it is "eviction" time. I can only say at the other end of the chain.
I have apparently offended our friends
that Dharrna is exhausted and, of course,
every other barrage hits at once with every- at America West, and more specifically
thing from trouble with ones who have America West Distributing in that I cannot
basically separated from my crew and also, imagine deliberately entangling our work
America West, as the University of Science with some 60 other JOURNALS by a need
and Philosophy now comes up with "con- to reap benefit from these limited tempotempt ofcourt" suits against my scribe and rarily banned volumes. I used the term
the publisher.
"greed" and it was accepted as being very
I don't know how this will work out- offensive. Perhaps it is assumed that if one
but Tehachapi Distributing has had to serves without limit in one direction that it
simply close-down. They are divested of all automatically makes all actions worthy. I
books--I think to a book outlet in Las am sorry, I know no other word to utilize in
Vegas but I have not investigated for those this particular instance for it was known
volumes have been out of our control and that these books were "bannedn and my
presence for lo these many, many months scribe held responsible for informing the
since onset of court proceedings. [Seenext- publishers of same. So, if there is misunto-last page for more on this matter.]
derstanding it is NOT from this sector.
There seems to be a problem with asDharmacan simply sit and we will write
sumption that the Publisher has contin- a dozen books in these stead. If there is
ued to market those volumes because of misunderstanding, I would hope that it
'set-up" purchases which were somehow shall be explained appropriately. I am told
paid to Am. West. and not relayed to the that it will not be discussed save through
Distributing Co. in Tehachapi. This is an attorney. I find this appalling, most
unfortunate for we have made every effort especially since the attorney happens
to conform to court orders.
to be the same for both parties. I do feel
There is a mis-assumption that be- that the misunderstanding may h&e come
cause Tehachapi Distributing's listing was from an incorrect assumption on the way
in the LIBERATORthat somehow I, Hatonn, the books might have been handled earor my scribe had control over that. No, Dr. lier-but a book removed by court order is
Young decides what will be printed in the 'LAW". There was a period following diLBERATOR and since there is no paid vestiture of the JOURNALS in point wherein
advertising accepted, that only allows uti- they were only "pending" removal-and it

was then that they were all sent to
Tehachapi Distributingand totallywithout
any proprietarymanagement of any named
parties. I am most distressed, now, that
there will be some shadow cast on Mr.
Martin when his actions have been open
disclosure of all dealings. This has caused
Mr. Martin to have to divest all stock of all
books in distribution of all kinds, and it
seems most unfortunate for he had already
sustained 1 0 sfor
~ original
~
business involvement.
All parties KNEW these books were
banned and hence the reason for total
separationinthefirstplac~Ihaveneither
explanation nor understanding of the whole
affair.
I do know and remind you that ALL
efforts will continue to keep this information from you-the-people. It is simply the
way it IS and, therefore, absolute and total
care must be taken in all dealings and
undertakings to remain without blemish
or taint. I find it hard to realize that this
has happened for in the ending it is my
scribe who will be called on to again attend
the misery and ridicule of the Federal
court, when she and E.J. have had NOTHING to do with such matters. Also, Mr.
Martin went into the transaction in good
faith and it is certainly our hope that this
can be resolved immediately for there are
neither funds nor "time" to attend such
distractions. I repeat to all of you-WE
LIVE WITHIN THE LAWS OFTHE LAND A S
HANDED DOWN UPON US-THERE ARE
PLENTY OF MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES TO PREVENT SUCH CONFRONTATION AND, FURTHER, AS "PATRIOTS"
THERE IS NO ADVOCACY OF CULTISM,
ACTMSTS IN PHYSICAL MANNER, VIOLENCE, SUBVERSIVEACTIONS OR EVEN
OVERTHROW OF ANY GOVERNMENT.
Ours is purely intent to inform andthrough knowledgc+reclaim your Constitutional form of government. Your Judicial
system is thoroughly corrupt-but resisting the gun of the court is foolish indeed!
We do not do such and I am at a loss as to
why ones would be angry because I say as
much! I can negotiate1 shall NEVER
compromise on such matters! I would
hope that all of you recall: "The path to
you-know-where is paved with good intentions." I know not the 'intentions" in any
event-I only know that there are contempt
of court charges against my scribe for
which she has not so much as involved
herself and further, it is said that 'Mr.
Martin has been 'set-up" in this instance
and he was acting totally within the law
with books already published and divested
by the publisher and, further, no remuneration was ever made to the "author".
If I be at fault for 'offending"-then I fail
to see in what capacity I speak falsely and
offend. I am accused of stating "untrue"
things in the paper-Ah?? I truly am not in

'
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the habit of lying or misrepresenting circumstances. God is not "secret" nor are
our workings. All we do can and will be
done in the full light of day. If there be
problems-then
why can they not be
brought to attention and resolved? Why
does a problem come to light only AFTER
the damage is a t the door, already knocking? If any load be too heavy-God will
answer a request to lighten or remove the
burden entirely. He, nor we, ask nothing of
any man beyond which he has committed
to serve.
I do, however, leave business to business managers for my job is to bring the
WORD and show the way. I do give excellent business directions for all and any
who would partak-s
I can see from
the higher view. However, when you
ones choose to use only a PORTION of
that advice and claim your own intentions in another-you can see that it will
not work well. It is so very important
that our own immediate workers have
absolutely untainted hands for even the
"appearance" of wrongdoing or disregard for the regulations are unacceptable. I do not Upunish"nor condemnI simply find that my scribe is bewildered by what has happened herewith
for it would truly seem that she has
borne quite enough already without deliberate challenge, without her knowledge of happenings from ones claiming
great and lasting friendship and sharing
of load. E.J. has, likewise, continual
assault upon his individual self.
We still have ones who attend our "meetings" which are not "groupnor "church"
and yet visitors or ones who "assume"
some sort of "insider" status seem to think
that they have "rights" of open public
integration into whatever our associated
busirlesses may be experiencing. Ones are
guests in our place-not some "rightful"
state of passage. All are welcome but none
have "right" any more than in ANY business establishment belonging to another
and/or a home or property. We are "guests"
in the LIBERATOR work-room when we
have meetings and I am allowed passage as
Host but not "owner" and certainly not as
some sort of "ruler" in another man's
place.
AN INCIDENT

We have had another event following a
meeting and, now, we must more selectively consider our little gatherings.
I have requested over and over and over
again that Dharrna be gotten from the
speaking room IMMEDIATELY following
the meetings-IT IS NOT SAFE FOR HER.
I realize that this is a great difficulty because there is no exit without going through
a common door. There are also pieces of
equipment to be gathered and taken. This

is not some sort of "performance" and
should be a time of sharing and friendship.
However, enemies come within our very
midst with all sorts of intentions-even
from time to time, to micro-chips and dots
which are literally programmed to kill her.
We don't want to cause any confusion or
disruption of any kind-I only ask for a
little space and time for her to get "on her
feet" following a meeting or--on more dangerous occasion-ut
immediately.
Again, however, she was approached by
one wishing to hug and load "defense of
prior actions" on her head. In response to
my request for this not to happen, E.J.
reacted to what appeared from his vantage
point to literally be an "assault" as it also
did to another who always attends her
until she gets her 'land-legs" back firmly
under her as it is hard on her for me to
speak anywhere from three to five hours
without break. Her mind is not functioning
in balance or clarity when she returns to
the present situation.
E.J. reacted in almost "panic" and
pushed the person from the space. The
person then started back again to Dharma,
at which point he again took her arm,
within a heavy coat, and pushed her back
from the immediate small platform. The
party turned and again started defending
self to Dharma and then turned and went
to a smaller group, as the room was still
very crowded, the meeting just ending.
This person is not a new guest and has
over and over again been asked to not do
this very thing. This very person has and
continues to precipitate continual problems, distraction and major upheaval and
discord from onset of arrival at this place
several years past. Every possible consideration has been given to her from finding
placement for her labor wherein none existed in need, etc. Some ones continue to
effort to turn this group of business associates and friends into some sort of communal group. NEVER!! We function well
and without assault in our works by maintaining our life-style exactly as is. Dhanna
has a job--to write and speak when I need
it. It is not also to find jobs, housing, food
and baby-tenders. This is a community
wherein everyone moving here is equal and
separate. We do not exclude-nor particularly "includew-for there is no such structure more than in any township into which
any might relocate or come to share with
friends. Just as with a community of any
type, be there a special need such as a
gathering for acampaign hearing, we unify
with other workers and share the loadthis certainly does not make us an open
forum or public church-house or congregation.
If you come to openly share as with any
friends within our home, you are forever
welcome and we are pleased and honored
to have you here. There ARE NO OTHER

CIRCUMSTANCES! NONE!
The story is now that E.J. pushed this
person down (twice),hit her in the face and
bloodied her nose, etc. There are plenty of
ones who witnessed the action and yet
even in a full room most did not realize
anything transpired. That indicates how
violent and physically abusive it actually
was in fact. However, now, ones who were
not even present at any time on the premises have formed a coalition to "get E.J."
These ones continually have meetings
wherein Hatonn is discussed, cussed, denounced and grumbled about-including
his scribe and others considered somehow
the "inside group". We have no groupmuch less "inside" group. We write books
and print a paper. We plant, build and
have project-this
is hardly 'inside" as
we go through our labors. NO ONE HAS
EVER BEEN DENIED ENTRY TO ANY OF
OUR NON-BUSINESS MEETINGS. These
same ones seem to think that all business
should also be 'their" business and workings are continually scratched over, bickered over and discussed until the world
looks pretty level.
I see no "right" to involve in our business any more than we would involve in
lampmaking or other business of any individual in this community. I think none
would like it if I came within your business
and demanded to see your books, be invited to every meeting you may have, tell
you how to run your business and who to
hire, fire and what to pay them or any other
routine living aspect of any life. Why do
some continue to think there is right to
contradict, have opinion, etc., about ours?
Some "friends" who were not even present
have passed on such stories as E.J. "...cut
her head when he struck her causing her to
fall and the cut required stitches!" It would
be amusing if it were not so blatantly
"sick" and these kinds of lies are very
dangerous indeed.
PROPER MANNERS
Why do ones come to our place, sit at
our table, claim friendship and partake of
our sharing-and hate us so viciously?
So many beloved and precious friends
come to gather with u s and we cherish and
are humbly grateful for your presence in
our midst. To touch with friends brings the
greatest treasure of all-apurpose fulfilled
in thisjourney. To lessen the experience of
this kind of sharing by the few who would
disrupt and cause dissension and contention is becoming more and more unacceptable.
I repeat-I, too, am but a guest in the
house of the LIBERATOR staff, specifically
the blessed ones who volunteer and send
forth the paper without reward and without complaint. We share as afamilywherein
all readers are likewise our family. To treat
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our greetings and gatherings as anything else i s not truth nor acceptable.
Why would you come to a place wherein
you disagree and discount ones who
allow you within? If you have no belief or
positive association with us, why would
you continually come? Would another
even let you within their door? Do you
push your way to another's table simply
because you dwell in the same State?
City? Town?-even on the same street?
Why do ones continue to come into
our place when the wish is only to hurt
and disagree? I care not if you disagree
with me-ye shall never be forced into
my presence nor into the Word in any
way. What goes on here? Well, it goes on
EVERYWHERE-for
it would seem
strange indeed that ones would continue
to come within a gathering wherein they
hate and despise and disbelieve the very
points I do not compromise-the Truth of
God. Why would you embrace the energies sent to destroy you?
The Christ loved and did not judge the
man involved in any instance-bu t never
allowed of the evil intent within his being. If you open yourself to all manner of
evil in the guise of "love" and "allowing"-those energies will devour you totally and separate you from the very
expression of that Truth. THAT is their
purpose-to destroy YOU and pull you
from your path unto LIGHT. They will
separate you from your very experience
within the halls of Truth for when they go
they will take you with them EVERY
TIME YOU ALLOW IT. And they WILL GO
because darkness will not remain long in
the LIGHT of Truth. These ones only
flourish through hidden deceit, charades
of pretense, half-Truths or total liesand they will not tolerate The Light to
shine upon themselves or those they
encapsulate.
If you think "allowing" all and any
action and thought in the guise of "loving" and "being" and each "can do his
own thingn-you err. But, you must do
it in your own space-not mine! You may
love unconditionally, you must forgive
instantly-but you learn and do not forget and you love the man but abhor that
which is against the laws of God and
Creation. There is a big difference and it
behooves you ones to realize it.
You are incorrect if you are so weak in
your own pathway that you allow another to so easily pull you from your
KNOWN truth INTHE GUISE OF "LOVE"
and "I know better FORYOU than you do
for self-just come on with me and I'll
show you betterm-all the while pulling
you into confusion and farther from the
spiritual Truth and into the physical
aspect of experience and consciousness.
If a "thing" or 'action" is against God's
laws and if deviate from those in any

way-it is "wrong". Not any argument,
allowing, shouting, voting or bendingwill make it otherwise. When you ask me
to sanction ill-behavior and incorrect
actions-you offend me and, a t the very
least-grossly underestimate me.
These foolish beliefs and actions stem
from the New Age lies of "everything is
acceptable" and "to each his own", etc.
NO, ALL is NOT ALRIGHT! When you
allow these negative energy forms within
your very being-you have denied God in
favor of the adversary. Why can you
ones not be strong and demand that
these who would pull you away--come
within YOUR respected consideration
instead of, without benefit of study of
that which you believe, moving off into
their world of confusion? Not only that,
most of you allow them to pull away
others with you to suit their own distractions. Why do you who would claim God
for self allow your own silence and
"change" to suit the pushing desires of
another?? When a person becomes ANGRY and DEAF to your own petition-is
there not possibly something quite
wrong? Can you actually call this LOVE?
LOVE listens and hears, is courteous
and respectfully willing to share and
learn-then reason and define.
When ones will leave your presence in
a snit rather than "endure" your perceptions-you have neither LOVE nor
respect and the sooner you realize it the
more fully you will live your relationship
within God. Why do YOU dump your
own belief for the rantings and demands
of another? Or, for the tender temptations of a sweet touch on a lonely journey
for the moment of physical expression.
Truth requires no rantings or refusal to
hear another nor even another opinion
or viewpoint-Truth will prove of its worthiness. Refusal to listen, see, or give

respect usually I S HIDING WITHIN A
LIE--afraid of what might be truth other
than as presented and instilled within
their beings.
WHY DO I SPEAK ON THESE
MATTERS?
I share these things of personal nature because most of you readers understand our thrust with these works and
consider yourselves to be exactly what
you are--our brothers and sisters in this
journey and mission. If you did not, you
would read another's newsletter and not
waste your precious time. You feel our
brotherhood and the consideration of
the "call" and the "times at handn-our
mission, if you will.
It, further, usually seems that to be
"close" in physical expression somehow
makes it all easier or better, or a t the
least, less confusing. No, it only brings
more attempts to pull ones from their
path and distract from intended mission. God is where YOU are as closely as
here-there is no time nor space-only
now and "isn and the Radiance of HIS
expression. We are come for the sharing
and if we share not ALL, how can we even
pretend "brotherhood"? If we can continue to "touch" a t a soul connection,
then, and only then, can we unify in our
task. Ours must be a journey of sharing
both that which is considered good and
that which is ever present to pull away
from freedom in all things manifest.
If ye be offended by Truth and Light
shining upon thine actions-then ye
know me not nor recognize the Truth of
my mission. You have "right" of freewill-ye have not "right" to intrude upon
mine nor any "other" upon your own
any more than I have "right" to intrude
upon you and yours.

PHOENIX LIBERATOR
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARD
To download the PHOENIX LIBERATOR from your computer or to leave a public message,
simply dial (by modem):
(805) 822-1309 for the free Patriot Information/
PHOENIX LIBERATOR Bulletin Board.
Set your computer for 2400 or 9600 baud N-8-1.
The board uses Procorn+ and most of the files are in zipped (or compressed) format using
the program PKZIP.
Information contained on this BBS concerns individual rights, legal briefs o f all kinds,
constitutional and related matters, rare treatises on freedom, some of Hatonn's daily
writings, PHOENIX L'IBERATORS and much more.
THE LIBERATOR and Hatonn's writings are in MS Word 5.0
If you try to enter the BBS through Windows, it won't work.
If you have any questions or problems, call
The System Operator, Rick Martin, at (800) 800-5565.
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SOCIAL SECURITY/ DEFICIT
We are so behind with our current
updates that I feel I must take time here to
cause you to look at your Social Security
circumstances. Ifyou remain uninformedyou will be "withoutw.
I take this directly from TheLyke Report,
a digest which I consider exceptionally
good at choosing pertinent information in
a most timely manner. This is so "right onn
that I thank their Editors and will offer it
directly for your consideration.
QUOTING:
During fiscal year 1991, $63 billion
was diverted fromthe Social SecurityTrust
Fund and used to paper over and disguise
the actual size of the federal deficit.
Instead of amassing a surplus in the
Trust Fund to insure the benefits of future
retirees, $63 billion of your Social Security
contributions or "taxeswwas spent to cover
the cost of general government and interest on the national debt.
When you add in the $63 billion of
surplus Social Security taxes being collected in 1991, the correct figure for 1991's
federal deficit becomes $43 1 billion-not
the $368 billion being reported! The fact is,
the real deficit continues at very dangerous
record levels.
If you are contributing to Social Security, the thousands of dollars which are
supposed to be put away each year for your
retirement aren't being put away at all.
(If a private company were to handle
your money in the same way Congress is
managing your Social Security funds, they
would face felony charges, huge fines and
long jail terms.)
Unless funds are put away today,
when the "baby boomApopulation retires,
there won't be enough working Americans
to support them at the same level. Unless
the diversion of surplus funds is stopped,
either future retirees' benefits will have to
be dramatically reduced or the nation will
face a tremendous new tax-a tax which
could possibly include a tax on all Social
Security benefits.
The tnie size of the federal deficit is
$43 1billion-ver
17% greater than previ-

ously reported! And we cannot afford such
massive deficits. Today, already 6 1 cents
of every income tax dollar you pay goesjust
to pay the interest on the federal debt. At
our present rate, in less than eight years, it
will take 102% of all personal income taxes
just to pay the interest on the debt. (For a
point of reference, that's the same situation Mexico and Brazil face today.) (H: The
reason this subject is so pertinent at
this moment k that I just told you that
Clinton k already BREAKING his campaign promises (in advance) because
these figures above are not accurate
either-it is so much worse that even
the new Administration k totally overwhelmed.]
To eliminate these deficits,.it would
be necessary to more than double everyone's
federal income tax-a tax increase of that
magnitude would almost surely throw us
into a deep recession or worse. The diversion of the Social Security surplus and this
entire crisis has come about for one reason: the massive federal deficit. [H:
Wrong-there is another reason-THE
NEW WORLD ORDER plan to strip you of
everything and all property. This is
deliierate in intent and orchestration
as well as being totally criminal.]
Several years ago, President Reagan
appointed a privately-funded Commission
to study ways we could eliminate waste in
the federal budget. You may remember the
Commission-it was popularly referred to
as the Grace Commission. It was the
Commission which publicized the Pentagon spending $436 for a $7 hammer and
the like. p:W d , goodness sakes, what
about the $30 thousand toilet for your
rpaoe f l i g h t d u s t announced?]
The Grace Commission first documented and the General Accounting Office
recently confirmed: There is enough government waste in the federal budget to
nearly eliminate the deficit. The Grace
commission discovered over 2,478 examples totaling $424 billion in government
waste!
. Because of the growing federal deficit, America is on a collision course with
national bankruptcy. At present, we are
eight short years away from the day when
r
income taxes won't
100% of y ~ upersonal
even cover the interest on the national
deljt.
This was taken from Stmight

w:

Talk,and presented by The Lyke Repod1
END QUOTING
I would take some exception to the
article only in that it is UNDERSTATED a s
are all presentations regarding the state of
your other retirement plans such as Pensions and Retirement of all kinds. The
majority of the Banks are about to collapse-note the smaller ones are being
absorbed by the big ones even in Japan.
While you aren't watching-it is estimated that surely enough, 100 to 125
banks with assets of more than $75 bitlion will go broke by the end of 1993-in
spite of what might be sliding over your
attention. This comes directly from the
Bush Administration-THIS WEEK. Interestingly enough one executive Economist,
formerly with Citibank, argues that 1,492
banks are in such deep trouble as to be
unrecoverable. The elusive problem is not
with the 'banksn as such-but with the
"holding companiesn with assets of at
least $10 billion with negative equitylasset ratios.
Strangely enough, the top ten such are
headed by Security Pacific Corp. whose
merger with Bank of America, surely
enough, "somehow" got blocked. Others
are Wells Fargo & Co., Shawmut National
Corp., MNC Financial Inc., Michigan National Corp., Midlantic Corp., UJB Financial Corp., Chase Manhattan Corp.,
Citicorp, and Marine Midland Bank, Inc.
These are the ten weakest but there are
another 40 or so holding companies that
have assets between $1 and $10 billion in
a similar situation of negative equity/asset
ratios. This is quite handy, however, as the
Saudis come to collect their money-because ones such as Chase Manhattan Bank
can belly-up the holding companies and
capture all those nice ail funds invested by
those nice Saudis years ago and now coming payable. [See the PHOENIX JOURNAL
#4 called SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER for more on this matter; see back page
for ordering infomtior~]
By the way, even as we sit and you think
currency recall is not going to happen-IT
IS!
A s of last October banks were ordered
by the 'Fedw to no longer recirculate the
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series 1988 and older $100 bills. Even bills
in perfect condition are to be held and
returned to the Federal Reserve. Only new
1990 series are to be distributed unless
absolutely necessary. The plan is to sneak
in without a bank holiday or devaluation.
Interesting? Ifyou keep up with "Cosmos"
you might find this very interesting, indeed. The Bureau of Engraving & Printing
has also been printing new $10 notes and
now ones are moving into circulation withsurely enough-metallic code strips! We
have now had several calls of ones received
by our own readers so it is no longer
hearsay. The code was already in the $20
bills so stay alert and let u s try to ease
through this without a total recall and
massive loss of assets. Dear ones, ifwe can
squeak through, perhaps we can hold some
sort of stability. Watch the clues and
remain prepared, for the moment you let
down your guard and get careleseyou
will be hit with closures and recall exchange. Never forget that the point is to
garner all of your assets and property of all
kinds. Institutions such as the IRS and
RTC are set up specifically to insure that
capture of your property. Banks are
dangerous, investments are worseplease, readers-do not go back to sleep-NOTHING IS SECURED-YET!
TAXES ON THE "DEAD"
By t h e way, the latest whispers
abounding are on a sure-fire new law
that will drastically change the federal
estate (inheritance) tax and will confiscate nearly half of the life savings of
millions of middle-class Americans. It
won't matter whether your life savings
are in a home or a farm or a small
business-or a bank account, the Clinton
tax collector is coming to get YOU. The
statement of one of the drafters of this
bill: "Ifyou have helped people with their
long-term care (Social Security, health,
etc.), it is only fair to tax them when they
die."
So, go look it up? Nope, there are
denials of its existence by the legion.
When a portion of the bill got "leaked",
the Democratic Leadership yanked it
back and called it "an incorrect version". Right. In actuality, word is getting around because this hits everyoneespecially you nice middle-class taxpayers. It is "just to ease you into this nice
New World Order". Note that every one
of Mr. Clinton's speakers are touting
that phrase-"fitting into the New World
Order" as if it were your established
form of government forever and everperhaps it shall be?!?
And so, let u s close this long dissertation. May the Force be with you-you
could use some help!
Salu, Hatonn to clear, please.
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arch Corner
THE UHISTERn CONNECTIONS
(Part VI and End Of A Series)
HISTER is the word Nostradamus used
in his quatrain of prophecy regarding Hitler.
In the explanations of his prophecies recorded by Dolores Cannon (see Conversations with Nostmdamus). Nostradamus
agreeswith the general interpretation made
by students of his prophecies that "Hister"
means "Hitler". Nostradamus also states
that Hitler was involved with a powerful
group of "others" in the Nazi Party-he did
not come to power or act alone! The
identity of these "others" has been the
question and object of investigation.
The question surfaced again when I
came across the word HISTER in a Latin
dictionary. Hister (AKA "Ister" or Greek
"Istros")is a location. It is the name of the
area surrounding and including the lower
part of the Danube River in Eastern Europe. Nostradarnus used anagrams and
symbolic words to both cover and reveal
his messages-also to provide a complex
and broad view in a short phrase. In his
"Conversations" he continually exhorts us
to "study history"! People of the Nineteenth Century would have known about
the word "Hister".
I was able to follow the Danube River in
the World Atlas. From Germany it starts at
Baden, flows along the Black Forest and
Bohemian Forests in Bavaria, through
Austria and the City ofvienna, into Czechoslovakia and Hungary and the city of
Budapest, intoYugoslaviaand through the
City of Belgrade, flowing East along the
borders of Rumania and Bulgaria, and
then finally entering the Black Sea through
several outlets (mouths) in the area of
Galati, Rumania and the border of Russia.
My first view of the river's course was
limited to what is illustrated for that river
actually named "Danube". I later learned
this did not give the total map of the river,
as it is called by slightly different names
in the various countries. According to
Larned's History, names of the river include, Latin: "Danubius", German:
"Donau", Slavic: "Dunai", Magyar:
"Duna". The actual Danube and its tributaries cover a huge area and many countries-especially the East European block.
There is an excellent article on the history of the Danube River in The New L a m d
History book. The Danube was the boundary of the Old Roman Empire. It has long
been an ancient trade route, and continues
to be a very important trade route for all of
the countries along its bank, as well as for
international traders. It was the first major
river to be internationalizied, and, appears

to have been the focus for an early exercise
in international control of trade and finance. The first insurance company handling cargo and shipping insurance was
set-up on the Danube. Napoleon had a
flotilla of ships located on the river near a
strategic point at Vienna. Trade was monopolized via "trade guilds", which is another name for the Hanseatic League. It
was through these monopolies (and the
money and power gained thereby) that the
League was able to even challenge governments! (I shall have more to say about the
German merchant towns and the Hanseatic
League.)
Russia set up obstacles to traffic on the
river throughvarious 'quarantines". Also,
Turkey (The Ottoman Empire) closed the
mouths of the river to traffic from time to
time. The problem was taken up in the
Crimean War (1853-56). At the Paris Peace
Conference a temporary European Commission was set up to manage and control
the river. Somehow this Commission became permanent! A s of 1921Great Britain
was continuing to be the dominating countr~involved on the Danube. The later
European Commission consisted of Britain, France, Italy and Rumania. There was
a second Rivarian and International Commission set up in 1920with delegates from
each country bordering the river and from
each country represented on the European
Commission. Gerrnanv was allowed two
delegates. The river came under the control of the two regimes. The countries along
its banks were the lesser of those represented, excepting Germany and Rumania.
Following the Crimean War, the Ottoman Empire and Turkey no longer retained
power in the area. The Hapsburgs became
dominant after that. However, keep in
mind that the Khazars were the ones who
controlled the area between the Black Sea
(into which the Danube empties) and the
Caspian Sea. Also, the Danube River,
having been the boundary of the Old Roman Empire in the first centuries A.D., was
the boundary crossed by the Barbarians
and Mongols during their incursions into
Europe from the 5th through the 12th
centuries A.D. The historian Herodotus
calls these invaders the "Scythians". If
you look at a map which uses this label,
you will see that the uScythians"lived in
the area of the Caucasus Mountains-the land of the Khazars. The names of
people and places-especially
of the
Mongols and Barbarian-are
so numerous it is difficult to keep track of their
identities.
A s for the Khazar's relationship to the
Hapsburgs, that is another story. Accord-
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ing to the Columbian History of the World
(page405), the German local princes sought
a new "solvent of empire" through revisal
of the Hapsburg imperial to meet pressures fromTurkish and French rivals (about
1500A.D.) Of course the "German princes"
were the "landed gentry, upper class, aristocracy".
In several of his quatrains Nostradamus
indicates that the Second World War had
its troublesome roots in the Ottoman Empire-as did the person who would become
the Anti-Christ in the end times. This
person's background will be somewhat of a
mystery. Nostradamus states he will have
access to secret material used by Hitler
and the Nazis in World War 11, and will
learn from their successes and errors.
Further, this AntirChrist is now studying Voltaire, Marx, Engles, etc., to perfect
his world control policy. This could mean
a continuing atheistic, Communistic system if he comes to power. How a person
"with roots in the Ottoman Empire" acquires or is given "access to secret Nazi
documents" raises many intriguing questions as to the behind-the-scenes, powerful "others" in control of the Nazis and our
world in general.
Consider how such documents could
have been held and made available:
1. A group of Nazis escaped with them at
the time of the German defeat. This could
mean the Nazis are still active and involved
in world affairs.

2. When the U.S. Forces entered Germany they were prevented by orders from
"higher up" from pushing into East Berlin
until Stalin was able to come up and take
it. This resulted in the problem of the
divided City of Berlin, but also, perhaps
allowed the Russians (aCommunist country) access to records which might be held
in East Berlin as well as power over the
smaller countries of the Danube River.
3. The U.S. took in many Nazi scientists
after World War I1 who were involved in
military development projects. These people
did bring "secrets" with them and became
a strong part of our military, especially
pertaining to advanced technology.
4. The U.S. placed itself under British

control in the European Area. According to
many authors writing after the War, the
U.S. would take territory, and then wait for
a ranking British Secret Service Officer to
inspect, delegate, etc. The British are a
very strong possible candidate for possession of "secret documents".

5. Whatever papers the Nazis originally
had to work from could have been provided
by a secret source connected to the Old
Ottoman Empire-the people involved there
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have never been closely tracked on a historical or personal level. Parts of the Old
Ottoman Empire later became part of the
Hapsburg Empire, and covered some of the
former territory of the Khazars. Most of the
history of the Khazars has been obscured
or deleted from modern history books. In
fact, the ~owerfulmerchants involved in
inte-matidnal trade, gun running, drugs,
etc., are also not "tracked" by any government. The entire area of the lower Danube
provided a training ground and precedents
for world control. Of course I am not aware
of the total importance of this area to the
rise of Nazism.
The mouth of the Danube and the area
along the coast of the Black Sea, and
inland to the south of the Danube is what
was formerly called Moldaviaand Wallachia
(which were involved in many disputes),
and more recently called Rumania and
Bulgaria. This areawas disrupted by problems between the "working class" and the
"wealthy and absent landlords", called
"Ayans" or "Derebeys"before it was taken
from the Ottoman Empire. That these
same "Ayans" obtained their wealth
through trading is related in The Columbia
History of the World, pages 6 15-6 19. This
area was critical for control of both the
Danube River traffic and that ofthe Dneister
River. The loss of this area, as well as the
loss of the Khanate of the Crimea to Russia
by the Ottoman Empire, was a major contributing factor to this Empire's decline.
(See Part V of this series for more details.)
A further consideration regarding the
former Ottoman Empire is their defeat and
decline. There may be a distinct need to
regain territory, power and prestige for the
ones in that area. Recall also that Britain
took over the area of Palestine from the
Ottoman (Turkish)Empire, and that Palestine became the home of the "Jewspafter
World War 11. All of the provocations for
another world conflict are present, provocations which appear, in retrospect, to
have been unduly manipulated and very
likely orchestrated. It is the people, or the
"have nots" who have suffered and been
hoodwinked.
The countries along the Danube river
were forced, after the Crimean War, to
allow free navigation of the river. This
meant they could not defend themselves
from infiltration, military attack, monetary
control, trade negotiations and many other
problems which should have been the responsibility and right of any sovereign nation. Most of the small countries were thus
"had", since the river was critical to their
economy. They became the possessions of
the Communists after World War 11. There
is no question that the policies of the U.S.,
Great Britain and Russia brought it about.
Also, there is no doubt these countries
were never independent of the "ruling

class", who, in fact, were the "orchestrators" of the original problem and the "solu tion".
Dolores Cannon questioned Nostradamus
about the person of the Anti-Christ and the
number of Anti-Christs. Nostradamus
listed three: Napoleon, Hitler and the one
to come at the end time. He also indicated
that each of them was, and will be, under
the control of a powerful, secret figure who
is the true controller of our present world,
and before whom world leaders "quake".
It appears, from Nostradumus, that the
Anti-Christ of the end times and his regime
will be a continuation of (andgreater development over) the ones that have gone before. Moreover, the area of Hister and its
world players provided opportunity, resources and probably direction for one of
the Anti-Christs, Hitler.
In all of these "power plays" by the
would-be world controllers, keep in mind
that ancient treasure found beneath the
pyramid, and written about in Grimm's
tales. We saw some very advanced technology as a result of World War 11. The
advances in the technology have never
ceased, nor have the SECRJZTS! Zf the
knowledge came from ancient civilizations,
long gone but more advanced than we are,
then we could expect information on these
advancements would be found in some
secure place for future generations to use.
But what kind of knowledge? Consider
some of the following possibilities:
1. Knowledge of the Great Cycles that
the Earth goes through, includingthe "Photon Beltp, the change in the ice caps, the
increase of contacts (via long-distance flying craft or spaceships)between other cosmic worlds and our own.
2. Information on flying space vehicles
-how to construct them, etc. Information
which required agreat deal of development
-hence the perceived need to make money
and have wars to provide the opportunities
for such developments and to manipulate
the process to one's own advantage.
Some confirmation of the above can be
found in the ancient, Indian text called The
Ramayama. There is a description therein
of Rarna and Sita ascending in a space
vehicle called a 'Pushpaka" (see reference
in Bibliography).

3. Information on the electromagnetic
fields of the Earth. This is something
Nikola Tesla was working on and over
which he was killed-to prevent his gaining control away from the hands of the Elite
for the public's use. (It is interesting that
that obscene GOAT of Masonry, cdled
Baphomet, has an unusual representation
pictured in his lower abdomen, half covered with a wrap, which looks like some
kind of electromagnetic device. It is also
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interesting that another major image used ing information on back page.)
by Masonry-& the pyramid1 Could that
In searching out more information on
"all-seeing eye" shown above their pyramid represent this knowled~efound be- the 'Derebeys", those "princes" on the
lower Danube and greater "Anatolia", I
neath the pyramid? Think about it.)
was able to do a little more exploration on
4. Knowledge about a "universal lan- the word. It is not shown in the Oxford
guage" perhaps? (See Part V of this series English DsDsctz'onary.The separate words
for more information on the Indo-Euro- "dere" and "bey" are. "Bey" has also been
pean languages.) Why would one group be written as "by*. The "Derebeys", as you
trying to control and orchestrate all the will recall, were the wealthy, absent landlanguages? For those of you who may not lords (accordingto the ColumbiaHistory of
be aware of it, there is an "I.P.A." listed in the World) who caused disruption to the
my American College Dictionary with one Ottoman Empire. They were also the "govsimple explanation: "International Pho- ernors of small Turkish provinces".
(Toclarify for you: The Ottoman Empire
netic Alphabet". I was able to find out more
about the I.P.A. in the Oxford English Dic- at one time included present day Greece,
tionary under the subject "International". Turkey, the Crimea, Persia and the Balkan
The I.P.A. was formed by agroup called the States. Greece, Turkey and the lower
International Phonetic Association. The Danube area were once also known as
phonetic alphabet is composed of Roman Anatolia. All had their "Derebeys" or
and Greek letters, forming an interna- "princes".)
tional, phonetic language. Nothing more
Perhaps some of you will recall the
could be learned about it from resources recent legislation proposed by the Armeavailable to me. It appears that we have nians to our own Congress wherein they
here another BIG SECRET!!The phonetic wanted it recognized that they, too (not
language is said to be used internation- only the "Jews"), had gone through a
ally!! Do uou know about it??
"holocaust". Theirs was at the hands of
In any event, ancient knowledge might the fierce raiders known as Turks! Our
help explain the true purpose of Grimm's Zionist-controlled Congress refused the
Law
the insistent inclusion of Sanskrit request. Nevertheless, the raids of the
in the Indo-European Languages. IVe read, Tatars, Tartars, Turks and Turkomen are
somewhere among UFO research materi- well known to the Armenians.
als, that writing found in one of the downed
I say this in order to prepare you for the
spaceships looked much like Sanskrit! meaning of "dere". It means to "do harm,
Could Rama have spoken Sanskrit and be hurtful", an Old English word in much
known about space vehicles? According to use in former years and pronounced "der".
the Ramayama (see N. Kasturi's Introduc- It is my perception that the English " Derbu",
tion to Vol. I of Ramkatha Rasavahint), a national horse racing program, got its
Rama was an incarnation of God during name from the Derebevs. (Pronounced as
the "Treta" age, which was far more ad- "Derby".) Why do I say this? Because the
vanced than ours, the "Kali" age (accord- race started out as an "upper class" pasing to Indian scriptures)!
time, and fine "Arabian" racing horses
Further, recently, in answer to a ques- were essential to the raiding "Turks".
tion put forth by a visitor at one of the Beyond that, remember, the wealthy mermeetings here in Tehachapi, Commander chants came originally from Gothland, the
Hatonn said "Yes, there were flying sau- Crimeaand Anatolia. The "upper class" in
cers stored beneath the pyramids"!
England are related to these pdople. Prince
Philip, consort of the present Queen Eliza5. Perhaps that assertion of Dr. beth, came from ~ r e e c eThe
. areaof Greece
Bernard's in his book titled The Hollow was also controlled by the Derebeys at the
Earth, where he states that the "King of the time of the "Anatolia", MoldavianWorld lives in the Center of the Earth", that Westphalian, problems! The "princes", or
"all the flying saucers came from the cen- "ruling class" of Greece, as well as Turkey,
ter of the earth", and that "all the pilots of Rumainia and Bulgaria, at the time of
the saucers speak German" makes more Catherine of Russia, were called
sense now! (See Part I of this Series titled, 'Derebeys"!! A good thing to consider here
"The Thule Society - Connections to the also is the amount of "foreign aid" America
Inner Earth".) Is it possible the Germans poured into Greece and Turkey at the time
learned about the hollow earth from the of World War 11, and continuously ever
knowledge beneath the pyramids? Any since! Who really benefitted? Both of these
earlier civilizationswho flew flying saucers countries have been less than helpful in
would certainly have known about such. many, many ways. Americans were told we
(Please refer to the PHOENIX JOURNAL were helping, or gaining Allies, and
# 13, titled SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET, strengtheningindependent countries-but
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, for more recent were we?
information on activities of the Nazis and
So, what was the outcome of the
.- -others
at
tM
South
Pole
gpening.)
(Order"Anatolian'!problem?
For+ details
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need to read about the history of England, Russia, Germany, Rumania, Bulgaria, Moldavia, Westphalia, etc., during
the years from 1783 through the Second
World War. The "princes" of Moldavia
and Westphaliagot an independent country, now known as Rumania, which &
now part of Russia. Also, after the Crimean
conflict, the Black Sea was no longer controlled by the Ottoman Empire or Russia,
but became a "neutral" waterway. In
other words, the "merchants" of the Crirnea
and the Balkan states were now completely
free to do their "international" trading in
this area.
There is a very good summary of these
events in Appendix C of the work History
For Ready Reference (pub. 190 1). Also, if
you do read about the history of England,
Russia, Gerrnany and France you will find
many, many references to "secret treaties". England's political decisions were
often inexplicable to those reporting
the "history" of these times. It is only now,
when the fruit of the actions are coming to
be apparent, that the purpose of many of
these "secret treaties" will be seen for what
they were: a conspiracy of the most heinous kind.
To get back to the events at the time of
"Hitler", politically and financially, Germany had many problems. The people
were ready for a major change. The Communists were very active and had a large
following which worried the more conservative. The arrny and navy had become
more or less independent of a "weak"
Kaiser. (The army and navy, in fact, supported Hitler's early rise to power.) Inflation was so terrible that people had to
literally carry around boxes of German
marks to have enough to buy a loaf of
o
J hard to push the people
bread! It was p
into the arms of the dictator, Hitler! Standing back now and looking more closely at
these forces, it is clear they
originated
with the Khazarian "Jews" and "upper
class", and that the "problems" had been
orchestrated. Consider:
1. The "Kaiser" was from the "upper
class." He did their bidding.
2. The "Communists" were the party
set up by the Bolsheviks, known as $he
"red-German Jew Company" at the time of
the Bolshevik Revolution (1917)in Russia.
(See Nesta Webster's book called World
Revolution.)
3. The bankers, who manipulated the
money markets, were primarily "Jewish"
bankers.
4. Hitler's early source of money was
from the Thule society (AKA Khazarian
"Jews")
the Deutschbank. (Seeparts
I and N of this Series for information on the
Thule Society.)
5. The arrny and navy could not have
eqsted without some income. Was it given
LA)
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by the Kaiser, the upper class-capitalistsindustrialists or the bankers? In any event,
their support required the help of those
with power and wealth.
It is sad that the "Low Germans", who
clearly saw they had a problem with the
"Jewish" bankers, did not realize how in
World War I1 they were set UD by these very
ones and their cohorts. The true Judaists,
the ones who followed God's Laws, were
not
- the problem. Trouble came from the
wicked ones who shid they were "Jews",
but were not!
I looked up the Deutschbank in The
New Larned History (Pub. 1924). The
Deutschbank was the second largest bank
in Germany. The Reichbank was the largest. The Deutschbank had taken several
other German banks under its control and
become associated with a large oil company. It had a New York subsidiary in
1871, as well as many international subsidiaries. It helped to finance the Anatolian
railway in Turkey, and promoted the
Baghdad railway. In spite of inflation and
World W a r I, they declared a dividend of
18% in 1920! It is interesting that the
Deutschbank attempted to show their
"democratic"principles by financing other
political parties as well! This would be
inexplicable if one did not know the truth
of the matter. All of the "other" parties
were theirs too!
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I.P.A.; The Hollow Earth, by Raymond
Bernard, Pub., Citadel Press, Secaucus,
N.J., (1969);SKELETONSINTHE CLOSET,
a PHOENIX JOURNAL by Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn, Pub., America West, (1990); History for Ready Reference, by J.N. Larned,
Pub., C.A. Nichols Co., (1901); TheOxford
English Dictionary, Pub. Clarendon Press,
Oxford, (1989); Who FZ'nanced Hitler, by
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James Pool and Suzanne Pool, Pub. The
Dial Press, N.Y. (1948); Hitler, by Joachim
C. Fest, Pub. Random House, N.Y., Trans.
from German by Richard and Clara Winston (1975); World Revolution, by Nesta H.
Webster, (Mrs. Arthur Webster, 19211964),Owen Publishing, Box 3089, Waco,
Tex., pgs. 283,287 and 295. Mrs. Webster's
books are now also available from Omni
Book Club, the same place as are Tesla's
works,

Attached [Seepreviouspage]isa genealogy chart showing the Lineage of the
Romanoff Sovereigns of Russia, from 1613
A.D. through 1917A.D. Itwasin 1917 that

the Red Bolshevik Revolution deposed the
Romanoffs. (chart taken from The New
Larned History, J . N . Larned, Pub., C.A.
Nichols Co., Springfield, Mass. 1924, pg.
7345.) The purpose in sharing this chart is
so you will have a chance to see some of
the intermarriages between "ruling
houses" and the "upper class" in Russia-Germany-England-DenmarkPrussia.
The House of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel
is a branch of the former House of Hanover,
and is the House of the ruling heads of
England. The name of the English branch
was changed from Hanover to Windsor
during World War I. The family name had
formerly been Welf ,now mostly known as
"Guelph". The Guelphswere politically strong

in the Middle ~ ~in Italy,
e i on the side of
the papacy and against the Ghibellines.
There is much more to discuss about
"ruling houses" of Europe, Russia, etc.
Perhaps I can get back to it. In any event,
the above relationships help explain, in
a small way, some of those inexplicable
decisions made by rulers down through
history and the power ofthose "German
Princes"! Most people think of "England" as a separate country and culture from Germany, as do other people in
their "own" countries. Not enough attention is paid to history and the origins
of people, especially the ruling house.
All that happened to change the appearance of a "German" Monarch to a n "English" one was to change the name!!

More On Patriots And Police
Against The New World Order
1 / 9 / 9 3 #2

HATONN

THOUGHT TO BEGIN WITH:
A NEW DAY
Dharrna, let u s make it worthy!
This is the beginning of a new
day. God has given me this day
to use as I will. I can waste it or
grow in its light and be a service
to others. But what I do with
this day is important because I
have exchanged a day of my life
for it. When tomorrow comes,
today will be gone forever. I
hope I will not regret the price I
paid for it.

TODAY'S WATCH
A s you follow the non-news I trust you
will read carefully and with understanding
of that which I S NOT SHOWN ORTOLD TO
YOU. Along with the allowance of the "Red
Cross" into the median zone to check on
expelled Palestinians there is ALSO a new
"assumption" that Saddam has "withdrawn" anti-aircraft missiles. The charade in point is beyond even your blinded
intelligence to hide intent and truth of the
U.S. Administration and the U.N. Court
Jesters of deadly tricks.
It is simply not as easy to start a U.S.
w a r of aggression this month as it was a
couple of years ago. What would America
allow within her borders of such intrusion?

Well, let me tell you what you perhaps do
not realize-YOU HAVE ALLOWED THE
ENEMY INTO EVERY CREVASSE OFYOUR
SOCIETY AND MILITARY INSTALLATIONS
WITHOUT EVEN SEEING ANY NECESSITY
OF DEFENSE-YOU ARE WIDE OPEN FOR
TOTAL TAKE-OVER AND THE FACTS ARE
THAT YOU HAVE EVEN SENT YOUR ENEMY INTO THE GOVERNMENT TO CONTROL YOU-THROUGH CONTROLLED
AND MANIPULATED CRIMINAL "DEMOCRACY". THE PIPER WILL BE PAID!
So, what has happened? Well, ALL of
the military no longer marches to the
President's tune, chelas. There is some
"power" bigger than the desire of a n Administration for war and New One World
Order. Just as with police officers and
enforcement teams turning against the evil
power-so too are some of the top military
leaders realizing that your nation under
God h a s been given into the hands of the
criminals and thieves-right under their
very noses. This means that some larger
"authority" has also caused the Israelis to
"back ofl" a bit for they were the ones who
would launch this "war"-your back-up
equipment, planes and nuclear stockpiles
are in Israel-REMEMBER?
There is such a clampdown on the
"news" releases that tiddle-de-winks tournaments will become the highlight of the
daywhen the stormsfail to bringattention.
CNN is responsible for all news clearance
and projection according to the scripts
given them. You do not have the vaguest

idea of what is actually going on right in
your dooryard-you don't even understand
the "storms"! Patriots and beloved of
God-hold strong the course because God
doesn't long intend to continue even the
appearance of losing.
How many of you KNOW the most important revelation of 19923 New World
Order? No! Depression? No!-Let's try
'The director ofAuschwitz has been filmed
on tape admitting that the so-called gas
chamber there WAS CONSTRUCTED
AFTER THE WAR." It is now noted that
the story was fabricated AFTERTHE W A R
by the Soviet Union--on the direct orders
of Josef Stalin. "No homicidal gassings
took place in the buildings designated 'homicidal gas chambers' at Auschwitz." I
wonder how many will apologize to Dharrna
for calling u s liars, anti-Semites, perverts,
and thus-and so? She is literally being
thrown out of her home because of her
"preposterous writings denying that the
Holocaust happened as per the orthodox
story." This came from the very Judge,
Brent, in a public article in the paper
regarding the LBERATOR. Copies of the
earlier paper, Express, WERE ACTUALLY
ENTERED INTO THE COURT FILES WITH
UNDERLINING THE PORTIONS REFERRING TO POSSIBLE MISCOUNTING OF
NUMBERS OF JEWS SLAIN AND STATING
THAT THE KHAZARS ARE NOW THE
"JEWS" OF ZIONISM. What, may I ask,
could that placement of a newspaper
into a file with such marked material
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mean unless it is a sign to the Judge to
Uhang"the person who presented the
material? You had best awaken, Americans, for the ustuff"is already in the
FAN!!
We shall present the material but for
the present we must continue with our
primary point in assisting in bringing information to Law Enforcement Officers as
to what has REALLY been going on and
reaching out to them for consideration and
reason. After all, Officers' families die also
and they themselves have already become
the slaves to the system. It behooves all to
do everything within power to present
FACTS.
In relating the material in hand, remember that Chief Gates of the Los Angeles Police Department is not likely to be
without stain. However, he sees the writing on the wall and his major opposition
has been from the Mayor, Bradley-WHO
IS A PRIME MEMBER AND SHAKER OF
THE COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONSTHE CONTROLLING ARM IN AMERICA OF
THE ELITE CLUB OF ROME COMMITTEE
OF 3001 Now, you 'Cosmos" thinkers and
Patriots-could there be any CAUSE that
Bradley might have RESIGNED and stepped
down? W a s the kitchen getting simply
TOO HOT? I would consider all possibilities before swallowing the "I'm old, tired
and have served long enough!" Old politicians with a hand in the till never get too
old, too tired or even slow up in the Kingship power business.
A s we quote from the material today,
realize that the letters in point are from
1992 and seemingly outdated. They are
not outdated and there is good reason for
utilizing them. The "plan" is being presented in material being readied presently
but the material we have already shared
can sufficeuntil publication is received. With
permission, the LIBERATORwill also publish
that material along with instructions and
ordering information as it becomes available.
We can only help to pass the word along and
will continue to devote whatever space is
needed to this worthy relay of informationifwecan passit on to only ONE who hears and
sees, we will have served well. Thank you.
Know too, please, that we will present much
information EXACTLY as received and without much ado about it as to format or explanation-we have neither the time nor space
to repeat. We will make available back issues,
reprints, etc., asneeded. Also, know that you
can obtain the direct information from resources given.
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Ordef supporters:

ASSOCIATION ON CRIME PREVENTION:

Here are the two very important (and
February 20, 1992
very late) letters that will help you inform
Chief Daryl F. Gates
your local and state police departments,
city councils, county supervisors, etc.,
Los Angeles Police Department
about the notorious Commission on AcP.O. Box 30158
creditation of Law Enforcement Agencies
Los Angeles, Calif. 90030
organization (CALEA].
A s you will see in these letters, there
Dear Chief Gates:
are many in government who know that
Our Association is comprised of U.S.
this program can be very damaging to the Law Enforcement Officers and private citisovereignty of state and local governments zens who work for the passage of Victims'
and individual rights and freedoms. (Keep Rights legislation and other pro-Police legin mind that those who have been deceived islation.
into supporting this "utopian" police
Before turning to the main purpose
PROFESSIONALIZATION program have not of this writing, we, the members of ACLA,
been told the truth about all its rarnifica- would like to say that we feel you have been
tions.)
a fine police chief and would like ta know
If you send these letters to any gov- what we can do to help you stay on in that
ernment representatives or Police Officers, position. Some of u s know ofyour abilities
do not forget to include the proof of the first hand, having served under you for
plan of the New World Order gang that was years. Many Police Officers, both within
recently put out by three police organiza- California and elsewhere, hope that there
tions, i.e., U.S. Law Enforcement Profes- is a chance you will be able to continue to
sionals Assoc., The American Citizens 8& serve the people of Los Angeles in your
Lawmen Assoc., and the (national) Aid &i present capacity. Kindly let u s know your
Abet Police Newsletter. CALEA is a very feelings on this.
Aside from showing our support for
important part of the plan to put in force a
national police agency to enforce the Re- your retention as Chief, we wish to discuss
gional New World Order mandates that are with you another pressing issue, one of
already law and the new laws that will soon which we believe you are already very
be passed by our new presidents and glo- much aware. We refer to the nation-wide
bal government promoters Hillaryand Bill. movement to promote standardization of
We lawmen across America thank all U.S.police agencies, policies and proceyou for doing all you can do to stop this dures, through an organization called, "The
anti-American program. Remind all those Commission on Accreditation of Law Enwho care that it is much easier to keep forcement Agencies" (CALEA). The apparCALEA out of your police agencies than ent and alleged purpose of such a moveto ask your state, city or county repre- ment is to further 'professionalize" the
sentatives to admit they did something field of law enforcement.
Most of the Officers in our Associawrong by asking them to rescind the
CALEA program after it has been in- tion, both command and patrol, have grave
stalled.
concerns about this plan. They do not
For any that are interested in the understand how synchronizing all policies
entire story, there is a book being pub- and procedures nationally will necessarily
lished in the next 3 to 6 months on the result in any higher degree of professionalCALEA plan to set up the National Police ism. The greatest concern of all, however,
Force. It is titled U.S.Centralization Of is registered by our Officers when they
Police Power. It can be ordered from consider the potential for such a nationally
ACLA a t P. 0.Box 87 12, Phoenix, AZ. standardized and synchronized force being utilized by those among us who sup85066. The cost is about $10.
(Please do not wait for this book port the premise of a nationalized police
to come out before taking action to force. The bulk of the work in centralizing/
educate your state, city and county nationalizing local or state agencies of
representatives. Send them a copy of kind lies in the very effort of standardizing
these letters and Police Against the New all policies and procedures, so that each
World Order, OPERATION VAMPIRE agency can be controlled from one, central
KILLER 2000 manual NOW.)
location.
Chief Gates, to some, our concerns
may
seem
without merit--even absurd.
Yours in Freedom,
You, however, along with many others in
QUOTING:
law enforcement, have already seen and
Ofiicer Jack McLamb (Ret.)
***
can attest to a substantial amount of local
CHIEF GATES AND AMERICAN
autonomy being usurped by central govCITIZENS 86 LAWMEN ASSOC.
ernment, through the use of strings at'CALEA" LMTER
LETTER TO GATES
tached to federal funding.
Now that the National Guards (and
From: AMERICAN CITIZEN & LAWMEN
My dear 'Police Against the New Wodd
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some police agencies) in various States
have been given their Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA)INSIGNIA FOR
UNIFORMS, we are even more aware of the
potentiality of utilizing U.S. Police powers
in a national scenario.
Our members are aware that you
have turned down the opportunity to make
your Department more "professionalw
through implementation of CALEA. We
assume that you had very good reasons for
doing so. We realize, also, that this decision would likely have made you even
more unpopular with Mayor Tom Bradley and his associates.
Perhaps you will be willing to share
with our own police/citizen association
your reasons for non-involvement with
CALEA. It appears that you, like we, have
some difficulty viewing national "accreditationw(standardization)as the most effective means of lowering the crime rate and
improving police performance. Your opinion is important to many within our membership.
Our sincere thanks, Chief Gates, for
your consideration and your response to
the two concerns shared in this letter. The
prayers and best wishes of our members
are with you and your family. We believe
that Ame~icansall across this land recognize and acknowledge the excellent service
you have given to the people of Los Angeles
these many years. God willing, may you
continue.

IDEA, and I have opposed it since its KGB and had Soviet Enforcement Offinception.
training and teaching within oar own local
The strength of policing in a demo- enforcement groups--here is PROOF. Do I
cratic society rests with the citizens. think it terrible? No. Do I try to make a

Allowing individual communities to participate in their local police departments is the key to effective, problem
ariented, responsive law enforcement.
Too many national police mandatestake
on the potential for a federal police
structure, run by a central government.
In California, we have the Police Officer Standards on Training (POST),which
provides statewide training standards set
by a representative board. That is as close
to accreditation as I believe we should
venture.
I support the work of your organization, and wish you continued success after
my retirement. Thank you for writing.

Very truly yours,
DARYL F. GATES
Chief of Police.

point? YES. The POINT IS THAT YOU ARE
HEADED FOR A ONE WORLD ENFORCEMENTSERVICE4NDERTHEU.N.WHICH
WILL BE HEADED BY A SOVIET RUSSIAN
COMMAND!
Just reprint the article please, Dhanna,
and realize that yes indeed, you recognize
all of the gentlemen in the picture. They do
not, however, have the same intent against
you personally as do the Federal SWAT
team supplied lately by the Federal
Marshal's office and who have surrounded
your home from every direction. This is a
time of such incredible confusion to enforcement officers as to bring consideration for them as they must decide what to
do-preserve nation, freedom and citizens
or fall for the NEW WORLD ORDER and
become the enforcers of slavery. HARD
CHOICES? Indeed, indeed.
SWAT TEAM EXCHANGES TACTICS
WR'H RUSSLQNS

***
END OF QUOTING

TEHACNAPINEWS, Tehachapi, CA Jan.
6, 1993, Vol. 93-No. 36.

I ask that Readers support this organization and Officer McLarnb in every posDuring a two-week tour of Russia
sible manner. The best way to do that is to with the SWAT team, a Tehachapi deputy
support the publications which keeps didn't see the long food lines, the overt
record-keeping clear and untarnished. signs of poverty nor the drabness thst
[Editor'snote: See thepublicationsordering others describe.
informution on next huopages.] If you have
What he did see were highly disciYours sincerely,
read of this information in the LIBERATOR plined, physically fit officers who were well
or through any of our presentations, we trained but lacked some of the tactics used
Officer Gerald J. McLamb, Ret.
Executive Director ACLA
would appreciate your mentioning that by local deputies.
J.C. Plank, a senior deputy in the
with any order or contact-simply so that
+++
value of unity in informing the public can Kern County Sheriff's Department, and
be established. You of our readership have four other SWAT team members spent two
LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT made me humble in your -responses to weeks in Moscow and St. Petersburg durother requests we have offered to you. It is ing August and September.
Their hosts were the Russian govDaryl F. Gates, Chief of Police
time to save your nation and yourfmedom-and it tequims action art TBZS ernment and they were treated like royalty,
P.O. Box 30158
LEVEL. You who continue to ask for your Plank said.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90030
He came back with impressions that
purpose and guidanceit matters not what
April 2, 1992
you do LATER-it only matters what con- varied from many contemporary accounts
tribution you make NOW-FOR THERE of Russia.
He learned, for instance, that RusOfficer Gerald J. McLamb, Ret.
MAY BE NO 'LATERw. Ifyou can only send
a postcard in support of these daring patri- sians seem to be less violent than AmeriExecutive Director
American Citizen and Lawmen Assn. on ots, please do so for the road in front strewn cans. The Russian SWAT team members
with mines and traps is very hard for those thus received extensive training in martial
Crime Prevention
who lead the wedge. If we put GOD FIRST, arts. Guns were a secondary weaponP.O. Box 8712
we of the Hosts can join with you of HIS hands and feet were the primary tools.
Phoenix, A Z 85066
army and nothing can prevail against us!
For the Kern County team, the semiaEVIZmSHALL FALL TO THE LIGHT
automatic weapon is the primary weapon,
Dear Officer McLamb:
mainly because people here are more vioThank you for your kind letter of ERY TIME!
lent, Plank said.
support. I have enjoyed my career with the
The officers in Russia also were more
TEHACHAPI SWAT TEAM
LosAngeles Police Department immensely,
physically fit than their American counterIN RUSSIA!
but I do intend to retire in June. In fact, I
parts. in fact, he felt that the Russian
am looking forward to it.
The next is simple confirmation for you people as a whole were in good physical
A s the main point of your letter, I
absolutely agme with all the reasons you who doubted each time I mentioned that shape when compared to Americans.
What Plank and the four other SWAT
give for resisting national accreditation. even this local Sheriffs department in
wi.h
members
had to offer was advice on better
Standardization ig an w-pfiqn@ly *BAp.Tehachapi, worn-.*

m-
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HOW TO DRIVE A STAKE THROUGH
THE H M OF THE NEW WORLD CRDER
HELP AMERICA'S POLICE FORM A FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE A G A I M
ONE WORUI GOVERNMENT THROUGH OPERATION VAMPIRE KIUEE 300
They've been granted massive Each copy casts an easy-tobuy $6.00.
new powers...told to expect
widespread civil insurrections...
Once you get it, read it yours~lf
and are being "encouraged to
treat civilians who
.yranny cover to cover.
as "criminals of the stdte."
Then - Step two - show the
booklet to your friends and
Left unchecked, America's one
million police and national guard acquaintances in uniform. To
as many as possible. As soon
members may unwittingly "just
as possible.
follow orders" and enforce the
globalist's agenda "for the
THEY CAN'T BEAR
good of the country".
THE UGHT OF DAY
UNLESS -

VAMPIRE KlllER 2000

Unless we can re-educate
our patriotic people's
servants as to their
Constitutional duties;

Dear Patriot,

It's not enough to know that the
New World Order darkness is
g a h e n n y and casting shadows
on n\.leryfree American.

You have to fight back.
But what's the best way?
Where can you channel your
energies to make the biggest
dent in such a formidable foe?
We think we have the answer: it
lies in depriving the coming
World Government of its
enforcement arm -the police,
the national guard, the military.

No, we're not talking about
battling our brothers and
sisters in uniform...we'd much
rather enlighten them instead.
AWAKENING OUR
FIRST UNE OF DEFENSE
There's little doubt that
members of the police and
military have been heavily
indoctrinated lately.

m

Unless we can remind them
that they are the protectors
of the people...not the
enforcers of the system.

And that's just what Operation
Vampire Killer 2000 does.
BE A TERRIFYING ARMY W ONE

Operation Vampire Killer 2000
is created by Police Against
The New World Order and is a
step-by-step plan to help you
safeguard your town, county
and state by enlisting the help
of your local law enforcement
(
neighbors.

/"

<~

Step one is as simple as
ordering Operation Vampire
Killer 2000, a 75 page report
written by me,specifically to inform
police ? u ie natlol. ' ward
about the true ziate i3f
America's afff -.
'

Like vampires, the New World
Order globalists are secretly
and relentlessly draining the
vitality of our nation.
Fortunately, like vampires, they
can't stand the light of day.
So when you enlighten a law
enforcement officer, you
assault the enemy in his vault.
You can drive a stake through
the heart of this growing evil.
All it takes is your determination
...and some help from Operation
Vampire Killer 2000.
Please join us in this noble
baffle for freedom and order
copies of Operation Vanpire
Killer 2000 today. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Jack M c h b

P.S.Act soon.. .vampires
spread all too quickly.
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WHY YOU URGENTLY NEED TO KNOW
WHAT THE GLOBALISTS ARE PLANNING
FOR AMERICA'S POLICE
Remember when the neighborhood
police were called public servants?

through deceptive forces in your
field.

When "protect and serve" had a noble
ring to it?

If you're a civilian, you'll gain a new
insight on the New World Order.

Today this longstanding policy is
under cunning and relentless assault.

You'll learn what influences weigh
heavily on your law enforcement
neighbors...and what you can do
to alert them to impending
Constitutional threats.

NOW"protect and serve" refers to
defending the system... not the
public.

It's fitting that Aid & Abet's editor,
Jack Mclamb, is Phoenix, Arizona's
most highly decorated lawman.

This not-so-subtle shift is no
accident. Consider this:
Many members of the police and national
guard have recently been instructed to
prepare for widespread civil unrest and have
been granted sweeping new powers to deal
with it -which puts the freedom of
Americans directly in the line of fire.

Now retired after being injured in the line of duty,
Officer McLamb has been an irlternational leader
in educating law enforcement on the need to
support Constitutionally sound police work.

But don't expect to read much about it in your
daily newspaper.
Unfortunately, what you don't know about events
in law enforcement can most certainly hurt you.
Whether you wear a uniform or not.
But you don't have to stay in the dark... there's an
affordable intelligence briefing for police and
citizens that reveals what the internationalists are
plotting for law enforcement: It's called bid & Abet

At $15 for law enforcement professionals
and $20 for all others, you can't afford not to
add this to your monthly intelligence reports.
Aid & Abet is your tool to reinforce America's first
line of defense...because without its enforcement
arm, the New World Order will be in disorder. Join
us and subscribe today.

a

Aid & Abet doesn't cover tyranny's growth over
each and every front ...we're only concerned with
the little-known ways law enforcement is being
manipulated, And endangered.

In recent months, we've covered:

IIntendYes.
I need to know how oloballsts I
to us6 the police. I'm encl&slng

Ia
Ia

check or money order for the following:
A year's subscription (six issues) to Aid & Abet
for $15. 1 am a law enforcement professional.
A years subscription (six issues) to Aid 8 Abet
for $20. 1 am not in law enforcement.
Operation Vampire Killer 2000. Send me

how American juries are manipulated by
judges;
alarming news on little-known legislation;
stories of law enforcers who've stood up
to - and in many cases, become a victim
of - the new socialism.

(1 plan, $6.00; 2-4plans, $4.00;5-10 plans, $3.00)

I
I
I
I
-

It's news that's unavailable to you except rnrough
Aid & Abet.
If you're a law enforcement professional, you'll find
the Aid & Abet newsletter absolutely indispensable.

With it, yc. .!'I1keep focused on the timeless truths
found in p u r oath to serve
and see right

-

I

m
I
r
3

I

C&bclr
(4

\

P.O. Box 8712,Phoenix, AZ 85056

I
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tactics. The ,Kern County team was also
better equipped, P h k said.
The Kern County officers even helped
out the Russians in astingoperation, he said.
Plank and the other oficers purchased black
market items such asjewelry and chess sets
off the Russians while undercover officers
watched them.
Still, Plank felt that selling goods was
far from the most heinous crime. The black
market could develop into a legitimate arm of
the free market, he said.
That beliefwasconsistent with a statement made by a Russian, a comment which
Plank feels aptly describes the Russian condition: We're trading a system that failed
with one that if we make the right
- decisions
will work."
But Plank's visit wasn't all work, nor
was it simply a chance to observe the breakdown of Communism.
He and the others befriended the Russians, many of whom were parachuters and
veterans of the Afghanistan campaign. One
Russian gave Plank a t-shirt that he wore in
combat during several missions. Plank offered him one of his SWAT shirts.
The five Americans also underwent an
odd bathing procedure. The five were hit with
hot tree branches as they bathed. The process was supposed to be relaxing. -It

ton 7fmesnewspaper-which depicts itself as today.
the "alternative to the liberal Washington
Thank you, Spotlight.
Post''-has
been named t o David
Rockefeller's Council on Foreign RelaThere is a lot more to be written for almost
tions(CFR),
fir* cwmentkrgRockd*s
takeover ofthe d - s t y l e d " C o ~ t i v e "all of the persons named to be on Clinton's
mwement in America. The lhes editor, team-ARE OR WILL BE APPOINTED AS
Josette Shiner, a Ileatenant of Korean cult MEMBERS OF THE CFR. OTHERS WILL
leader Sun Myung Moon, is a d-ut
mem- NOT EVEN RECEIVE CONSIDERATION!
Let us leave this writing for to continue
berofMam's ro-called Unification Church,
and is one of the most powerful of the self- with the "Holocau& information is far too
styled"responsibleconservatives"inAmerica lengthy. Thank you.

Unusual Weather Patterns
And Earthquake Update

a u n w and causes the rivers to swell to many
times their normal size. It is Nature's way of
Good evening,Soltec, present as always, in rep1enishu-g the desert areas so that they can
the L@tofHolyGodandin b c e unto the Host sustainthelongperiodsofdrought.Sincevqfew
of Heaven. Ourmission isoneof totallove foryou white people lived in this place a h u n M years
of Earth-Shan and we stand in watch during ago (statehood taking place only in 1912),the
your time of tmnsition, guiding those who have White Man knew nothug of this thing called the
accepted the challenge to serve unto Holy God ' H u n M Year F'loods", and of c o w even ifthe
and be the Light in your darkened world. We Red Man told hun,he would never have believed
wasn't.anything of these ones.
salute you ones.
END OF QUOTING
Let us thiseveningspeakofunusualweather
So people began moving west and settlingin
t
h
i
s
new oasis in the desert, with its lavish
patterns once again, as floodsmge through the
normally dry deserts. It is but the eghth day of irrigation systems pruvidmg abundant amounts
your new year and alreadyyou ones in this arid ofwaterto turn the drydesert into a f d e h m h g
I do not make reference to these fineyoung region have received in excess of two inches of land. People settledinthe lowlymgareasbecause
men in any derogatory manner whatsoever. rain with more promised in the next five days. the land was so fertileand began to farmthe land.
They represent the cream of your protectors Two inches may not seem to be much to others, More and more came to this place and built cities
and only discipline and hard physical work but this place receives only an average of seven as fir as the eye could see-even dangerously
has made them outstanding in their presen- inches in one year's counting. The rivers are closetothedryriverbedsanddesertwashes.And
tation and careers. I bring this to you of the flooding their banks and many people are out of all was well until the late 1970s. Suddenly, it
public for I know you have had great difficulty their homes this night. It is affectingthe greater began to rain in excess and the dams auld no
in recognizing that these interchanges take part of the state of Arizona-some areas having longerhold thewater, sothey had to release some
place in ever increasing numbers and pur- received six inches of min in one day.
ofit intothe dryriver beds. And, loand behold, the
The major problem is the situation that has water flowed over the banksoftherivers and into
poses.
I s Russia your friend or foe? Interesting resulted fhm man's interfenme with
the dry washes and many homes washed away
speculation, is it not?? The "Russians" are again. Many years ago, the Salt River was a and peoplelostdtheirbelo~s.Thissituation
people of a nation-JUST LIKE YOU! Perhaps rmghty river, flowingyear round, aswere all the occurred every winter for nearly fiveyears, and
these men who lived there for a while would be now dry riversin this desert. In order to populate then onceagain, the h s stopped and the desert
the better to express attitudes penxived-al- the desert with people, water needed to be can- went backtoitsnormaldrystate. Thesenewcumready they state that they saw not what others trolled,so a system of dams, lakes and irrigation ers to the desert thought they had made it and
have described. I salute them for their achieve- canalscameabout Thiscausedthecmceflowing would not have anything to worry about for
mentsand 1alsopraythat theirinslghtintotruth riverstodryupandthewaterwasdivertedintothe another hundred years.
of circumstances prevails.
irrigationsystems. Overthemanyyeamsincethis
But, surprise! 1992. Another unusually wet
pmject came into bemg land d e v e l o p flooded yearto dealwith. But, asluckwould haw it, them
into thisplace and began budding dangerously were no floods,asthe water msaves had been so
closeto the rivers, becausein modern timesthere depleted that the dams had no problem holding
Foryou who still but and quote such papers had never been enoughwaterinthese~bedsto the water. But it kept on nhhgand now today,
as the Washington7hes,etc., Ijust want you to take notice of. The Native Americans knew what January 8,1993, the same scenariois qxating
realize that interesting thmgs take place at the would happen but, as always, the White Man itself, lessthan iifteenyearsfi-omthe last@flood
top levels of new management and so forth:
would pay no heed to these ones, although the time. These centennialevents had not stayed on
idea for the irrigation systems came fmm the their dotted time schedule and man has again
WELCOME W A R D
ancient Hohokarn, who fanned this anz~hun- found himself at the mercy of the elements.
What has happened? Why are we having
dreds of years prior.
The m a a q h a g d t o r of the "conservaThere is a phenomenon known asthe "Hun- flooding q@n? Why all the &?
,; -TheJ m J s m . k . & is &
,
+&
&arkh
tive" (and very internationalist) Washing- dred Year Floods" that occur in this ma of the :1/8/93 SOLTEC
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Changed What was in the past can not be change that which is natuml, because he can do earthquakes= fdt on the s u k . Many occur
counted on in the pment as all thtngs on your it better. Itisnot onlyin thisplace, but in allplaces so deep that the motion is never felt on the
planet are undergoing changes. Man has inter- upon your globe that consider them&s to be surf8ce, yet they do cause new pressure points
feredsomuchwiththena~orderof~sthat
c i d k d . Any c u l t u that
~ lives in harmony and and new Eractures to occur, and sooneror later,
natural order is not the order anymore. He has ~ c e w i t h t h e i r e n v i r o n m e n t i s d e d Uwith
~ all that is going on beneath (and from
polluted his atmosphere, caused u n n m vol- and is brought under control by the "M
above),
n you will begin to see these new (or old)
canic activity with his tamperhgs, stripped the nations,asmoreoftheplanetbecomesdestmyed. faultswakeup and becomeactive. It isasertolls
land to build metropolises, cut down the fomts
Worniais no d X m t ; nor is New York; nor indication that the place is slowly beginning to
and upset the very balanoe of Nature. What does anyother place anymom. And, Chelas,I fearthat break up. How many cracks and fr*actures can
he expect to take place? He asks, "How can you shallreap the mwards of your own planting. there be before it begins to crumble away? Dr.
Nature be so cruel?" N a m answers by saying The time for aooountingis fastapproaching,asis Ed Young can confirm much of this, as he is in
'How canmanbe socrueltohis &home!" Man evidenced by all the "natumldisasterti? that you contact with those who supply him the earthis not about the business of cleanmg up his have q m k n o e d in recent times. You live in a quake activity maps.
[ W s&:Yes,indeed Snce IlefttheSan
messes so,therefore, Nature will do it forhim, and very tenuous *owever,
keep in i n d that
it may not be in the manner that is most in youchosethisphysical~natthistimeforFZruzdsooBaym9monthsagobblce-h
accordancewith man's preconoeived ideas. But, various reasons. Thm is much that you each L6BERATOR a d s a r m AngeIa J,83yecus
N a k m will do whatever is necessary to preserve htoaanmplishandyou haveaveryshorttime p r y , has a n t i d to send me the uneelcly
life on this planet, even if it means that much of in which to acmmplish it. It would behoove each eattIaquaice summary naapsl.iwn the San Fhnofyou to examineyour m n s forbeing here and cisco Chronicle rmuspqm. Ihught this matter
that lik will be destroyed in the cleaning.
In the long haul of things,life will mme back get on with itl
toComnmnder...w,'PtPf&Sdtec's
CaliSornia, you are in an extremely critical attentionbecause i n ~ u r e e kru
se mtkd an
into its pristine, perfect state of being. It is the
NATURALorder ofthmgs. We hme stated to you situation. You, dm,h e experienoed very odd alarrnzng-ineartFadVayYouamseethis
over and wer again that you a~ not lrving in weather oammmces of late and, to add to the o~oftheknown,maiRfaUtt~
looIdrydosely czf
balance with your environment and this will net situation,you have earthquake faults that hme dearly inthe naap -justby
the destruction of many. What will it take before never been heard of before showingnew signsof where the amhpukeeepkmk 'kks"
you of Earth finally wake up and take notice of activity. Many are old faults that have laid me sduuted urith resped to the f d tines. As
what is going on? How much Gwill your dormant for a very long time. Others are new Ar,fessorS&says, theseindiclate other,m/
life and thc;rt "theplaoeis
worldendm? For ifyou sift it allout,youwillhd faults which have opened up because of the ddfault k . s oonzingto
.
that the only reason for destroyingyour world is continuallybuddug p ~ s s mand
s shakingthat s l o w l y k q p m g t o breakup." TIaesignsofalm
lust for more money. Is it reallyworth it, Chelas? you have experienced. You see, not all the me themfor those urith eyes to see!]
If you destmy your world, who will be around to
pick up the pieces? Who will put Hurnpty
Durnpty back together again?
It is not just floods to which I refer, but the
-- - - -floodingoftodayinthisimmediatemshould act
asasternnmindertothosewhohavecometothis
GE0 WATCH
139 Strsc7rJ
M?/111tt
(1 1 1
beautiful desert that it is a desert and a harsh
en*nment andwasneverintended toresemble
3.2
I
a rn
the Midwest with flowers,gmss yards and or12/ 1
5arrrirnrnlo
8 days ending 12 a.m. D ~ c3.
chards of trees, which all q u k the irrigation
=
Selsrnlt crctlv~tydoubled or1 the Boy AILU'S
N
systems. It was not intended to supportin excess
fault systems witti 26 earth tnovcments
oftwo million persons, each with an automobile
more powerful than magn~tude1 0. i t 1 1 5
that pourspollutantsinbtheatmospherewhich
compares with only 13 during the previous
then become tmppedbecause ofa phenomenon
eight days in November. One of the most
powerful tremors registered 3.0 on the
known a~ tpmpemhm i n v h n (which occur^
Richter scale and was one of three quakes
there m t u d l y e ~ e r ywinterj. NOW there is SO
on the creeping segment of the San
much p o k tmpped
~ ~ ~ in the lswer atmosphere
Andreas near San Juan Bautista. There was
o
that you experience hazudous air alerts nearly

I

evelywinm.

The
summerhe ternhas
incmasd lxxaus of the population explosion

thathasbeen~encedinthepastthirtyyears
Canand asphalt only frap the terrific daytimeheatandholdit Thenaturaldesertabsorbed
t h e ~ m t h e ~ a n d c o o l e d i t aBut
t~t
now that can no kmger occur. You h a x also
and this is due to all the
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MAGNITUDES
One symbol may
~nd~cate
rnult~plequakes.

light activity on the Calaveras and
Hayward faults, and a lone tremor just
southeast of Pacifica on one of the splay
faults of the San Andreas. The Geysers
geothermal field north of Santa Rosa
produced five significant movements,
including a magnitude 3.2 quake which
was the strongest within the map area.
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Thatisanother~whyit~ssomuch
hotter than it onm did.
These= sorrseofthethingsthat1&made
miixence to previously when I made the state!rnents that man has never kamed to live in
harmony with his workl. Rather than leam the
wayofNature,rrranha;rtheideathsuthemust
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At this time, there is also a need to bring
attention to the area of Santa Barbara, California There is evidence, based upon our studies
and obsewations, that this area is prime for a
@or
earthqu-ne
that could cause at
least a portion of it to slip into the channel off
shore. The areais already weakened to a point
that it would not take much to start the ball
rolling. The SantaYnezandSanGabriel Faults
are exhibiting characteristics d t e d with
earthquake activity (extremeamounts of pressure build-up).Due to the fact that there are so
many other hults and fimtwes in this particula.area, it makes for a most dangerous situation, to say the least. If an earthquake does not
come to pass in this place, please do not call
Soltecor the Host M s e prophets. Earthquakes,
even at our point of observation,are ditlicult to
predict until such a time as the initial shaking
begms, and even then, whether it will produce
the Yhg One" is anybody's guess. Until all the
pressuresare released and new onesstopbuilding, however, there remains the potential for
moreactivity. We are only statingherethatthere
is a tremendous amount of pressure below the
surface that appears to be trapped at this time.
There are always alternate routes for the pressuresto release themselves. We are basing this
information on the build-up of pressure in this
place, and its MOST LIKELY ROUTE OF RELEASE. It is, however, not the only one. I would,
tl~ough,watch it most carefully.
Of course, Santa Barbara is not the only
place that could experience activity, but it is the
most likelyat thisvery time to experience sevm
shaking and perhaps destruction. The San
Fbnciscoareais overdue forsomemajor shaking, as well, as is Los Angeles and the more
southern areasofthestate. Most of thereported
recent activity has been concentrated in the

desertareas,yetthisisthemeretipoftheiceberg, czphdbn S m m Z u l e e k s ~ ~ *
so to speak. The San Andreas Fault is the most had zmltm fhzepod-sized ddesfor the L I E
dangmus~ultyou
have tobeconmedabout, ERATOR in one uleek, dLde to afhury of
but you must understand that many of the and slmmgm o
n
~
d
smaJler, less active faults have the potential of naent, qRer hemrig nae mud tuK, of t h s ? at a
u
e
l
e
k
e
n
d meeting, a wry @eased( 3 x m m c b
-a
(note the mmct use of grammar, m
Commander Hatonn),and these could very well Hatonn said he q h l b amsidergihg Sdtec a
a c t a s t h e e o f m t h e S a n A n a i n t o pmrndkm.his@&
7 7 - qfortheits "death thmws".
~
~
*
~
~
*
+
[,?Zdkds
note l k u b o ~ p m m t k t d
~ f e r - emooneux#d-andso, atanaaeh'ng,J
m has to clo tcith Commander Hcrtonn hunaor- incheek a s l c e d w H h m c R L s l y d c i z i n g ~ S u & e c ~ h j . ~ u s eofoaf p r w n d m ~ M W d ~sudden
' s
the phwe "iudce up" instead of "aLuakienedm arad kmgYg dens?. LVii%mt missing a bsclt,
whenIuw reudm.ganeartierEiohk~ofl2/ Commander Ikdonn s d n g l y letoptacl, "Yi'ue
29/92 at a meting huo ureelcends ago. % put v f b o t i n it m ~ ! ~ ]
c k t h m j i s nut much he@ settlazg t)ae matter
Now,foralighterside. Regardingthatprom
betmen trcaiacs new and dd usages of these t i o n j ~ sEd,
, inourplaceofexistence,pmmotion
umds, and l'm nut abact to be dtnwn inb the does mean m o work
~ You ones think you are
rniddZeof the cmssjireof thisffiedg bantering of busy? There are times that you should see what
goes on up here! You should try keepngupwith
W r n i a has been so concerned with the all of the sh-s
that take plam on your
weather of latethat I fear many have fallen back world e w y w
d by keepmg up with Comasleep mgadmg the earthquake situation. Yes, mander Hatonnsometirne. Dharmacanattestto
you do have strange weather patterns to be this. How many worn out keyboards is it now,
mindfill of,yet, I urge ones not to forget the giant Precious? He is very loving and gentle, but he
sleepingbeneath the ground. From time to time mtaidy can hand out the work and keep all
that giantwakes up and stretchesand mlls over, hopping aboutl
sojust be aware.
It is important to laugh some. Laughter is,
Your new year isholding promise of the fiymg afterall,goodmedicineforthesoul.So smiletoday
pan getting even hotter than it has been, so my and know that as the storm mges on about you
ahicetoyou onesistohangon tight, becauseyou thatyouaregettingthere,and the enmyisaware
are in for a rough go of it But,together we shall that he islosingground. But, donot letdownyour
get there. Many inroads are being made, as is shields and protection, for the baffle is not yet evidenced by the recent articles in the LIBERA- won.
=of new patriot activity. Take thisasan uplift,
We hold you ever dear and, as always, we
Chelas, and know that for every attack h m the honor you ones who sene without beneiit of
A d v q , God's people have their own agenda earthlyreward.You arethe Light inthisotherwise
and plans.
darkened world. Let that hght shine forth as a
[,?Wb-'s
r m k IapdqgbRforge$ andher inter- beacon to all who can see.
n@oq butthe nactpmgmph needs a p f Sol& to clear. Sdu.

~~

More On COSMOSAnd Other

Patriot Action Matters
1/10/93#1 HATONN
CALL TO DAMAGED VETERANS
Let u s speak first of "how" to get help
from the Law Center. I, Hatonn, do not
"run" the Law Center. Let u s just say that
I am aUMemberof the Boardand the Board
of Advisers." I plan to do no "magic" but
1 will attempt to point out things being
missed and correct impressions aswe move
along.
Right now, in Irving, Texas is a meeting
of a group which regards veterans who are
su-fferhgfrom damage stemming from the

"Gulf" war. The public announcements
have indicated there are only a "few".
There are hundreds and hundreds suffering in varying stages of the dis-ease development. The damage is to the nervous
system causing such phases of weakness
and loss of muscle function as to render
the carrier unable to maintain muscle control.
I am NOT going to ask the Law Center to
track down you ones who know about this
problem. I remind you of Vietnam, however, that the government abandons you
and when confronted and forced to make
some settlement (say, as with Agent Or-

ange) the sums paid are piddling to zero.
You will note that some veterans who
were exposed directly and knowingly to
Mustard Gas in the WW I1 are just not
getting any information or help. This was
done in secret with enforced threat to silence all damaged parties. Do you think in
this age of lies and total neglect of all citizen
rights, that it is somehow "different"?
If you want help, you must organize at
least to the point of a spokesperson willing
to gain FACTS, even if by word-of-mouth,
and make contact with the Center. The
Center cannot longer sustain itselfwithout
backing and support but the expenses
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would be minimal to cover research, fact
gathering from locations, filing of classactions and individual cases, etc. YOU will
make the Constitutional Law Center the
focus of your a s s i s t a n c ~ rit, shall not
become so and you will be continued in a
"nothing"voidofinactivity,promisesnever
kept and finally, debilitation. Incarceration comes in many forms; one of which is
simply incarceration in holding cells called
"hospital roomswwhere research on you
can continue until your transition into
other dimensions.
LIES OF THE GOVERNMENT
AND MEDIA
If you think I exaggerate, think againTODAY! What do they tell you today? They
tell you that the "cloud cover" above Iraqi
areas kept suweillance to zero. Today they
tell you openly that that was a fabrication
to give the 'CIA time to arrange other
tactics". (What is the CIA doing running
this new 'war"?) (Why did the CIA run the
last war?) What makes you actually think
there are any Iraqi anti-anything guns
anywhere? The whole ploy is a total fabrication of your own CIA and Administration to
allow 'covered" actions directly against
Saddam's lands and citizens.
What would YOU think if, say, the Russians started shooting down your planes
OVERYOUROWN NATION and then stated
that YOUR PRESIDENT IS TO BE ASSASSINATED (FORTHEGOOD OFTHEWORLD
ORDER)?? WOULD THIS BE OK WITH
YOU, AMERICANS? That is EXACTLY what
is afoot! You will notice the lies in full force
as the Iraq people do not even know what
the lies are! Worse, all the pictures the
media show you are old and have NOTHING to do with current events. Moreover,
the media acted hand-in-glove with the
CIA-admitted lies regarding the surveillance and the story regarding the "moving
ofweaponsn-so WHY would you not think
them lying to you now? Blindfolds OFF,
chelas-or expect that which you get.
Some of the Arab nations are resisting
the New World Order under RULE of the
United Nations--NOTHING MORE. They
are attempting to retain sovereignty-which
you as a nation of citizens have long since
relinquished! In every instance the U.S. is
the one who is enforcing the march to
doom! Why? Well, it's a long story and I
would hope that you have been reading it
step by step as it has unfolded-WITHIN
THE LBERATORand JOURNALS. America
is now under full Communist-Zionist control and, since the military will not act on
its own and there is NO CAUSE of action
within the Congres+YOUR PRESIDENT
THROUGH EXECUTIVE ORDERS IS TAKING MILITARY CONTROLOFTHE WORLD.
THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT THE U.S.
WILL RULE THE WORLD-THIS MEANS
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THAT THE ELITE BANKSTERS WILL RULE YOU know this Dare Schaut and all about
THE WORLD, INCLUDING YOU!
him? Could THIS NAME be as strangely
FALSE as everything else about the entity?
COUNCIL ON
Pronounced and seen as "see-Dare-shout",
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
it becomes most interesting, doesn't it?
Does this not SMACK of the stupid labels
This goes HAND IN GLOVE with the used over and over again by the entities in
false "COSMOS, ETC." actions. DO NOT the conspiracy? Do they not label everyBITE ON THIS, READERS! What seems to thing and everyone with 'cute" symbols
be a working organization in your behalf is and initials and adorable 'code" names
your sure death march to incarceration in like Desert Storm, Restore Hope, ADL, Fish
those lovely camps all readied FOR YOU. Meal and on and on into hysteria? 'But
You ones who have written your cards what if this isjust the man's name?" So be
and letters will be receiving forms to fill out it!! How many of you KNEW Adolf Hitler?
with everything from name and address to How many of you personally KNOW David
every detail of your past experiences and Rockefeller or any of his clones? How
your sources of 'information". What in many of you KNOW OR KNEW PATRICK
the world are you doing? You claim to wish HENRY? Are you possibly just falling for
protection for selves and march right into 'wishful fairy tales"? HOW DO YOU
the viper's mouth! You will be getting KNOW?? To fill out the form marches
unsigned, undocumented questionnaires you DIRECTLY into that which you
through the open blackmail system. You CLAIMED you were efforting to avoid.
are simply putting your name and family COULD it be a TRAP? HOW DO YOU
on the list of first incarcerated. DO NOT KNOW? HOW D0 "MYn FRIENDS
DO THIS, READERS-DO NOT DO THIS! KNOW? Well, for one thing, because of
The "headquarters"of the acclaimed the way these "friendsn recognize me
UCormos"do not know anything about and THEN RUN HIDE FROM MY CONthe cards and letters flowing in and the TACT AS IF I BEAR THE PLAGUE! I DO!!
movement thus far has allbut destroyed
I am going to present a paper to you
what headway had been gained against from one, Nord Davis, who would have
the Beast in Power. DO NOT DO THIS been Gritz' Secretary of Defense had
THING THEY ASK!! THE ENEMY IS AT Gritz been put into office. Mr. Davis
YOUR VERY TABLE AND WILL "EAT" despises and denounces ME and proYOU FOR DINNER! THIS IS NOT THE claims his WISDOM I N SPIRITUAL MATWAY TO WIN-THIS IS THE WAY TO GET TERS TO THE ENDS OF THE EARTH-CAUGHT IN THE TRAPWHERE PEOPLE LISTEN-SUCH AS
I state herein also, THERE WILL BE NO COMMANDER GRITZ. Does this make
INTERCHANGE BY OUR PEOPLE INTO him a liar in matters of information? NO!
THAT COMPUTER NETWORK BEING SET This makes him uninformed. I s he CORUP BY PATRIOTS-WHICH DEAL WITH RECT in the following document? PerNETWORKING FOR THE ADVERSARY. haps and perhaps not. Certainly he
OUR THRUST AND PARTICIPATION WILL gives REASONS FOR PAYING ATTENBE TO ENTER COMMON LAW AND CON- TION AND NOT FALLING HEADLONG
STITUTIONAL LAW CASES INTO THE SYS- INTO THE PIT OFVIPERS-IFTHEY TURN
TEM TO HAVE AVAILABLE FOR THE PA- OUTTO BE VIPERS. THERE ARE OTHER
TRIOTS IN OTHER PARTS OFTHE NATION. WAYS THAN PRESENTED TO YOU FOR
ALL WILL BE DONE WITHIN THE WORK- UNITING AND RECLAIMING CONSTITUING LAWS OFTHE LAND. 'CANWTHISBE TION AND FREEDOM. FOR SOMEONE
ALSO A METHOD OF ALERTING PATRI- TO 'PUT UP ALLTHE MONEYnIS NEVER
OTS TO EMERGENCIES OR PRE-INFOR- ONE OF THEM. YOU ARE GOING TO
MATION? INDEED-BUT THAT MUST CHANGE YOUR PATH BECAUSE IT IS
COME LATER. OUR INVOLVEMENT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO AND NOT
NOT IN ANY FUNCTION OTHER THAN AS BECAUSE THERE IS MONEY FLOWING
NETWORKING 'LAWw! Any of our "Crew" TO DO IT FORYOU. Whether this 'movedoing otherwise will be removed from our ment" is in exuberance, ignorance or
working relationship.
outright entrapment matters not as the
Why do I not speak up sooner? I Have!! stupidity involved is accomplishing the
I have efforted to allow you to make dis- same end regardless of intent. COME UP
cernments and judgements of the circum- OUT OF YOUR FANTASY-LAND HYPE
stances and people involved. But you who AND GET ON WITH RECLAIMING YOUR
have gone along seeking privacy and sover- CONSTITUTION PROPERLY AND GOD
eignty are herein set to do the work FOR WILL ASSIST YOU-CONTINUE IN THIS
THE ENEMY in one question-paper form- 'GET ME ON THE LIST AND SOMEBODY
blowing out all the gain you made and WILL DO IT FOR ME" WILL SEPARATE
cementing the shackles upon your bodies. YOU FROM GOD OF LIGHT AS SURELY
Oh, you tell m e b u t Dare Schaut DID A S IF YOU HAVE MADE THE PROsign the paper! And I ask you--JUST WHO NOUNCEMENT, FOR GOD WILL NOT
IS C. DARE SCHAUT????? How many of ASSIST HIS ENEMY!
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FROM NORD DAVIS:

through at this time. However, the that gives validity to the whole opera"legally binding" things are still alivetion as being worthy.] It is probably as
QUOTING:
but HARDLY COULD BE CONSIDERED far away from the source of any "sea"WELL". The adversary, once again, food" as any spot in America. This
December 7, 1992
has played his trump c a d and now company really does have a man named
moves on t o gain the whole of the pot Andv Nicholew in its employ. However,
"Mr. Davis, what do vou think of this through his incredibly deceitful and this Andy Nicholew denies making
grout, called COSMOS?"
clever manipulations-through tools ANY PRESENTATIONS as set forth on
of ignorant manipulators. You ask me the November 27, 1992, phone calls.
Ever since this " Cosmos" organiza- constantly "is this real"? Of course it Furthennore, according to my intellition went public in a large telephone is "REAL"! You would, further, have gence soumes, the company known as
conference call on November 27, 1992, ME tell you everything and blow all Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
our office h a s been swamped with letters the remaining possibilities of recov- Inc. or Ltd., has no idea whatever
and phone calls asking if we think that ery-NO, I shall not do that! You ones about all the information being sent forth
they should get involved with it. A dozen are going to grow up, read informa- across America in its name.
of you have even sent me tape recordings tion, sort and listen to Spiritual God
[H: But you think Dare Schaut is
of that telephone call describing the forth- Truth--and then, only then, will this NOT a "nasty" as presented by Bo
coming secret overthrow of the U S gov- mission of "Freedom" be granted full Gritz and you are angry a t Bo also and
ernment by a "group of professional com- assistance. To shoot yourselves in you will "go with Dare"? "Ah", you
puter hackers who have broken the bank one foot is folly enough-but to blow say, "...but there is this lady in Colocomputer securitycodes and have helped off both feet will cause you never to rado who worked for Bo Gritz and she
is "after Bowlegally because he misthemselves to billions of dollars thereby." walk again11
We were told that Cosmos now has the
I s that about the gist of what you have used campaign funds! She says he
entire U.S.Navy acting on their behalf, been told about Cosmos? If you want used campaign funds for Uvacations",
and standing ready to uphold their Oath our opinion, you will not believe one "a new airplane", "travel to sell his
of Allegiance to the Constitution using word of this Cosmos nonsense, and you books" and on and on. This is total
military force if necessary to bring about will stay as far away from it as you can fabrication from the "vacation t o the
a transition of government. We were told get. Those of you who have allowed airplane"! Since when can you conthat Cosmos is the largest corporation yourselves to be a party to the discus- sider traveling under threat of death
in the world and has a n income from sion of this sedition in a telephone linkup and 24 hour a day schedules a "vacainterest alone that totals 2.4 billion dol- may soon be indicted in a conspiracy to tion"? Why was she angry? Because
lars per day, and that those assets and overthrow the government of the United she "believed Dare Schaut and didn't
income have been turned over to "we the S t a t e s .
Be a s s u r e d , t h e B u s h get a personal thank-you note from
people" to set up, once again, the United Administration's Justice Department and Gritz!" by her own words. She did
States under the Constitutional Repub- FBI are well aware of this Cosmos pro- state that she could confirm almost
lic. We were told that Cosmos h a s com- posal, and it would not surprise me if none of the information being given
pleted its background check on George they are the ones who hhve concocted publicly, however. Some was given
Bush, Bill Clinton and everyone in the this scheme in the first place. The back- openly and most was pure fabrication
Senate and Congress and h a s advised ground to my opinions will be found on as gleaned from her own contacts. I
shall not give this person's name as
them that they are known to be traitors; the next page.
Bush's indictment for treason is to be
First, there may well be a company she has had such trauma and aggravaserved on him on January 7, 1993. Bill named Cosmos Seafood Energy Market- tion out of this whole mess as to cost
Clinton, having been elected, will never ing, Inc. It may well be a CIA front as her a lifetime of misery. Is not "conthe less decline to be sworn in as Presi- were many of the CIA "SEAFOOD" fronts fusion" and "deceitn the VERY MARK
dent, and the VP-Elect will also decline, [H: Not the least of which was the OF THE BEAST? WELL, JUST "WHO"
because Cosmos has given him their "Bushn "fish-mealnoperaition offshore IS "WHAT"? KEEP YOUR PRIVACY
dossier of data proving that he is also in the South wherein cocaine was be- AND DO NOTHING FOOLISH AND
"dirty". According to Cosmos, everyone ing delivered to the off-shore Zapata WATCH IT UNFOLD-GETTING YOUR
in the normal seniority succession to the oil-rigs. This is still ongoing! This NAME O N A LIST WHICH COULD BE
Presidency will decline until the first "fish-meal" tasted, looked and acted- YOUR VERY DEATH SENTENCE IS
"clean" congressman is arrived at, who when ingested-EXACTLY like cocaine HARDLY SAVING YOUR NATION OR
is Henry Gonzalez ofTexas. Mr. Gonzalez in powdered form. So, we maybe should YOUR FREEDOM. USE "REASON" AND
is to be sworn in as President in January go back to the old "duck" theory of "if DO NOT LET DOWN YOUR GUARD FOR
according to Cosmos.
it quacks, waddles, appears like and so THE ENEMY ALWAYS MUST SHOW HIS
[H: Lots of things are in flux and forthn]located in Costa Rica. Those CIA HAND AND YOU ARE EXPECTED TO
turmoil and some things ARE very fronts, as set forth in my book, Hope's SEE IT WHEN SHOWN!]
What do we make of this? If Cosmos
obviously being blocked-BUT, do you Husband [H: And within several of the
actually see any of THESE THINGS PHOENIX JOURNALS-WHY DO YOU wants this information out in preparataking place? Good grief, chelas-the
THINK THE ENEMY EFFORTS TO EVEN tion for what is to come next month, with
warnings of every intended action was MURDER TO BAN OUR WORK?], were dozens of people on a telephone conferMADE PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT BY used to bring drugs into America frozen ence call, why would their parent comTHESE SO-CALLED PATRIOTS! The in with the fish. Cosmos [as stated by pany deny any knowledge of it, and their
only thing accomplishedby these "rev- spokesmen] is located at RR 1, Box 17 1, agent Andy Nicholew DENY HE MADE
elations" has been to destroy the only Okaville, Illinois 6227 1. For the largest THESE PRESENTATIONS? If they are
course of possible action as had been corporation in the world, it does not have the largest corporation in the world, with
laid forth by true uPatriotsn. Also, it a listed phone number. This is a town in assets worth billions and with control of
buried the uTreasurygate" activities south-central Illinois of 1,300 people. the political process such that they can
into total impossibility of carry- [H: Actually, THIS is the only thing drive Clinton into hiding, they would not
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be concerned a t this point in security.
Nor, would they need money. If so, why
do they want a fee of $250 to get hooked
up to their computer link?
[****Hatonn: DO NOT PASS THIS
POINT WITHOUT REREADING WHAT I
AM GOING TO WRITE RIGHT HERE!
The computer network and that $250
has NOTHING t o do with this COSMOS
scheme. John Quade (Saunders 111) is
a recognized actor turned CommonLaw through Computer Systems CitiZen. His full thrust is t o simply make
law-and-cause available through systems such a s other "Law Reference
Libraries" (i.e., WestLaw, etc.). This
system network will house h m e d i ately recoverable law information and
HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY OF
THE COSMOS "STUFF". Mr. Quade
has been working on this program for
years, h a s outlaid his work and
struggles widely through everything
from Patriot meetings, Citizen groups
reclaiming Common Law and Constitutional Rights t o this "Cosmos Conference Call" (to which he tuned in
late, you will take note from t h e beginning-and missed t h e next ones-because he was WITH MY PEOPLE!) HE
STATED 'ON THE AIR' THAT HE IS
CONNECTED TO NOTHING! AND SPECIFICALLY. NOT TO COSMOS IN ANY
MANNER WHATSOEVER IMAGINED!
HEAR ME WELL! THIS MAN AND THIS
COMPUTER NETWORK HAS NOTHING
TO DO WITH ANY OF THIS BLATHER!]

This whole thing has the smell of a
CIA operation [H: Like your proverbial
"rotten fish in Denmarkn! Even t o its
cute code-names! Do these things
mean necessarily that every time you
have strange "coincidences of names"
that it is invalid? No-it means you
start watching t h e quacking, waddling
and webbing of t h e feet. If you are NOT
dealing with a "duck" it will become
apparent and you will have lost no
privacy in t h e interim.] projecting to
the American patriot community whatever they want t o hear, while setting
them up for a huge "John Doe" indictment for sedition.
Second, there is the factor of timing.
We never heard of Cosmos until just
after the elections wherein Bush lost
and Clinton is alleged to have won. Suddenly, out comes the Cosmos project,
offering hope a t last for the discouraged
patriots. Where was Cosmos all during
the election when its billions could have
been used to get massive coverage of the
Bo Gritz campaign? If they had been
serious, as they would have u s believe,
they could have either promoted Bra Gritz
or any other well-informed patriot and
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put him on either political party if they NETWORKING, ETC. YWIMUST ALwanted to do so. The Cosmos telephone WAYSSEIZETHEMOMENTAND GLEAN
conversation states that Cosmosoffered THE GOOD FROM EACH CIRCUMthe Democratic "nomination" to Bo Gritz STANCE--YOU NEED NOT TAKE THE
but he turned them down. Do you POISON AND DELIBERATELY ADD IT
believe either the offer or t h e rejec- TO THINE CUP. PONDER IT!]
tion? Come on! Wake up!
So, Cosmos, has become one of those
One intelligence source suggests that Secret Words for this New World Orperhaps Cosmos is a CIA scam to create der, and I find it incredible that any
the need for a declaration of National alledged patriotic organization, wishing
Emergency and that would suspend the to re-establish the Constitutional Reinstallation of Clinton and eliminate the public, would make the mistake of using
patriotic opposition to the New World this New Age and World Government
Order a t the same time. The timingof the word for their name. Can't you see what
Cosmos proposal and release of classi- you are looking at? [H: No, Commander
fied information makes the whole thing Davis-they cannot. Neither should
highly suspect in my opinion. Anything they be "put downnbecause they can't
that is too good to be true usually is too see or hear. All have not been given
the gift of insight into the horrid workgood to be true.
Third, there is aclue in their choice of ings of the adversary and even you,
the word Cosmos. Cosmos is a Greek sir, miss the most important points of
work that means two things: World and all in your self-styled Ureligious"dogOrder. This word "cosmos" appears mas. If you can see the tampering and
about 150 times in the New Testament in corruption to your own Constitutionboth good and evil contexts, John 3:16- why can you not believe the adversarial
17, I Cor. 1:28, etc. The CIA would be teams (even t h e CIA) might not touch
clever enough to use the word Cosmos as your beloved instruction books of God?
a code for World Order. No seasoned JUST WHAT MAKES YOU THINK GOD
patriot group would be ignorant enough WOULD NOT ALLOW SUCH TAMto ever use that word in their name. PERING?-THE LAST WORDS OF REVFurther, in Eustace Mullins' classic and ELATION TELLYOU THATYOU WOULD
authoritative book, THE N E W WORLD BE CONTROLLED BY THE VERY ADORDER, on page 22 1 he writes:
VERSARY YOU STRUGGLE AGAINST" A l l conspiratoria2 societiesforthe BY INFORMING THAT " And I solpast thousand years have sought one emnly declare t o everyone who reads
singlegoal-hegemony of pamsitism. this book: If anyone adds anything t o
Bhamti D a m holds that the world what is written here, God shall add t o
3s an order or Cosmos-that it is not him the plagues described in this book.
And if anyone subtracts any part of
chaos-it is not thrown together."
[H: OK, let's pause here and think these prophecies, God shall take away
a minute. This is not quite right his share in the Tree of Life, and in t h e
EITHER. It is OBVIOUS from all writ- Holy City just described. He who has
ings that the words in meanings are said all these things declares: Yes, I
distorted continually. However, when am coming soon! Amen! Come, Lord
"I, Hatonn" spoke with these gentle- Jesus! The grace of our Lord Jesus
men (Schaat and Nicholew) there was Christ be with you all. Amen!" And
respect when I said that "I represent just how did you think this Lord Jesus
t h e 'cosmos' part of any such claim or would return t o your world? Did He
organization of Light." Somehow nei- not promise t o return after preparing
ther have wanted t o have encounter a place for you? Do these words sound
with "ME" again, stating too full sched- like GOD or t h e enemy causing you t o
ules, too filled 'airtime' and so forth. exist within the limits of his threats
When I petitioned for hearing-it was and boundaries? There is not even
OBVIOUS that t h e last entity to have "REASON" in t h e threat, sir, so how
hearing on their program was one from can YOU expect patriots, uninformed,
t h e Cosmos-meaning: from off Earth t o know anything a t all about the word
soil and abiding somewhere in t h e "Cosmos" and how dare you put them
Cosmic Realms. I actually found it down for ignorance which they have
quite amusing if not downright 'funny' had no opportunity to overcome-t o watch t h e burying of "stuff" and when YOU preach drivel and fear upon
avoidance of any further contact what- their very spiritual beings and consower. Fine, I don't much care for sider t h e Hosts of God come t o asthieves and liars, deceivers and sist--as evil and Satanic beings from
scallywags. I DO SEE AN OPPORTU- "out there somewhere" in t h e "CosNITY FOR YOU PATRIOTS TO MAKE mos"? If you cannot see the bigger lie,
HEADWAY IN INFORMATION SHAR- how can you expect man t o see t h e
ING AND PROGRESS IN RECLAIMING tiny and clever subterfuge? How many
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW THROUGH souls rest on your own misperceptions

...
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of "how it is with God, Christ, Jesus is at once included in the 'conspiracy to
and the Universe"? Ponder it care- defraud the bankss-a major criminal offully!]
fense. Anyone who personally knows of
Fourth, unknown to most patriots, such activity and does not report it to the
but known to all of u s who have back- proper authorities would be guilty of "misgrounds in IBM and with computers, prision of a felony" which also carries
know that there was a huge Federal major prison terms. For those interested
arrest of computer experts who had found in more information regarding this DES
a way to break into the banking bank computer cracking conspiracy of
computer's encryption codes and were 1,000 computer hackers should read the
accessing personal identification num- just released story on this very activity in
bers (PIN) used in automatic teller ma- the January, 1993 issue of Popular Scichines. Beginning in April, 1992, ar- ence, page 71. Never say that I have not
rests of these "computer hackerss be- warned you.
gan in earnest in California, New York,
Fifth, as chance would have it, there
Florida, Arizona, Ohio, Pennsylvania and was a movie starring Robert Redford called
Washington State. It is known that there Sneakers. I have made every effort to find
is a network of more than 1,000 of these and review this movie, but it is not showing
computer experts, and this network, as in our area and will not be released to the
chance would have it, seems to parallel video stores until mid-February. It is based
what has been so far revealed about an upon a book with that name by Dennis
organization called Cosmos.
Gram. I have ordered a copy and this data
The bank numbers are encrypted by a is subject to change after I have read the
special federally approved scrambling for- book. It is the story, according to those
mula intended to protect the customers of who have talked to me about it, of a highly
every bank. These computer experts (hack- professional group of computer and finaners is a term they use for themselves) were cial experts who find a way to break into
able to thwart what the government had the banking encryption codes and steal a
figured was an impossible-to-break sys- whole lot of money. Doesn't this sound like
tern known as Data Encryption Standard what you have heard from the Cosmos
(DES). This system was developed by IBM group? Do you know what the fictional
Research around 1972 and its original name for the computer/program that broke
name was Lucifer1 IBM released Lucifer the banking code was? According to three
to the public domain, meaning anyone people who saw the movie, the name was
could use it without copyright or user fees Cosmos. Of course it would be nice if a
required. It isneverpubliclyreferred toas group of super rich people would step
the Lucifer code, but only as DES. My forward and help save our Republic. If so,
mailing list files, for instance, are DES- it would be the first time this ever hapencrypted into my computer and cannot be pened in history.
determined even if the computer is stolen.
Nord Davis, Jr. Northpoint
The computer program I use for this is
known a s MacSafe. [H:Ho-hpmm!] Under[H: Further warning: Beware this
stand, DES isvery good and ageneration of
mathematicians and computer hackers Council on Domestic Relations as if it
have spent their careers trying to break were a direct line into the CFR. Already,
DES without success. Until 1988, DES hard research and gleaning from ones
was consideredinvulnerable,invincibleand who haw gathered Constitutional law
uncrackable. However, by 1988, desk-top materials have been told to send their
computers had become so powerful that a work by the boxloads to this central
$20,000 unit was more powerful than any- receiving center (CDR). Gracious, dtithing that the National Security Agency zens-they are not even claiming to be
had in the mid-70's. At that time, the the "Case Law" gathering place-do you
National Security Agency, a Pentagon divi- have to line up to offer your heads to
sion devoted to electronic espionage under their silver platters? You take your
Michael S. Conn, decertif~edDES for top %aw remarch" to a Law Center-not an
secret materials. What astounds me, and offshoot of the Council on Foreign Relathose patriots who have helped me with tions and CIA to have it lost forwemto all
this intelligencereport, is that Cosmos has Patriotr brought befbre the InJmsticet
gone public, admitting that they were the system of English Khazarians. There
ones who broke into the DES banking code truly are romeveryblindedtxuePatriots
and thst they are illegally tracking bank fallen for this game without proper retransfe. .s in the hundredsofmillionsaround search who have told these ones to send
the worf d and keeping billions of this money their "sttltln to the CDR and it would
themselves. Would anyone who really handled "for themn from there. I#had ace9mplished that criminal act ever go DEED! rr MOST SURELY HAS BEEN
public7 ith it? What makesais more risky AND WILL BE.]
Is tha4 lyone who %ternwithout objectContinuation of quoting from Nord
ing" t
ie discuission#fthis criminal act

THE PHOENLX LIBERA TOR

Davis:
WHAT IS THE COSMOS LESSON
THAT WE ARE TO LEARN?
(H: I do ask that you pay special
attention to this insight- writing. If
uCosmos" I. validly a Godly entity-it
will handle its own quiet way to perfection. God, howwer, doesn't "usually"
work in the manner put up front by this
so-called UCosmor", in all of my own
experience. However, yours I. not to
have to discern other than to THINK and
discern from KNOWING. You are ones
trained to desiremagic and instant show
and tell, along with "do it for me" so that
you are instant prey to the same kind of
solutions. God willprovide as you move
into His s d c H e will NEVER reward
the adversary for ill-intent-even if it be
you good Patriot's ill-intent. THERE IS
ONE WAY INTO THE HEAVENLY COSMIC REALMS WITH GOD IN CHRISTED
WONDER-THROUGH THE CHRISTED
PATH OF GOODNESS--ININTENT! All
the "voting", "wishing" and Uworldng"
o t h m h a l l not change an iota of
this routing. I come as Haat in Command of that Source of Perfection and
any other prescription into that Realm
of Great Spirit Creator--IS FALSE AND
WILL DESTROY YOU! YOU CLAIM TO
"REFUSE TO ACCEPT THE MARK OF
THE BEAST" WHEN YOU ACTUALLY
TURN TO MAKE SURE THE BEAST
SPELLS YOUR NAME CORRECTLY, OR
AT THE LEAST KNOWS YOUR EXACT
WHEREABOUTS AND INTENTS!]
The first thing we are to learn is that
there are not going to be any quick fixes for
the socialism, insolvency and surrender
that has made up the domestic and foreign
policy of the American Administrations for
the past 75 years. We are not going to solve
this problem as longas the American people
hold the idea that it is perfectly legal,
proper and moral to tax one citizen more
than another, and to then give to one
citizen the fruit of the labor of another.
This problem must first be solved in the
thoughts and philosophy of the people
before any Christian political candidate
has any chance for the Presidency.
Next we must remember that, as the
Totditarian SocialistNew World Order goes
into effect, first for seemingly morally justified reasons, as in Somalia to feed the
starving, these people are going to use
every means at their disposal to terminate
or silence any opposition that would normally come against them. What will be
their means toward that end?
We should have learned when we
watched the so-called 'Sedition Trials" in
Arkansas about 6 years ago. Yes, that was
while Clinton was Governor. In this case
there were a dozen people, several who did
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not even know each other, who were tried
on Sedition charges and sent offto prison.
One of my friends, who had little or nothing
to do with this group, Ardie McBrearty, was
sentenced to 40 years in prison for merely
letting one of the men, who later became
involved in the Sedition activities, live for a
month in his home. Mr. McBrearty was an
active, outspoken patriot, and the Federal
authorities used this innocent occasion to
entrap him into a conspiracy of which he
knew nothing and of which he would not
have approved.
Cosmos talks about some old Gold Certificates that are going to be used, or have
been used, to back the German Mark with
gold. Are these Certificates the m e ones
that were issued by the German Republic
in the years before Hitler? Those Certificates have been floating around the world
for years, and I was the one who helped the
Costa Rican LQ NQtionnewspaper reporter
LaFete win his Latin Pulitzer Prize in 1983
for exposing that fraud. Those Certificates
had already been redeemed and later stolen when the Russians took over Berlin in
1945. If these Certificates are the ones
being used, you will find Southern California convicted fraud artist Randolph Jackson Rudd, a Missionary Baptist minister,
whose age is about 65, somewhere at the
heart of it. He served his Federal Prison
time in California being treated like a king.
He is now out and "has plenty of money".
Or you will find Vincent Carrano, aka
Rizzo, of the Vatican Bank scandal, who
served time in the Federal Pen in Birmingham, AL. He was a CIA asset who jumped
the traces and became a friend of Daniel
Ortega, President of the Sandinistas in
Nicaragua in 1982. He slipped back into
Miami one dark night and was arrested
there sitting in his bathing suit at his pool.
Yet, our patriotic friends fall for the "Gold
Certificate Scam" as if it were a totally new
idea. No ancient Gold Certificate is going to
finance America out of her huge national
debt or back all the legitimate American
currency as they have proposed. Answer:
12/92. It is supposed to be one Gold
Certificate issued or dated in the 1870's.
Forget it. [H:Could the one presented by
the Ukraine (Russians) to the Babbr of
London also b e a sham? Could the
British be a possible co-conspirator in
this game of Cormor? What ever happened to that incident of a few months
back? What ever happened to the "plan
to p a y the national debt" in exchange
for Bush? C h e l a d t is a time of confusion, chaos and lies-sprinkled liberally
w i t h TRUTH for your further deceiving.
I cannot and will not simply live your
lives FOR Y O U - y o u are given thousands of pages of instructions and lessons along w i t h h o u r s and hours of
tapes-if you wLU not learn-I cannot
help you. THERE WILL BE NO MAGIC

ORSEElldnNGUMIRACLES'--YOU a r e t h e PRESENT-HE SHALL m
miracle--WHAT ARE YOU DOING? I s
t h e r e wealth for your growth a n d passage? YES? HAVE YOU EARNED IT
YET?? PONDER IT!]
We confidently predict that not one
of the C o s m o s "predictions", such as
the bank holidays, the legitimate indictment of George Bush, a n d the Clinton
drop-out of his b e i n g sworn in, etc., will
e v e r come to pass. Now, let's sit b a c k
and see w h a t h a p p e n s in the next sixty
days.

NWD, Northpoint Team Intelligence.

***
Dharrna, I realize it is especially confusing for you, who writes these symbols for
me. But, chela, you must also be discerning. The response by Dare when I said that
Bo Gritz has in no wise left the Patriots or
ceased his efforts in their behalf, was one
of total agreeable honor. Forget it, children, he HATES Gritz with a passion
unsurpassed! I make no comment as to
validity of reasons or purpose-I have
efforted to present BOTH sides in all instances as printings have come to our
attention. THIS IS WHAT THIS PAPER IS
SUPPOSED TO BE ABOUT-TRUTH AND
REPORTING--NOT PSYCHIC HOGWASH.
YOU will reclaim your Constitution or it
will not be reclaimed. There is plenty
underway and afoot within the privacy of
activities and opening into truth of enforcementofficersand military leaders (who
see the picture)-but when you move as a
swarm s f ants to the bait-remember the
dangers of that bait.
Do I advocate following someone like Bo
Gritz without, cautlon and/or reason for
self? Of course NOT-but why would you
follow his ENEMY? HOW DID "HE" LET
YOU DOWN? BY LOSINGTHROUGHYOUR
LACK OF SUPPORT? "A SYSTEM DID IT"!
INDEED-BUT DOES YOUR CLINGING TO
HIS ENEMY-MAKE HIM WRONG? I HAVE
TOLD YOU READERS-GRITZ IS CHOSEN
OF GOD WHETHER OR NOT YOU (OR HE)
LIKES OF IT. IF HE BE WANTING--HE
SHALL BE BROUGHT TO TRUTH. HE
RELIESTOO HEAVILY ONTHOSEABOUT
HIM WHO HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE AND IF
HE CONTINUES TO CLING TO THOSE
MISTRUSTED LEADERS-HE SHALL UNDOUBTEDLY BE FINDING HIMSELF PAYING THE PIPER. HOWEVER, TO SERVE
UP LIES ABOUT HIS ACTIONS AND ACQUISITIONS THROUGH RUNNING FOR
OFFICE IN THE ONLY MANNER POSSIBLE--BRINGS SHAME UPON US ALL.
MUST YOU CRUCIFY EVERY MESSENGER SENT TO ASSIST YOU? DOES THIS
MEAN THE MESSENGER IS "PERFECTION"? GOD KNOWS WHAT HE DOESAND IF THERE BE NO PERFECTION

HE IS
BEHOLDEN OF A BEING IN HIS PRESENT
EXPERIENCING MANIFEST BEING--NOT
THAT WHICH IS PERCEIVED FROM THAT
WHICH IS PAST. YOU KNOW NOT WHAT
YOU DO OR EVEN THAT WHICH YOU
PERCEIVE--HOW LONG WILL YOU ASSUME YOUR OPINIONS IN LIMITED INSIGHT TO BE THAT OF GOD5 IN ALL
INSIGHT AND VISION? HOW LONG WILL
GRITZ CONTINUE IN HIS OWN NARROW
VIEW AND PERCEITION? JUST A S LONG
AS IT TAKES GOD TO CORRECT HIS
"THINKINGnAND THAT WILL BE IN PERFECT SEQUENCE OF EVENTS. IT WILL
BE EXACTLY AS IT WILL BE-NO MORE
AND NO LESS!
Should all of you up and run off to Idaho
with Bo? Why would you do that? Could
you not carefully survey the situation, study
the possibilities, evengo forth and sit in the
trial of Weaver if possible-and SEE if there
be merit? I can assure you now that no
matter what you think BO THINKS, he
himself, knows not what he actually thinks
nor does he have accurate perceptions of
those whom he trusts implicitly. NO MAN
IS PERFECTION-THAT IS LEFT TO GOD
OF CREATION!
So, what will happen with YCosmorn?
If it be valid and of God's PLAN-it will
work out in perfection. If it be not of
God-I suggestyoukemp your silence for
your caution and silence will merit you
nothing save good marks in Heaveu.
Certainly you do NOT go forth and line
u p God's Lambs in the slaughter-list
computer run-if the "thingn b e false.
IF YOU CAN'T QUITE BRING YOURSELF
TO BELIEVE I ANI WHO I SAY I AM AND
HAVE NEVER MISLED YOU-WHY DO
YOU JUMP ONTO ANY BANDWAGON
OTHERWISE THAT COMES DOWN THE
ROAD?? COULDYOU NOTUSE ATLEAST
AS MUCH CAUTION WITH THE ADVERSARY AS YOU USE AGAINST GOD'S OWN
HOSTS? SO BE IT.
Dharrna, thank you scribe. This has
been long but necessary in the sharing. I
know I have given no explicit responsebut there is EXPLICIT information if you
have paid attention to ALL. Salu.

***

I ask that the full questionnaire as
presented be reproduced in this paper-IN
FULL! [See next page] This is the most
blatant gathering of information for heinous use that I have ever witnessed. I
REPEAT: DO NOT FILL IN THIS DOCU:
MENT!! It is stated at the top of the form
that the " d e w is usual@ comp-d
&thin 45 days". WHAT REVIEW? THIS
IS NEW by their own statements-so what
does "usually" MEAN? Could it be that a t
the end of this "45 daysn-the train leaves
for Auschwitz or other picturesque vacation spots? DO NOT FILL IN OR MAILTHIS
FORM-UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES1

(Do not fill in or mail this form under any circumstances.)

(See accompanying CDR article starting on page 27.)
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Auschwitz Gas Chambers

inzan.caifa

~~

6 is
great D E m a d denouncements and
cries of anti-Semitism and on and onjust as with the Zionist Protocols which
are also claimed to be false but are the
very PLAN ITSELF!] Since then the IHR
has published dozens of papers and books,
none of which has ever been refuted, concerningvarious aspects of the "holocaust".
A major aspect that has been investigated concerns the gas chamber theory,
and the biggest and the busiest gas chamber was supposedly at Auschwitz.
The activities of the IHR have been so
controversial that on the night of July 4,
1984, after two years of harassment and
vandalism, it was burnt to the ground by
Israeli agents. Miraculously it was able to
continue operations after some months of
inactivity.
I S I V ~ , - I : ~that
~ ,

(Continuedfrom page I )

against Ekkers in a court of law) called
them flakes,deadbeats, and other names
(in front of many witness in the courtroom--but then "lost"the tapes bearing
the statements) also held a news conference and in the Bakersfield paper called
the writings preposterous, neo-Nazi in
content among other accusations. This
was published in a major newspaper.
JUST HOW CAN A PERSON FIND JUSTICE IN A COURT JUDICIAL SYSTEM
THAT PRONOUNCES EXECUTIOZ4 BASED
ON SUCH BIGOTRY? THIS SAME PAPERWORKAND BACK-CHAMBERS COLLUSION HAS FOLLOWED EVERY STEP
OF THIS CASE THROUGH ALL THE
COURTS AND THESE PEOPLE HAVE
LIVED IN PURE "HELL" FOR NEARLY
FIVE YEARS! I OWE DHARMA THIS
DEDICATION BECAUSE WORKING FOR
ME HAS NOT BEEN AN EASY FUN-ANDGAMES TASK. THANK YOU, FRIEND,
FOR NOT TURNING AWAY FROM ME
THOUGH THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS
WAS WIDE AND DEEP. SALU
You will note that basically the "Soviets" perpetuated the "story"ofAuschwitzinterestingly enough. Could it be now the
"payofl" to "get the Jews" after sucking
them into the trap? The Soviets despise the
Bolshevik Zionists and it is "they" and not
the "Judaists" who are the point of this
revelation to humanity. It is the Soviet
Khazarian "Communists" (Socialists)who
also are in control of America-so it is a
good opportunity for a few of you sleeping
Americans and World to WAKE UP AND
SMELL THE COFFEE AND TOAST! YOU
HAVE BEEN "HADw!-AGAIN!

eL=a

view (IHR)was
which
. ibunw
.

Auschwitz main camp, is, in fact, a reconstruction, fabricated after the war by the
Soviet Union-apparently on the direct
orders of dictator Josef Stalin.
What Piper said, in effect-and on camera-was that the explosive Leuchter Report was correct: No homicidal gassings
took place in the building designated "homicidal gaskhambers" at Auschwitz.
Ironically, for someone to even suggest
such a thing could bring a jail sentence in
more than one country-including enlightened nations like France, Canada and
Germany. (Just ask Ernst Zundel. But
more about him later.)
'FACTS' ARE LIES

With this admission by none other than
the responsible head of the Auschwitz State
Museum, one of the most sacred "facts" of
history has been destroyed. It is the major
historical "fact" on which the foreign and
domestic policies of all of the Western
nations since World War I1 are based.
It is the basis for the $100 billion in
foreign aid the United States has poured
into the state of Israel since its inception in
1948-amounting to $16.500 for every
man, woman and child in the Jewish state
and billions more paid by (West)Germany
in "reparationsm-not to mention the constructing of Israel's national telephone,
electrical and rail systems, gifts of the
German people. It is the basis for the $10
billion "loan" (read "gift") made to Israel
for housing immigrants in occupied territories, while Americans sleep on streets
and businesses are bankrupted by the
thousands.
QUOTING:
Germany is paying "reparationsw-and
the United States is making major contriMAJOR HISTORICAL
butions-to atone for the "gassings at
FACT UNCOVERED
Auschwitz" and elsewhere. If the "homicidal gas chambers" were postwar creSHOCKING AUSCHWITZ TESTIMONY ations, in which no one was gassed regardless of race, creed, color or country of
What was the most important historical national origin, then these "reparationsn
event of 19923 Don? answer until you'ue were unnecessary, and were based on fraud.
read this story. (Exclusiveto the Spotlight,
The videotape on which Piper makes his
by P. Samuel Foner)
revelations was taken in mid-1992 by a
The director of Auschwitz has been young Jewish investigator, David Cole. It
filmed on videotape admitting that the so- has just been released, on January 1,
called gas chamber there was constructed 1993, although Cole announced his project
at the 11th International Revisionist Conafter the war.
In the dramatic and unprecedented ference a t Irvine, California last October.
Cole's production follows 12 years of
fdmed interview, Dr. Franciszek Piper, senior curator and director of archives a t the intensive investigation by dozens of histoAuschwitz State Museum, admits on cam- rims, journalists and scientists who have
era that 'KremaI", the alleged 'homicidal tried to get to the bottom of what really
gas chamber" shown off to hundreds of happened at Auschwitz.
In 1979, the Institute for Historical Rethousands of tourists every year at the

INSTRUCTED FROM YOUTH
Like most Americans, since his youth,
Cole had been instructed in the "irrefutable fact" that homicidal gassings had
taken place at Auschwitz. The number of
those so executed-also declared irrefutable-was 4.1 million.
Then came the Leuchter Report in 1988.
This was followed by a "reevaluation" of
the total deaths at Auschwitz (down to
1.1 million). A s a budding historianand a Jew-Cole was intrigued.
Previous to 1992, anyone who publicly doubted the 4.1 million "gassing"
deaths at Auschwitz was labeled a n antiSemite, neo-Nazi skinhead (at the very
least). Quietly, because of revisionist
findings, the official figure was lowered
to 1.1 million. No mention of that missing 3 million.
In 1988, Ernst Zundel was put on
trial in Canada for "publishing false
news". He wrote a book which questioned the legitimacy of the Auschwitz
gas chamber.
Helping with the defense were internationally known historians including
Robert Faurisson, David Irving and Mark
Weber.
Zundel went looking for a n expert on
executions, particularly gassings. - He
found Leuchter, who specializes in the
design and fabrication of execution hardware used in prisons throughout the
United States. Leuchter was commissioned to visit Poland and conduct a
scientific examination of the so-called
homicidal gas chambers.
On February 25, 1988, Leuchter left
for Poland together with his wife Carolyn,
his draftsman Howard Miller, cinematographer Jurgen Neumann and Polish
interpreter Theodor Rudolph. They re-
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turned on March 3. Then he wrote his questions about the obviously ridiculous everyWesterngovernmenthastaughtsince
controversial report.
nature of this "gas chamber" that the World W a r I1 is a lie. It proves that what
guide feels it necessary to call her supervi- televangelists such as Jerry Falwell and
NO GAS CHAMBERS
sor over to answer the young historian.
Pat Robertson have been telling their flocks
Cole says: When I went to Europe in the is simply not true.
His conclusions were clear: The evi- autumn of 1992 to conduct my own investiNo one, regardless of race, creed, color
dence was overwhelming that there were gation of the sites of the alleged "gassings" or country of national origin, was gassed to
no execution gas chambers at Auschwitz, of Jews during World War4 two ideas were death in any building so designated at
Birkenau and Majdanek and that the al- paramount in my mind.
Auschwitz. And without "homicidal gas
leged gas chambers at these sites could not
Thefirst was that the trip be recorded on chambers" at Auschwitz, where is the reahave been, then or now, utilized or seri- videotape so that, ratherthan bringing back soning for the special treatment afforded
ously considered to function as execution a bunch of color-1 anecdotes to bore my the secular state of Israel?
gas chambers.
friends, I would bring back an objective
In the words of Dr. Wilhelm Staglich, record of what Ifound. WhatIexpected to be
END OF QUOTING.
another internationally known historian, a great learning experiencefor me could be
"the extermination thesis stands or falls one for others too. My discoveries could
1111111111
with the allegation that Auschwitz was a become yourdiscoveries. Hopefully, I w u l d
'death factory' ".
ask the questions that you would ask ifyou
So, readers, do you think this will make
Latchter says: "Thepurpose [of the in- were to make the journey yourself.
headlines on Larry King Live? How about
vestigation and subsequent report]does not
The second idea was that I would go as CNN? Do you think the Jewish controlled
include a determination of any numbers of a Jew. No two peoples have been affected Israel First media will headline the truth??
persons who died or were killed by means more by the Holocaust story than the Ger- Oh, well, do you think the Administration
other than gassing or as to whether an mans and the'Jews. We know how difficult who has given Israel BILLIONS UPON BILactual Holocaust occurred. Il,frurther, is not it has been for Germans themselves to ex- LIONS of dollars will admit that there is
the intent of this author to redejine Holo- pose the deceptions of the Holocaust Lobby. error? Come, come--how many years did
must in historical tenns, but simply to sup- Germans areforbidden by law, in their own it take for the Catholic Church to recognize
ply scientific evidence and information ob- country, to state publicly that they do not the TRUTH OF GALILEO (within the last
tained at the actual sites and to render an believe in the orthodoxgaschamber stories; couple of months!!)
opinion based on all available scientrpc, forbidden from discussing their own hisSo, what will YOU do with TRUTH? I
engineering and quantitative data as to the tory.
wonder?!
purpose and usages of the alleged exemJewish organizations have decided that
David Cole's video is on VHS for $49;
tion gas chambers and crematory facilities they must have a monopoly on the Holocaust available from Liberty Library, 300 Indeat the investigated locations."
issue. Ireasoned that iflwent to Auschwitz pendence Ave. S E , Washington, D.C.
With this in mind, Cole took his video as a Jew ratherthan crs a "revisionist",that 20003. The Leuchter Report, $20, from
equipment to Auschwitz and interviewed Iwould have a betterchance to cut through IHR, P.O. Box 2739, Newport Beach, CA
official personnel there. Piper was the the misinformation and lies that so distort 92659. And, no, these ones here do not
most important of these interviewees. Fol- what really happened in the G e m n camps have a copy of either!
lowing his comment that the "homicidal during the war.
Perhaps, Ithought, iflwere to approach
"AH, BUT SOMALIA-?"
gas chambers" were fabrications, Piper
reveals, on camera, how walls were knocked the Auschwitz officials asa Jew, mypointed
Indeed, there IS Somalia and all that
down, holes made in the ceilingand "Zyklon questions,tactfullyput, would beinterpreted
B induction chimneys" installed on the not as the debunking questions of a revi- humanitarian effort. But guess what-*omroof so that the building could be exhibited sionist, but ratherthe sincere questions of a inginto the country now (YOURS)is agreat
to tourists from all over the world as a proof righteousJew wantingtoget the realfacts to quantity of a new drug-which is exanswer those back home who say there pected to be totally out of control with
of the "final solution".
the return of your soldiers from SomaAnd Piper doesn't stop there. He de- were no gas chambers.
(I remember at one point standing in lia--QATl
scribes other "proofs" of the "final solution*, which are also ureconstructions". Krema and telling the supervisor of guides
Qat (pronounced 'cot") is a drug (illeHe discusses the routine use of Zyklon B to at Auschwitz that #You must tell me the gal) which is a stimulant with effects like
delouse buildings and the personal effects whole truth so that when Iget back home I cocaine. The narcotic has turned up on the
of the internees, and he admits, on camera, can speak with authority against those who illicit drug markets in increasing amounts
that the Leuchter Report's findings con- say 'allthis'neverhappened. ") So, donning since the Somalian intervention. It is a
cerning Zyklon B residues in the alleged my yarmulke, and not letting anybody in plant which is chewed over a period of
Poland know where my sympathies were, I several hours and is used extensively by
gas chambers at Auschwitz are right.
the young thugs who belong to the gangs of
began my journey.
The Colevideotape proves that the people ruling warlords in Somalia. The drug causes
PARADOXICAL BELIEFS
who run the Auschwitz State Museum had high increase in aggressiveness and vioHe then, paradoxically, affirms his be- made a practice of fabricating "proofs" of lence. Good luck, America.
lief, not only in homicidal "gassing cham- homicidal gassings. Keep in mind that,
MIAlPOW FINAL SELLOUT1
bers", but also in the "human soap" tales over the years, millions of tourists have
and the stories about "human skin" been told that Krema I is in its original
Kiss your lwed ones goodbye, Amerilampshades, both ofwhich allegations long state, while the officials knew that this
cans who have MIAs and POWs in Asia.
ago have been totally debunked.
"original state" is a lie.
The political, religious, financial and Bush is normalizing relations with VietAnd the revelations go on. In the video,
you tour Auschwitz with Cole and hear him historical ramifications of this proof of no nam and along with the agreements is
being told that the main camp "gas cham- gas chambers at Auschwitz cannot be one final agreement-ALL MIAs and
be? (KremaI) is in its "original state". You measured. Coupled with the Latchter Re- POWs will NEVER surface again111 May
will see the undaunted Cole ask so many port, the Cole videotape proves that what God have mercy on Kerry, McCain and
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t h e Beasts of Hell for upon their direct ministration and a s an economist for JFK's
shoulders rests the deaths by murder of Council of Economic Advisors.
over 2 thousand fellow-Americans. Ah
indeed- NEW WORLD ORDER! Shame
UNITED NATIONS AMBASSAD OR:
upon mankind!
Madeleine Albright-Well connected to
the Israel lobby, she is a professor at
Georgetown University's School of Foreign
MAYBE BETTER?
Service (Bill Clinton's a l m mter) and a
"Maybe it will be better," you mutter. member of the CFR. The daughter of a
Even Mr. Gritz suggests, "Weshould back prominent Jewish defector from Commuthe Clinton-Gore Administration to the de- nist Czechoslovakia, Miss Albright is a
gree that they promote the God-givenbirth- longtime Democratic Party foreign policy
right our Founders fought so hard to estab- adviser.
lishfor us in this choice land. In as much as
theyperfom as officials in accordance with
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLItheir oath of allegiance, let us be with them GENCE: R. James Woolsey-A member of
But, should their direction be away from the CFR, Woolsey has served in the Dejustice and liberty, let us seek a solace fense Department and on the staff of the
withintheunionofpatriots who wantpeace, National Security Council. He is also, like
but not at any price...."
the president-elect, a Rhodes scholar and
Better? How can it be better? Let us a Yale Law School graduate. Another Eslook at WHO is placed into the Clinton tablishment "non-partisan-type",Woolsey
Cabinet, just to turn to one group for was Navyunder secretary during the Carter
administration and served as ambassador
example.
and U.S. representative to Vienna during
FOREIGN POLICY AND NATIONAL
negotiations on conventional armed forces
SECURITY APPOINTMENTS
in Europe during the Bush administration.
NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISER: Anthony L a k e A tried-and-true Establishment insider, both a member of the CFR
and one of the early members of the TC.
Lake is one of the Rockefeller empire's
"non-partisan" foreign policy leg men,
having served in the State Department
under Jimmy Carter and as a special assistant to Richard Nixon for national security
affairs, answering to boss HENRY
KISSINGER. Lake was also a diplomat in
Vietnam from 1963 to 1965 during the
years of CIA covert activity there leading up
to U.S. military involvement in the region
following the CIA-orchestrated murder of
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF STATE: President John F. Kennedy..
Clifton R. Wharton Jr.-The first Black
man appointed to this important position,
DEPUTY NATIONAL SECURITY ADWharton, like Christopher, is a member of VISER: Samuel R. "Sandyn Berger-A
both the CFR and the TC. He has served member of the CFR, Berger is an internaunder four presidents and takes pride in tional trade lawyer who has been shilling
his 'non-partisan" service in government. for Japanese corporate interests as a lobTypically, CFR and TC members, like byist in Washington. Berger is also a
Wharton, can move in and out of any devout Israel loyalist. His political oriadministration, Democrat or Republican. entation is very much liberal and internaWharton personifies the Establishment tionalist. He even worked on ultra-radical
through and through, and he certainly George McGovern's 1972presidentialcamdoes not represent the average, paign.
hardworking middle-class Black Arnerican. His father was one of the first highU.S. TRADE REPRESENTATIVE:
ranking Black diplomats in the State MickeyKantor-Althoughthispostistechnically attached to the Commerce DepartDepartment.
ment, it has become so important in international trade negotiations that it is propDEFENSE SECRETARY: L e s Aspin-A
Democratic member of the House since erlyclassifiedunder foreignaffairs. Kantor,
1971,Aspin, who chaired the House Armed chairman of the Clinton campaign, has
Services Committee, is a member of the been rewarded with this position. He manCFR. He has a long history of service as a aged the 1974 campaign of longtime Israel
federal bureaucrat, having served in the booster Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.),who
Pentagon during the John F. Kennedy Ad- has declined to seek re-election in the wake

SECRETARY OF STATE: Warren M.
Christopher--A Los Angeles attorney
(Titlesand nobility-[missing 13thAmendment]), Christopher is a member of both
the Council on Foreign Relations and the
Trilateral Commission. Christopher has
been running in Establishment circles for
years. He served as deputy secretary of
state under Jimmy Carter and as deputy
attorney general under Lyndon Johnson.
Christopher, who headed Clinton's vice
presidential search and transition teams,
also headed up the inquiry that examined
the Los Angeles riots of 1992.
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of his involvement in the savings and loan
scandal. [H: By the way-you can soon
expect t h e "suiciding" of Keating and
son--because the Elite broke their promke t o him and have sent him away for a
million years. But, he could STILL
"TALK"--so you can expect t h e elimination of both Keatings shortly! The
remarkable thing about t h e pitiful sitaation is THAT KEATING BROKE NO
LAWS!! What does THAT tell you about
both your "lawsn and your "fair judicial
system"?] Kantor is a member of the
influential law firm of Manatt Phelps
Rothenberg and Tunney, whose clients
include Occidental Petroleum as well as
other major energy producers, Bank
Leumi (the dominant Israeli bank), and
70 other banks and dozens of large corporations. A s a member of the national
advisory board of the American-Israel
Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC),a registered foreign lobby for Israel, Kantor
can be expected to produce trade deals
beneficial to Israel (first).
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS
CABINET APPOINTMENTS
ATTORNEY GENERAL: Zoe BairdVice president and general counsel for
the giant Aetna Life 8ti Casualty Co., Miss
Baird is an experienced Establishment
operative, despite her relatively young
age of 40. She served in the Justice
Department's Office of Legal Counsel
and in the office of President Jimmy
Carter's White House counsel, Lloyd
Cutler , a member of the CFR and
'former" member of the TC. Miss Baird
has further CFR/TC links: She is a former
law partner of Secretary of State-designate Warren Christopher. She is also
hand-picked by Mrs. Clinton.
TREASURY SECRETARY: Lloyd
Bentsen-Longtime Democratic Senator
from Texas, Bentsen has moved in big
money circles throughout his political
career. Tied by investigative reporter
Pete Brewton in a series of articles in the
Houston Post to wily savings and loan
crooks who are in turn linked to organized crime and the CIA, Bentsen is an
'old reliable" as far as the Establishment is concerned. This is evidenced by
Bentsen's selection as 1988 Democratic
presidential nominee Michael Dukakis's
running mate. Bentsen, who attended
the 1992 Bilderberg meeting in Evian,
France, will not rock the boat.
DEPUTY TREASURY SECRETARY:
Roger C. Altman-A Georgetown University classmate of Clinton's, Altman is
also a member of the CFR. An assistant
secretary for domestic finance under
Jimmy Carter, Altman is a financier with
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the Blackstone Group, based in Man- pion of forced racial quotas in hiring and sacrifice in Vietnam. However, as is to be
hattan.
education.
shown-neither will he have any measurable
input into veterans' (especially disabled) afINTERIOR SECRETARY: Bruce BabHEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES SEC- fairs.
bitt-Although his White House ambitions RETARY: Donna Shalala4hancellor at the
were put on hold in the 1988 Democratic University of Wisconsin at Madison, Miss
WHITE HOUSE
STAFF APPOINTMENTS
presidential primaries, Babbitt is stillyoung Shalalaisalongtime friend ofHillary Clinton
(just 54). The former governor of Arizona is and very well connected. She is a member of
a close friend of President-elect and Mrs. both Rockefeller family-financed clubs: the
NATIONAL E CO N 0 MI C COUNCIL
Clinton and is also, like Bill Clinton, a CFR and the TC. Miss Shalalais known for CHAIRMAN: Robert Rubin-The senior
member of both the CFR and the TC. enforcing "political correctness" on campus. partner and co-chairman of Goldman Sachs
Additionally, like Clinton, Babbitt has been The "speech code" she designed for prevent- 86 Co., Rubin is one of the world's most
in attendance a t meetings of the exclusive ing verbal "hate crimesnat the University of powerful financiers. His investment house
Bilderberg group. In recent years, since Wisconsin was thrown out of court for violat- and its partners and associates were the
leaving the Arizona governorship in 1987, ing the First Amendment.
top corporate contributors to the Clinton
Babbitt has been serving as a partner in
presidential campaign. Goldman, Sachs 86
the powerful, CIA-linked law firm of Steptoe
HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT Co. provides financial services to some of
86 Johnson.
SECRETARY: Henry Cisner-The
former the world's richest families.
mayor of San Antonio, Cisneros is one of the
AGRICULTURE SECRETARY: Mike Establishment's token Hispanic leaders seCOUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS
Espy--One of the first Black leaders to lected for membership in both the CFR and CHAIRMAN: Laura D'Andrea Ty.on--Alendorse Clinton. Espy served in two high- the TC. He has been touted for years by the though she has never held a government
level state jobs in Mississippi before his Establishment media as a possible presiden- post, this professor of economics and busielection to Congress. Espy was no radical tial or vice presidential candidate.
ness administration at the University of
extremist in Congress, by any means. In
California at Berkeley, a liberal outpost, is
fact,he upset the gun grabbers by consentTRANSPORTATION
SECRETARY: a member of the CFR-and that tells it all.
ing to appear in an anti-gun control adver- Federico Pema-The former mayor of Denver
tisement sponsored by the National Rifle and two-term Colorado state representative,
WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF: ThoAssociation, of which the new agriculture Penawas an early Clinton supporterand part mas UMack" McLarty--This Arkansas
secretary is a member. Espy's nomination of the Clinton transition team's transports- businessman and former state represenmay be one of the bright spots in othemise tion advisers. He was said to be a 'last tative may scare Establishment insiders.
dismal Cabinet selection. But don't count minute"-ewen "surprise"-selection when He's been a friend of the president since
on it-he will have absolutely NO POWER the front-runner for thejobwas dropped from kindergarten and probably knows Clinton
WHATSOEVER-HE IS A BLACK OFFER- contention.
better than any of the high-powered internaING.
tionalists serving in the administration's top
ENERGY SECRETARY: Hazel O'Leary-- posts. He has no known connections to the
C 0 M M ERC E SECRETARY : R o n Another "late entry" in the Cabinet selection internationalist elite that otheswise domiBrown-The outgoing chairman of the roulette, Miss OZeary is president of the nates the administion. So, that will change
Democratic National Committee, Brown is Northern States Power Co. in Minneapolis. immediately!
a Washington insider through and through. Insiderssay Miss OZeary'sappointmentmay
DIRECTOR OF OFFICE OF MANAGEAlthough touted as one of the "Black" be a payoff to the influential Democratic
appointees--one of four (including Deputy Farmer-Labor party political machine based MENT AND BUDGET: Rep. Leon Pane* (Dwho started his career as a
Secretary of State Clifton Wharton)-in the in Minnesota, the organizedcrime-dominated Calif.)-F%netta,
Clinton Cabinet, Brown, a highly paid law- entity that has produced such liberal inter- Republican and a member of the Nixon
yer, is very much out of touch with the nationalistpowerhousepoliticiansasthelate administration (whowasfired for not beinga
average Black American. Brown is more Hubert H. Humphrey and former Vice Presi- team player), has sewed as chainnan of the
accustomed to moving in circles such as dent Walter Mondale. Miss O k q is a House Budget Committee. He is an avid
deficit fighter who has run into trouble with
that of Haiti's ousted Black tyrant, Francois Black.
other members because he routinely calls for
"Baby Doc" Duvalier, for whom he served
EDUCATION SECRETARY: Richard real cuts in entitlement programs and tax
as a highly paid Washington lobbyist.
Brown's paymasters-Duvalier and his fa- Riley-The former governor of South Cam- hikes to pay for new progmms (which would
ther, "Papa Doc" Duvalier-killed tens of lina, Riley is said to have been a major make them harder to pass). He has steadthousands of their fellow Haitians during influence on Clinton as far as education fastly opposed budget gimmickry in Conpolicy has been concerned. His primary gress and opposes as well the proposed baltheir corrupt rule.
political activitieshave been at the state level. anced budget amendment as a fraud that
LABOR SECRETARY: Robert Reich-A
This is his fmt national appointment. He is would simply allow Congress to continue
Harvard professor of economics, Reich at- generallyoutsidethe Establishment'insider" spendingbeyond its means. Although he has
tended Oxford Universitywith fellow Rhodes loop, atthough his new Cabinet status may no known connection to the international
elite, his deputy, Alice Rivlin, is a CFR memscholar Bill Clinton. Rhodes scholars are make him an insider in the end.
ber and is closely tied to the globalist movers.
indoctrinated in a "one-world" philosophy
VETERANSAFFAIRSSECRETARY:Jesse Ah, and how is your staff and management
by their English professors. Established
by Rothschild family frontman Cecil Brown-The executive director of the Dis- team?
I just thought you should know who it is
Rhodes, the Rhodes scholarships are de- abled American Veterans, Brown is probably
signed to train young Americans to work well suited for the job, being a severely dis- you will be supporting and allow you to gain
toward the ultimate reunificatioii of the abled veteran himself. He has never held any insight as to how long you thinkthis 'Yeam"
United States ucolonies"with Englandgovernment position and has no known Es- will work in the Constitutional behalf of youthe 'mother country". Reich has ;redso
ections. He earned this the-people. So be it.
To close please, Hatonn to clear.
way-through service and
distinguished himself as a longti& ch-
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(Editor's note: Commander
Hatonn suggested this twopanel cartoon one day some
weeks ago at a meeting.
Only one person, our
young, gifted artist, Damian
Hardy, was up to the full
challenge.
It has been suggested that
we title this study in irony
"The United Nations Welfare
Service ".)
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PUBLIC NOTICE
A s regular readers of THE PHOE
PJLX LIBERATOR are aware, the
University of Science and Philosophy has brought suit against George
Green, Desirei Green, America West
Publishers, Inc., America West Distributors, Inc., and Doris and E.J.
Ekker. This lawsuit is concerning
the PHOENIX JOURNALS known a s
the PLEIADES CONNECTION series, including the two JOURNALS
AIDS: THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
and MATTER, ANTI-MATTER.

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions of some taped topics, THE WORD also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 04.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions are 83.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add 80.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included i n tape and
transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: rtff WORD, P.O. Box 61 94,
Tehachapi, CA 93582 o r c a l l 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you
wish t o use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by #.
The following i s a complete l i s t of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:

In May of 1992, the University of
Science and Philosophy made its
intention known regarding filing a
legal action making these JOURNALS literally unavailable to the
American public. George Green
and America West Publishers, Inc.,
subsequently gave these JOURNALS to Tehachapi Distributing,
Inc.
Some weeks past, Tehachapi Distributing became fully aware of some
complex billing discrepancies and
initiated efforts to resolve the situation. To compound matters,
Tehachapi Distributing received
communication last week concerning a n intended legal action brought
by the University of Science and
Philosophy against Tehachapi Distributing specifically concerningthe
above mentioned JOURNALS.

7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
8/8/92(2);
Church;
8/3
1/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
4/13/92(1) # 'What is a Semite?";
(2);
9/5/92
4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
Christians?"
10/4/92(3); 10/10/92(2);
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Beltn;
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and 10/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/2 4/92 (2);
The Bigger Plan";
1 1/I/92(2);
5/2/92(3);
11/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
1 1/8/92(2);1 1/14/92(3);1 1/22/92(2);
5/9/92(4);
11/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
5/11 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For
11/29/92(2);
Quiet Wars";
12/6/92(2);
5/13/92(3) meeting with European
12/7/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-I;
visitors over lunch;
12/8/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Group-11;
5/16/92(3); 5/2 3/92(2);
12/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-111;
5/30/92(3)* 'The Divine Plan and
12/13/92(2); 1 2/20/92(2); 1/2/93(2).
Places In Between" tapes 1-3;
6/ 1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/16/92(3)*, Bo Gritz
6/13/92(3); 6/21 /92(3); 6/27/92(2);
speech in Tehachapi;
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens' Rally featuring Col. James "BowGritz,
6/30/92(3)* T h e Divine Plan and
$1 2;
Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-WE
7/12/92(3);
MUST TAKE AMERICA BACK" available for
$5;

Tehachapi
Distributing
reached a very difficult decision
and has divested itself of ALL
inventory of these JOURNALS
and, regretfully, is no longer selling them.

I t is indeed unfortunate when
Truth is hidden by .legal mandate.
I t has always been the intent of
Tehachapi Distributing to function
fully within the law in all matters.

WE WORD

NOW ACCEPTS
VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD

SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead"LWS TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available

I

A t this time I wish to express my
deep gratitude and appreciation to
Dr. Ed Young, Editor-in-Chief of
THE PHOENE LLBERATOR who has
supported this important work by
informing readers of these precious
JOURNALS-

-- Rick Martin
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Please Help CLC!
Dear Readers,
The Constitutional Law Center
wishes to thank
of you for your
and prayers. It is because
your
toward preseIving t h e Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue t o become increasingly effective.
Currently, we are seeking experts in Constitutional Law, as
well as other areas of law, t o assist
us with the tremendous research
that we m u s t develop. This research can be done in your area
a n d forwarded to u s via fax or
mail.
We a r e especially in need of t h e
legal knowledge of suspended, disbarred or retired attorneys a n d are
desirous of establishing contact
with t h o s e who a r e naturally
"drawn" to the study a n d practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you to contact us if you,
o r someone you know, are available to perform s u c h research for
the Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we t h a n k you for your
t-emendous support.
Sincerely,
Gene Dixon, Director
Constitutional Law Center
9 16-485-790 1
-

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

TmAy'S wATC3-f
PHONE LINE

805-822-0202
Announcing a service for
our dedicated readers.
Today's Watch phone
line will carry news and
c o m m e n t s
fromcommander
Hatonn's writings. This
is our way of keeping
you informed about
breaking world events.

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
CALLED THE PHOEHE JOURH W AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN
TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL
MA'ITERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10
EACH PLUS SHIPPING.

42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 1
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 11
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 111
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. N
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE D M N E PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LO'ITERY
REMOVED
4, SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
57.GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
DISASTER
2000, D M N E PLAN VOL.11
5- FROM HERE TO A
R
~
~
~
~
DON
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX6, SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
PRESS VOLUMES I & I1 (BOOK)
$15.00
FEET FROM HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV
(BOOK) $15.00
lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
EX
3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI
12. CRUCIFIXION O F THE
PHOENIX
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX13. SKELETONS IN THE
CLOSET
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV
(BOOK) $20.00
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
THE PHOENIX
(BOOK) $25.00
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
FOR IXFORMATIOX ABOUT
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
ANY JOURNALS OR BOOKS
MEHTIOHED IH THIS HEWSDRAGON
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
America West Publishers,
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
a Nevada corporation
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
P.O. Box 2208
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
Carson
City, Nevada, 89702
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
1-800-729413
1
UNIVERSE
u1
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC.
24. SHROUDS O F THE SEV2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723
ENTH SEAL
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
1-800-800-5565
-

,-...

-

The announcement machine will answer after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day,
and after 8 rings if not.
In that way daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no new message has
brban recorded. The mesm e update(s), if any,
occur by 6 PM Pacific Time.
L

26*
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KI-IAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOROWNER MANUAL
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39.THETRILLIONDOLLARLIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I1
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
PLANET--ZIONISM 18 RACISM

-
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THE PHOENIX LLBERATOR
is published by
THE PHOENIX LIBERATORJnc
2810 W Charleston Blvd. Ste (36'723
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
Subscription orders may be placed by
mail to the aboveaddress or by phone to
1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionratesare:
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1
Mexico);$30 (Foreign);or 26 issuesfor
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US);
$80 (CanadalMexico); $1 10(Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date a p
pears on right side of mailing label.
Ouantity Subsmiptions: $97.50 for 25
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies,
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid
Continental US. Alaska, HI., Canada,
Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EXPRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back
issue prices are as follows: 1-10 copies
$1.50 each; 11-5Ocopies$15.00, 51-100
copies $25.00. Shipping included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska,
Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please
callorwriteforadditionalshippingcharges.
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LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this
newspaper for private, non-profit use is
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PHOENIX LIBERA TOR, INC.
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